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ERRATA

t

We regret that errors appear in the text of Volume U. .

Prepared in Honoluiti and printed in Washington, D.C., there was

no opportunity to correct these errors prior to publication.

Obvious typographical errors are not listed. Only errors of

fact are corrected here.

,lease note that, U. S. Minister John L. Stevens and Captain

G. C. 04tse are the correct forms Of the individuals named:

Page .4 REPLACE CEDED LANDS with The Events of .1893

line 26.
A

Page.8.. INSERT
after
1st para. 'REC0101ENDATION.

Based on these findings, we recommend.thatt

o the Congress of the United States by,
Joint Resolution, clearly acknowledge
the roleand actions of,the'United
States in the overthrow of the Kingdom
of Neweiti and indicate its commitment

.to grant restitution for the losses
damagei:suffered by Native Hawaiians

as a:result'of'these actions.

Page 20' SHOULD READ "The terms of the treaty created an

lines unfavorable balance of trade for the United

21 6 22 States."

Page 38 SHOULD.READ,Secretary.of-State.Seward's messaieL\

line 3 was transmitted-in'1866, not*1886.

Page 43
line 39

SHOULD READ pro-annexationist leanings not

pro-annexationist leansings

Page 68 .
.SHOULD'READ me 'note, not nolal.was ever .made

, line 5 as to the actual composition ofthe:Kingdoes
population.
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FOREWORD

The Final. Report of the Native Hawaiians' Study
Commission (NHSC1 culminates AI 21-month itudy of .the -
culture, needs and concerns 'of Native Hawaiians. As.

mandated by Public'Law 96-565, "Title'IiI," this report
of 'findings, and recommendations is respectfully
submitted to the United States !Senate Committee on
Energy and"Natural ResoUrces and to the United States
House, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.

This Volume II of that Final Report, entitled
Claims of Conscience: A Study of the Culture, Needs
and Concerns of Native Hawaiians, is a fotmal dissent
t the conclusions and recommendations presented in

VS lame I.

We believe that Volume I is inaccurate and
fatally-flawed both in fact and in spirit. Thus,' we

are compelled to present this minority position for
your full review and consideration.

The inherent difficulties posed to your Committees
and, ultimately, the entire Congress as a result of
these sharp disagreements in the Final Report cannot be
avoided. It is our sincere' hope, however, 'that by
providing a more thorough analysis, Congressional
review will be more complete than a review based solely
on the analysis presented in Volume I.

The greatest obstacle facing this Final Report- by
the Commission is not truly its disagreement, but the
sossibility 'of not,being taken seriously. The popular
_perception of Hawai'i as a vacation playground' whose
residents are to be envied for their year-round sun and
surf has been a burden to the work of this 'Commission.
At one point,.' the very life of the Commission wap
called into question when an-Administration official
labeled the study "a boondoggle."

Funding handicaps and a reluctance by Mainland
Commissioners to conduct meetings in the Islands may
also, at least in part, be explained by this assumed
lack of serious intent, because it relates to Hawai'i.

.1.101No....11111=111
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As traced through its predecessor measures,' the
Congressional focus' and intent in creating the Native.
Hawaiians Study Commission was very' serious indeed:
to assess the American involvement in the take-over of
the Kingdom of Hawai'i. Then, based on the historical
ndings regarding the nature and degree of the United

States' participation in the coup d'etat of 1893, the
task was to ascertain whether Amerfai-alpabilitylfor
injuries or damages suffered by Native Hawaiians
existed as a consequence of these actions. Further,
the Congress thep.wished to be advised about how to
approach, and to answer any such possible Native
Hawaiian claims. Volume I. has failed to address in
sufficient depth this underlining intent and accord-
ingly, cannot provide Congress with the proper advice
regarding Native Hawaiian needs and claims.'

Lacking the needed:'critical and probing analysis,
the findings and, conclusions -contained in Volume I

argue that the' United States bears no 'legal or moral
responsibility or culpability for the actions of
American officials at.that time.

WE DISAGREE.

Further, Volume "I asserts that, regardless' of this
rejection of legal or ethical accountability, by the
United States,. that Native Hawaiians were not deprived
of any compensable interest represented by the. Kingdom
of Hawai'i. Thus, even if the United States were to
admit any xemonsibility for the overthrow, of the
Kingdom of Hawai'i -- a position which they deny --
then there would still be no basis for claims by Native
Hawaiians.

AGAIN, WE DISAGREE.

Moreover, the majority of the Commission's member-
ship is of the opinion that departures from standards
of 'proper international behavior or of traditional
assent to transfers of lands and sovereignty -- as
understood and practiced in American precedents -- also
do not bear any violation or abridgement of Native
Hawaiian interests or rights.

WE DISAGREE.

The contents of this volume: (1) will describe
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and efute in detail'th discrepancies and inconsis-
Nteno es which mark and r the reasoning behind the
majority conclusions; (2) review the contemporary needi

and oncerns of 'Native H waiitins within:as context of

natinal responsibilities affected and altered by the
cir'umstances ./attending the end of the Kingdom of

Ha i'i; (3) examine subsequent'actions takenat the
a exation of Hawaili, and American policy determi.-

ations as they evolved during the territorial period,
and as they' were modified at and after statehood of the

Islands. .

It is our belief that a misdeed occurred.when the
Hawaiian monarchy was overthrown in 1893. Are-open and

searching examination of the past and its pos ible
misdeeds should never be,taken as a personal aff ont.
Rather, one of the' great strengths of the United S ates

has been the ability to rededicate,itself to princi les
sometimes compromised in the past.

This vitality is the creativity of the American
conscience: the impulse is to correct wrongs, not.to

be angered by misplaced guilt. \

It is critical to`the mission of this study that
an active acknowledgement and incorporation of both
American and Native Hawaiian cultural values; tradi-
tions and laws, be explicitly drawn on. At times, theie
twin sources of, modern Hawaiian thought are at variance

or even contradictory.

.Particularly in an historical context, this

competition can result in fundamentally divergent

interpretations and analysis. Where possible, these
cultural differences can be examined and used as a
process encouraging insight and improved mutual under-

standing..

For when ,these differences are ignored, over-

looked, or subjected to the dominance of one culture or

the other, then only confusion results. It is our
opinion that Volume I has not adequately taken note of

the cultural dynamics impacting on Native Hawaiian
needs and claims.

In this Volume II, then, we will encourage and
foster-- - both in style and substance -- an integrated

report which expresses the needs and concerns of Native

vi



Hawaiians today as:

1) a consequence of cultures in conflict and
Of historical actions where mutual- harms
were suffered, some of which" can -never be
_repaired; and

/ ,
.

'2) a continuing consequence-of the past which
is appropriate-to Congressional review, and
capable of being repaired by national
action.

..

.

Native Hawiiiins are 'Americans now, proud of the
ideals-and qualities of-justice through law. The pride
in being Native-Hawaiian is also strong. The oven-.

whd/ming "majority 'of Native Hawaiians do not want
'history'to be re-written or; to separate themselvei'from
the' United States.-, As :prmid. Americans and Native
Hawaiians, Wough: there' is a desire and a basis for a
remedy to pa ft losses and damages.

4

lkina'u Boyd Karnali' i
;Chairperson

'Winona K. Beater
'Commissioner

H. Rodger Betts
Commissioner

.

Honolulu, Hawai'i
. June 1983
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INTRODWTION.,

,

Volume II, Claims \of Conscience: A Dissenting
Study of the Cul-SW; Needs and concerns Native

Hawaiians, furnilithe stated objective of P .L.
§67507-'

CP

/
\!

" :. SEC. 303. (a) The Commission -shall
conduct a stud o the culture needs and
concerns of Native H wa ans.

(b) The Commission shall, conduct such
hearings as it considers appropriate and
shall provide notice of such' hearings to

the public...
0c) Wittiin Onelyear after the date of

its first meeting, the Commission shall'
ublish a draft ie p ort of the findin s of

t e stu x an s a str ute cop es 0
The draft report 'to appropriate Federal

and State agenCiese to Native Hawaiian

organizations,' .4nd upon request, to
members of the Apaoi.ic The Commission
shall sOlicit written comments from the
organizations /ind individuals, to whom
copies -of thd draft. report are distri-

cbu ed.- . .

(d) Afto.....sanscinii,
comments submittedFtxp the Commission, -lave
Commission shall issue-a final, re ort of

the resu is of is stu y w n- n ne
months after the publication of its, draft

report. The Commission shall submit

copies of the final report and copies, of

all written comments on ,the draft
submitted to the Commission under para-

graph (c) to the President and to the
Committee on Energy and'Natural Resources`°
of the Senate and the Committee on

Interior and Insular Affairs of the House,

of Representatives.
(e) The ComIllission shall make recom-

mendations to the Con ress MITRIOTTiii
.tiesain cone us one undir subsectrEN

lifbfthis section..."). (emphasis added)
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This presentation Of findings

for. Congressional review does,

incorporate .and- reflect necess
circulated draft report on the .b

questions raised against the draft.

and recommendations
i. -eed, consider,

changes to the
is of 'fundamental

In particular, concerns were expressed and taken

with:
\\

fi

.1) the historical methodology and objectivity
of analysis used for the draft rep t, and

basically unchanged in Volume I;

2) the dearth of primary sources and hea
reliance.. on a single ,secondary source.,

. Ralph .Kuykendall's three-volume The

Hawaiiap,-Kingdom (published' between 131F
and 467, with the final volume published
alter r. Kuykendall's death and compiled
from hii\notes);

3) the selectiVe and often misleading presen-
tation of the background of events and
forces leading', to the overthrow , of the

Kingdom of Hawaii. In "articular:.

a) a lack of consideration for the inter=

national aspects of Euro-American
.rivalries'and actions in the Kingdom;

b) a lack of reCognition for the changing
nature of American and United States
involvement and ,interest in the King-
dom;

c) a lack of closely-examined shifts in
the tone and direction of United States
diplomatic and naval communication to
Kingdom agent's;

d) a lack of careful review of the speci-

fics of American participation in the,

overthrow, especially the roles of U.S.
Minister J6hn L. Stevens and Naval
CommandeeGe C. Wiltse;

e) a lack of international law application
to the actions of American agents in
the overthrow.

12



4) a' fundamentally flawed legal analysis, of
the'donsequences of the overthrow ,of' the
Kingdom of Hawai'i and the damages suffered
by Native Hawaiians as a result of:

a) a,misinterpretation of Native Hawaiian
traditional land tenure practices, and
their reflection in the laws and
actions of the" Kingdom of

b) an inappropriate and frequently forced
applicatiOn of" American Indian law
precedents as 'the test of Native
Hawaiiah land interests and rights; and

c,

c) the use of such 'tests to discredit
Native Hawaiian claims rather than to
indicate the ethical parallels
presented in Congressional attention to
.similar Indian and Alaskan native
claims recogn4ion, by various, acts of
Congress.

. P

It is the intent and purpose of this dissenting
Volume II, therefore, to make every possible effort to
respond to these concerns, and to offer a thoughtful
alternative to the findings, conclusions and recommen-
dations derived from flawed methodology, limited
research, and too-restrictive applications' of
Inappropriate legal analysis.

Further, it is the intent of this Volume II to'

examine the current needs of Native Hawaiians in a
context of:.

O

1) a consequence of past events, actions, 'and
conditions;

2) particular conditions, which are traceable,
in large degree, to the difficulties of
adjustment by an indigenous people,to the
process of conquest and assimilation 'whose
redress require concerted governmental
action; and

3)' the continuing' impact of public lands
policies, uses, and diversions to the
detriment of Native Hawaiian interests and
rights.

x 13
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To better highlight and draw attention to these
differences of approach, methodology, and analysis and

the concomitant divergence of resulting findings,

conclusions and recommendations -- Volume II includes a.

Critical Analysis 'of, these disagreements between

Volumes I and II.

This Critical Analysis Itllows this section.

xi 14



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF VOLUME II

Volume II of the Final Report of the Native
Hawaiians Study Commission is a formal dissent to
portions of the findings, conclusions and recommenda-

tions contained in Volume I of,this report.

Included as a part of this Executive Summary are

the dissenting findings, conclusions and recommenda-

tions relating to the culture, needs and concerns of

Native Hawaiians. The areas addressed.by this Volume.

II are of mutual signifibance and long-range importance

to both-the Congress of the United States and to the

Native Hawaiian people.

Critical Analysis of Volume I

Following this summary is a critical analysis of

Volume I. Fundamental flaws of methodology, interpre-

tation,'Irid conclusion are identified in the following

area; 1) the historical review of American participa-

tion in the overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawaii in

1893; 2) the conditions and terms of American

annexation of the Hawaiian Islands; 31 the trust

responsibilities of the Hawaiian Homes Act; and 4) the,

cultural and social needs of Native. Hawaiians.

Major faults of Volume I may be traced to .

contextual and attitudinal errors. Too heavy a

reliance on the implied similarities between Native

Hawaiians and other Native' American groups, resulted in

a . forced historical, legal, and cultural study of

,Native Hawaiians.

Thus, Volume I came to fatally-flawed conclusions

and recommendations. The purpose of Volume II is to

correct those errors..

1 15



PART I' THE OVERTHROW OF THE KINGDOM OF HAWAI'I

As traced in the legislative history of the Native
Hawaiians Study Commission, the Congress wished to be
advised-about:

1) whether a wrong had been !committed against
the Native Hawaiian Nation and its people
by actions of the United States in the
overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawai'i in
1893;

2) whether this wrong was the basis for
compensable claims against the United
States by Native Hawaiians; and

3) what appropriate remedy could be recom-
mended to redress that wrong and to settle
such claims.

Structured in three chapters, this section of
Volume II:

1) reviews and ;assesses the historical
diplomatic and political' relationships
between the United States and the Kingdom
of Hawai'.i in an international context.
Chapter I, titled "A Changing World,"
offers an overview of European and
American responses to the Kingdom, both as
a feature of the broader tensions existing
among Western countries and as a direct
force in the policies of the. United States
and the Kingdom;

2) examines in detail the sequence of events,
decisions and actions which culminated in
the overthrow of the Kingdom. Titled
"Three Days in January, 1893," Chapter II
draws heavily on the written recollections
of key participants during this intense
period, and also on the official
correspondence of the United-States State
and Navy Departments; and

3) reinterprets the significance of 't e two
formal reports which resulted from

2 16



investigations into the American role in
the overthrow of the Kingdom. Chapter III,

"The Blount' and Morgan Reports
Re-examined," rejects the contention that
the investigations conducted at the direc-
tion of President Grover Cleveland and of
the United States Senate Foreign Relations
Committee differed in their substantive
analysis of American participation.

The following findings are offered on the basis 'of

the informatiOn discussed in Chapter 1:

o. The.final- phase of European. exploration
included the. re-discovery of the HaWaiian
Islands in 1778. The strategic and commer-
cial importance of Hawaii was recognized
by Captain Cook, but. did not feature
prominently-in-England's. interest. in the
'Pacific until the mid-19Wcentury.

o The tensions between the United States and
England, consequences of the American

.

Revolution, and the'War of 1812, influenced
American commercial and whaling interests
in the direction ,of the Pacific. American

missionary presence in the Islands,

beginning :in 1820, also 'asserted and

fostered national attention. .

Diplomatic and commercial ties between the;

two nations reflected, and were strengthened

by American continental:expansion to the
West Coast,' attempts. by both France And
England to challenge the sovereignty of the
Kingdom, and the need to defend the_imm4;

United States territories.

After 1850, American foreign policy
increasingly. and more forcefully asserted

American dominance of interest in the.

Kingdom. The Civil War interrupted, but
did not halt this trend. Eventual American
annexation of the Islands was assumed, and

a formal policy of encouraging that formal
transfer of sovereignty and control was
enunciated by the United States Department
of State.



o- -MerLican-military interest : :in establishing
a' .coaling station 'at Pearl Harbor
intensified United Stites policies towards,
Hawai'i. Commercial treaties. of recipro-
city affecting Hawaiian' sugar. interests.
:incorporated thiastrategic consideration.

-

o 'During the second half. of the.19th century,
'EuroPean and American policies were deeply
'affected by. renewed commitments to
nationalism and imperialism. Throughout
the Pacific, international assertions of
political. control over native.governments
occurred. EXperiencing these. same
impulses, and.fearful,Of-their interests in
Hawaii, the United:St tes did not conceal
its support for less. t an peaceful efforts
to consummate annexatio

CONCLUSION'

By 1892, the United States had.formulated a formal
policy objective of annexing Hawaii. Precisely 'how
this. acquisition was to be finalized wa 'unclear.

However, the aims of key Department of State and
Navy officials and their instructions to*agentS in the
Kingdom of Hawai!i implicitly endorsed:All means to
this end.

CEDED-LANDS

From a close examination of the events, sequence
of actions, and first-hand accounts of principal
participants in the overthrow of the Kingdom, Chapter 2
reviews in detail the days of January 15, 16, 17, 1893.
Although historical patterns of American diplomacy and
foreign relations, and Kingdom political unrest were'
early factors in the shape of those days, an

intensive focus is critical to the findings of this
Volume II.

Based on that review in Chapter 4, we offer these..
. findidgs:

18
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o that the announced intention of Queen
LiliivokAlani to promulgate.a new Constitu-,

tion for the Kingdom of Hawaii was not the

decisive' factor in the events which

followed. Rather, her:proposed-action was
only the pretext for setting in motion a
long-planned' 'insurrection .against. .the

government for the purpose of achieVi
American annexation of the Islands;

o these planse.known to' the United States for
nearly a ypar-by high-ranking officials of
the. American goverhMent_in the Congress and
Departments. 'of .State Navy, were
formulated by a small .group of_, ...Kingdom

residents. Without the active support-and
intervention of United States officers in

however'; these plans. would hot
have succeeded;

Minister-John. -L: Stevens'---was kept
apprised of all planned action's by both the

royalist and :insurgent' factions. The

nature of his responses led the Committee
of PUblic .

Safety members .to .assume
support, and Kingdom cabinet officials to
believe that hewould not aid thegovern-
ment. -These verbal communications directly'
Influenced decisions and actions ,from both

groups;

o these impressions were given greater weight

when Minister Stevens responded to a

Committee request for American protection
of their lives and property. He modified
these instructions to Commdnder Wiltse of
the U.S.S. Boston as a needed landing of
American marines and sailors to protect'
American lives and property. However the
placement of these troops at Arlon Hall
indicated military support for the plans of

the overthrow;

o a proclamation endorsed by the Committee of

Public Safety was read from the steps of
the Government' Building' (across the street
from Arlon Hall), establishing a provi-
sional government for Hawaii pending

19
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finalization of American annexation.
Stevens indicated his recognition of this
provisional government to representatives
of the Queen before notifying the Com-
mittee;

o believing, that resistance would only result
in armed opposition by the United States,
Queen Lili'uokalani yielded to the superior
forces of the Untied States.

CONCLUSION

Based on these findings, we offer this conclusions

The diplomatic, and military actions take- by U. S.
Minister John L. Stevens and Naval Commander G. W.
Wiltse were decisive in assuring the success of the
Committee for Public Safety's establishment of, a
provisional government in Hawaiii. Their actions as
officers of the United States government caused the
Queen to yield the authority .of her government to. the
pnited Stat#',.

Afterthe Queen yielded and the Provisional
Government was recognized by the United States, steps
were immediately takellto __assure-Ahe annexation of
Hawai'i. A change in nationaladatinistrations would
occur on March 4, and there was an urgency-to_complet-
ing negotiations during theiHarrison presidency.----

To permit. provisional government officials to
travel 'to. Washington before their power.was consoli-
dated, Minister Stevens .responded favorably to their,
request for an American protectorate -over' Hawaii.
This 'action Was clearly beyond the scope of State
Department instructions to the Minister.

The acceptability of his prior actions, -however, .''
was the subject of two investigations during the next
year.

Chapter 3 The Blount and Morgan 'Reports
Re- examined, discusses the nature of agreements and
disagreements between the two reports and their conclu-
sions.

6 20
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Basel on a_careful reading of the two reports, and

a review of international-law provisions applicable to

the differences of conclusion between the reports, the

following findings ate offered:

o. Congrespman James Blount, former Chairman
of the House. Committee on Foreign Rela-
tions, was appointed by the newly-
inaugurated Grover Cleveland to conduct an

investigation of the circumstances and

actions of American officers in the

overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawai'i. His

report concluded that Minister Stevens and
Comillander Wiltse had abused their authority,

and be;:n directly responsible for the

phange in Island governments.

o Based on his report, Secretary of State
Walter Q. Gresham advised the President
that the United States had been involved'in
illegal acts against the Kingdom, and that

some remedy thOuld'be-sought -to-restore -.Wm-

Queen to her throne.

Minister Stevens was recalled from his

diplomatic post and Commander Wiltse was
disciplined and resigned his commission.

o The Blount Report was the basis for an
"Executive Message to Congress" detailing
American actions in Hawai'i as contrary to
United. States moral standards and detailing
the improper'use of American authority, and
asking the Congress to devise a repair' of

the damages suffered as a consequence;

o U.S. Senator John. Morgan initiated an

investigation based his disagreements with

Cleveland's Executive Message. His
specific repudiations of the Blount .Report

findings, however, were not over the
actions taken, but whether such acts were a

violation . of the extraordinary powers

enjoyed by American 'officers in Hawai'i.
Where Blount found, fault, Morgan offered
praise.

7 2.1



o Under the principles of international law,
the actions of Minister Stevens and

/141

Commander Wiltse were clear violat ns of
the sovereignty of the Kingdom of awai'i..
As agents of the United States go ernment,
the United States shares in their culpa-
bility and is liable for damages °which
resulted.

There are a number of possible legal basis for a
Native Hawai'i claim of reparations or restitution for
the losses of domain and dominion suffered at the time
of the overthrow and subsequently with annexation:

1) the history, of Congressional willingness-to
address and compensate 'Native American
claims which 'are not strictly legal, but
moral in character;

2) implied fiduciary trust responsibilities of
the United States for Ylative Hawaiians

_based, in:_paits_on :federal legislation
establishing the Hawaiian Homes Act, the
inclusion of Native Hawaiians as a possible
beneficiary class in the Statehood Act of
1959 for Hawai' i; and

3) the collective rights of Native Hawaiians
in: the Crown and Government lands which
parallel the- criteria for 'past
compensations to Native Americans "based on
aboriginal title claims.

After a careful' historical and, legal analysis of
these possible legal basises, the following findings
are offered' based on the information in Chapter. 4:

o Claims by Native Hawaiians are unique.
Existing laws relative to,native claims by
American Indians and Alaskan Natives and
Indians., are derived from traditions' and
experience's fundamentally different from
those of Native Hawaiians. Thus, the
application of precedent and criteria
established for non-Native Hawaiian only
provide broad statements of'principle and



policy, not true fegal tests of validity or
standing.

o Congressional willingness to consider 'the
merits of native claims on moral rather
than strictly legal grounds is well-

documented.' Native'. Hawaiians do not
fulfill the existing legal criteria for
Claims based on Native American precedents
regarding aboriginal title or recognized
title.. However, the mandate of 'this

Commission to review Native Hawaiian claiis
would not have been necessary. if such laws
already existed.

Native Hawaiians held common and undivided
ancestral land rights and interests vested
in the domain and dominion of the Kingdom;

o these ancestral land rights and interests
were not diminished nor extinguished by any
royal or government actions initiated by
the Kingdom of Hawai'i, 'but were-protected
and guaranteed by legal titles held by the
Kingdom for all public, government, and

crown lands;

withoUt the consent of or compendation to
Native Hawaiians, these' land rights and
interests were assumed and subsequently
ceded to the United States by a government
whose existence was dependent on illegal
actions by the United States;

o these land
,accepted by
consent of
Hawaiians,
provision to

rights and, interests were
the United States' without the

or compensation to Native
and without any disclaimer
protect these land rights.

Based on these findings, we advise the Congress
that Native Hawaiians have a moray basis for compens-
abl.e claims in the loss of ancestral land 'rights and
interests vested in' the domain and dominion of the
Kingdom .of Hawai'i.

.

These'coMpensable claims,echo, but 'do not dupli-

cate, similar claims by lAmerican Indians and Alaskan
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Natives. The sirOngest Parallel among the claims is a
call for American justice once a wrong has been acknow-
ledged.

RECOMMENDATIONS 4

4. le

ti

Therefore, we recommend to the Congress that:

o the -.U.S. .Senate Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources and the U.S; House.Com-
mittee on Insular :and Interior Affairs
consider and determine a just and equitable
resolution. of compensable claims by Native
Hawaiians for losses of domain, and
"dominionv

7

these Committees consult and involve(Native
Hawaiians to the greatest extent-pdssible
in the resolution of these claims, and that
any proposed restitution be subject to
formal acceptance by Native HawaiiansL.and

o pending resolution of .these claims that the
Congress take the'appropriate -action to
assure that all lands controlled by the
federal-government in the State of Hawai'i
maintain current use and status, and .that
the atchipelagic.waters, of Hawai'i enjoy
the same security.

Congressional consideration. of restitution to

Nativie Hawaiians for illegal American, actions leading
to the overthrow-- of the Kingdom will, in all'likeli-
Node:Include an examination of existing trust relation-
ships between the United States and Native Hawailians:.

TheSe trust relationship& are distinct, albeit not
separate, -from the claims for compensable losses and"
damages.

In order to help clarify the. nature of the claims,
however, a review-ofthe:trust relationships is a part'

of the groundwork necessary for determining restitu-
tion.

PART II The Native Hawaiian Trusts

The Ceded Lands Trust. The public, crown,- and
government lands of the Kingdom.totalled approximately

1.

8
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1.9 million acres -- nearly half the domain of the
Islands. Under the-control of the RepubliC of Hawaii,
200,000 acres of these once-inalienable lands were
transferred to private ownership.

At the 'same time of American annexation of

Hawaii, then, the ancestral lands of Native Hawaiians
encompasiped 1.7 million .acres of Hawaili, much of it
planted 1.11 ,sugar and pineapple by the terms of royal
leases. These leases were-undisturbed_by the Republic
and remained in force under the United Stites.

In the Joint Resolution of Annexation-adopted by
the Congress and passed by the Legislature- tif the

Republic., the sovereignty and all "public, crown or
government, lands" were ceded, to the United. States.
This cession -- appropriate under international law --
was: conducted without. the consent ,of the people of
Hawai'i and without compensation to Native Hawaiians.

,

The ter% of this transfer, their, later discussion
in numerous Cdhgressional hearings on statehood for the
erritory of Hawaii, and the eventual ratification of

e Admission Act, substantiate these findings:

o the public, crown, and' government lands
cede&to the United. States were transferred
as a trust to be maintained and managed for
the -benefit of all the "inhabitants" of
Hawaiti;

.

.this: trust imposed fiduciary 'responsibili-
ties on the United States and constrained
the use, management, and proceeds generated
Irom the. trust to public purposes;

p the bulk of these ]ands were returned in
fee to the State of Hawai'i in the Admis-
sion Act, with explicit trust impositions
and the naming of two possible beneficiary
classes: Native Hawaiians, as defined in
the Hawaiian Homes Act, and the general
public;

o the broad public purposes enunciated as
consistent "with the trust could be
fulfilled at the d etion o the State;
however, any purp outsi those named
would result in a break o trust.

L1
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CONCLUSION

From these findings,-it is quite eloar that the
ceded lands trust was never intended nor construed to
be restitutiOh.to native Hawaiians.

The provision for Native Hawaiians, however*,
persuasively argues that Congress has extended a
preliminary recognition of Native Hawaiians interest In
those lands.

These additional findings are offered to clarify
the ;nature of that intent.

, 0

o The State.of. HaVii'i, in the State Con-
stitution of'19414, acknowledged the benefi-
ciary interest of Native. Hawaiians, and
provided a pro,,rata share of the ceded

. lands revenues be set aside for the
"betterment of Native Hawaiians." These
:funds are administered and managed, by the
Office of Hawaiian-Affairs whose Board of
Trustees are elected by-all Hawaiians,

should be 'noted here, and will be
discussed in detail later,- that the Native
Hawaiians definition of the Hawaiian Homes
Act is different ,from that, ,guiding , this

Commission.)
O

o This trust as a federal responsibility was
not extinguished, by the Atmission Act or
its terms. All Ceded lands set aside for
national park purposes was declared feeand
the property of the Department of the

Interior. However, it was the intent of
Congress that all other lands controlled by
the federal government were subject
return and iNorforation into the trust of
the State of Hawai'i.

o This reversionary interest of the State in
all non-park federal lands is now also of
explicit trust interest to Native Hawaiians
by the establishment of the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs.



In the twenty-four years since Statehood, howe er,
less than 600 acres ofvfederally-controlled ceded lands
have been returned from a total of nearly. 40,000 acres.

RECOMMENDATION.''
g-

Based on these -findings, and the now-explicit
reversionary interests of ,the Nat Hawaiians and the

State of Hawai'i, 'the following reJommendation is

offered t9 the Congress:'
w 1

..q.$ that the Congress establish a. Joint
Pederal-Statex Ceded Lands. Commission, for
the State of-Hawai'i, to review the present
status use, and possible release of
federally-controlled ceded lands in. Hawai'i

4 4

O

o that this Commission advise the Congress on
the status of these lands, and. hive the
authority to declare such lands surplus and
available for return to, the State of

Hawai'i; and

o that---'Dative Hawaiians be included and
consulted in the course of the Commission's
review.

The Hawaiian Homes Trusts

The
4 Hawaiian Homes Act was passed by' Coqress in

1921, while Hawai'i was still an American territpry.
In 1959, the lands and the charge' to rehabilitate

Native Hawaiians by land awards. for homesteading,
ranching and farming was transferred to the new State
of Hawaii.

Although significant charges in the legal quality

of the trust' occurred with this transfer, the
persistent problems of the program remained. Much of
what colors the failings of the Hawaiian Homes were
there at its inceptIon and haye continued unchanged:

1) the linkage of 'the
/

Act's passage 'with

amendments to the,Organic Act of the then-Territory of
Hawai'i removing a general homesteading provision from
basic document of the Islands governance. A tandem
arrangement which permitted the sugar plantations to

..................mawrirefirder~111.1.
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maintain their public lands leases in ,excess of the
--original 1,000-acre limitation, and 'consigned to
Hawaiian Homes Lands to those which were "available,"
meaning not already or desirable for cane production;

2) a vague purpose of "rehabilitation" which, from
hearings on the 'concept, seems to have merged .the
traditional American belief of the yeoman virtues with
the traditional pre-contact Native Hawaiian uses of the
lands; and

3) a trust whose fiduciary integrity appears 'to

have been abridged most by those charged to guard its
. .

resources and beneficiaries..

Chapter

The Hawaiian Homes Trust. addresses the concerns
surrognding the proper use and conservation of the
trusts assets. .."rom a review, of the Act's
provisions, trust-related questions, and impact on the
program's -accomplishments, .we' offer the following

findings:-
.

o Congress enacted the Hawaiian Homes
program, setting aside more than 200,000
acres of the lands ceded to the United
States at annexation for the purpose ,or.
rehabilitating 'Native' Hawaiians by a

restoration of qualified beneficiaries to
the lands;

o Title to the lands were retained by the
federal government, and $1-a year, 99-year
leases of the lands were provided, as
awards.' Provisions ,within the Act
prohibited the encumbrance or sale of the
lands, and a 7-year property tax exemption
was provided from 1920 until 1959, the
trust responsibilities were the 'fiduciary
obligations.of the United States;

o. Since 1936 the Governors of the Territory
and State of Hawai'i have issued 28

executive orders affecting the use and

control of over 30,000 acres 'of land.
These lands were transferred to other uses
and no compensation was ever made to the

14 28
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I

trust for these uses, nor were any lands of equal value
ever exchanged for these withdrawals as required by the
Hawaiian Homes Commission Ac.t

o Precedents set by the United States for

withdrawals under Executive Orders were
continued after statehood. Since 1959, the
State- of Hawai'i has, by five Executive
Orders (no. 2262, no. 2333, no. 2493, no,
2494, no. 2009), withdrawn 2.3 acres of
Hawaiian Home Lands for public uses. No'

,compensation was ever paid for the use of

these lands, nor were land' exchanges
consummated to replenish/the Department of
Hawaiian Home Lands inventory for lands

withdrawn.

o At present, certain land management
policies followed by the Department are not
based on the provisions of the Act. The
DHHL' has been following a practice 'of

generating revenues for its' own
administrative Costs by leasing homestead
lands to non-beneficiaries. Consequently,
80% of the lands have been leased to

non-beneficiaries.

Chapter 7 addresses the implementation and performance

of the program, with an identification of the
particular provisions of the Act which remain most
nettlesome to the 'success of the program. Based on

those considerations,, the following -findings are

offered:

G

o Of 'a potential beneficiary class of 40,000
individuals estimated to.-be eligible for
the `program in 1920, leas than 3500 awards
have been granted in the sixty years of the

Act's existence. Early, stringent
provisions on total acreage awards, the

harshness of 'the lands provided for the
program, the availability of water, and
most importantly a lack of funding have
hampered the program;

the only revenues provided the program by
the terms of the Act °were 30% of the

revenues generated from the sugar land

15
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leases- and water licenses, sums -grossly
inadequate for the goals of the program.
This problem was aggravated by -the need for
the Hawaiian. Homes to.generate income for
an initial :. :four loan funds and to pay its
own adminiitrative costs.. To gain. this
revenue, the program has and continues to
lease the bulk of its lands to non-
beneficiaries: as a means' of generating
needed income;

for the beneficiaries who have been granted
an, award, the prohibition against using the
.equity ,of- the homestead has .depriVed the
awardee of enjoying the customary rights of
even ground leasehOld 'interests. This
prohibition .theft affects the. homesteader's
ability to use the ..financial leverage of
his award for needed improvements, replace-
ment construction; or the typical family
uses of home mortgaging possibilities.

A'abint Federal-State Task Force on Hawaiian Homes
is now in the process' of reviewing many ,of these
problems. It is not within their scope of responsibi-
lity to report .directly to the Congress.

Thus, we are recommending that:

1. The Congress of the United States, by joint
resolution, indicate their commitment to review the
implementation of the Federal-State task Force on the

.Hawaiian Homes Commission Act within two years' of the
termination of the Task Force;

2. That 'if thiekOview finds that pomp' .iance by the
State of Hawairi-or the 'Department of the Interior has
not occurred satisfactorily or constitutes a Breach of

Trust, that_ appropriate-action-be-takenl-and-

3. That the Congress of the United States enact
the necessary Legislation granting jurisdiction to
\the beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Homes Trust to seek

\

judicial review and 'resolution of abridgements of the
trust.

16
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PART III The Native. Hawaiian People

Severe health, economic, and educational problems
affect Native Hawaiians. As with' the other indigenous
people of the United States, these conditions are'
reflective of mutual disadvantages between a native and
on-native society.

Two definitions of Native Hawaiian and an unequal
application of Native' American status have ) caused
additional cultural, social anll economic hardship to
the Hawaiian people.

A

Therefore we recommend:

o the inclusion of Native Hawaiians in all

native American programs, without
prejudice;

a concerted study by federal and state
professionals to adequately assess the
needs of Native Hawaiians, and to provide
additional assistance from existing
programs;

o. the, consideration of special Native
..Hawaiian programs at the federal level to
redress these disadvantages; and-

o that the Congress of the United States
adopt a- 'single' definition pf, Native
Hawaiian to mean any individual whose
ancestor's were native :of the area which
constituted the Hawaiian Islands prior to'
171#.. Proper guarantees to protect the
rights,and privileges of those now holding
or awaiting a Hawaiian Homes award should
accompany this change.

s. r
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CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF VOLUME

The dissenting' position offered by VoluMe. II of
the Final Report of:the.Native .Hawaiians Study CoMmis-
sioli requires that we begin, with'i clear 'statement of
the nature. and extent of disagreement between. VolUMe
and Volume II. This Critical. analysis wilt explicitly
examine the. historical 'accuracy''or interpretations
contained in Volume I, and confronted in-this Volume.

-
To facilitate 'this critical analysis, specific

findings and conclusions will be cited from Volume I.
A final, paginated version of Volume I is not available
as we write this report. Therefore, 'reference to the
cited quotations from. Volume IAwill be described in
,general but useful terms. Further, explicit note will

.
be made of any such citations which may appear out of
sequence,orcnot'in their entirety.

Although not a significant factor in the process
of analyzing specific areas of contention, the findings
and .conclusions of Volume I are presented here as
parallel to the structure of Volume II..

.43

The Overthrow of the Kingdom of- Hawat'i

The following conclusions are extracted from
Volume I, Conclusions and Recommendations Part II
Federal, State and Local Relationships.

"...o Hawaii has along and ,rich history.
As a separate sovereign nation, it
developed relations with the United States
through treaties and 'other dealings prior
to 1893. For example-, .treaties , were
AleVeloped 'between the two countries to
facilitate trade and to. serve the

interests of 'those 'in Hawaii seeking

economic development to improve the
country's financial situation.' The
treaties also promoted the' economic,
sedurity, and, defense interests of the

United States..." .

Va



One of the major failings of. Volume. I is its
. . neglect of an international diplomatic setting, whether

in direct relationship to the /Kingdom or (often more
importantly) to the motivations and . policies of the
United States.- As presented, there is an erroneous
,assumption that the bi-lateral diplomacy. between the
nations was: the over- riding .determinant of subsequent
actions.- . .

, r.
.;

As examined in Chapter 11,"A Changing World," of
Volume II, American interests in the Kingdom were
directly affected and often governed by considerations
reflecting Western rivalry. In particular, relations
between the United States and England were crucial to
American perceptions of Kingdom developments,-,persona-
lities and proposed actions.

Further, the Reciprocal Trade Treaties which were
concluded between the United States and the Kingdom
were --. contrary to the findings of Volume I -- also an
explicit political, not economic, interest designed to
keep the Kingdom _in an American sphere of influence.
Commercially, -the treaty created an unfavorable balance
for the United States. terms of the treaty.]

The security and defense interests of -the United
States. are also a misrepresentation of policies at that
time."

How this debate affected Hawaiii'is alsO included,
in Chapter 1.

This conclusion ends with:

"...o In addition to these foreign policy
considerations, tensions between the
monarch and the legislature also.. affected
Hawaiian politics during these .years,-as
did efforts by the native Hawaiians to
regain power from reformers. The culmina-
tion 'of these trends occurred in 1891 when
Liliuokalani became queen and attempted to

areassert the power of the throne against
_ the legislature and the. reformers

A large section of VolUme I is dedidated to a
detailed description of domestic Kingdom politics.
Unfortunately, a bias which can only be called racist
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is revealed by calling the members of the Reform Party
and their supporters "reformers."

To the modern American mind, a political reformer
denotes one who enlarges or expands democratic
participation within the system of government. The
thrust and the result of Reform Party initiatives was
to narrow the franchise, to vest legislative power in
an oligarchy, and to consolidate their economic
exploitation of 4lawai'i. In short, the "reformers"
were insurgents. That they believed these purposes
would be best served by American annexation does not
assume that they were seeking the full expression of
democratic principles and _protections associated wtth
the United States. Rather, they made every attempt to
retain their privileges and prerogatives within. the

Territory.

The next conclusion offered in Volume'

"...o In 1893 the, monarchy was overthrown.
The overthrow, and the lack of resistance
by the: queen .and her -cabinet,. was
encouraged in part by:. the presence of
United States forces,. consisting of one
cOmpany'ot Marines and two companies of
sailors (approximately 100 men), acting
without'authority-from the United Atates
government..."

How could one company of. Marine0 and two companies
of sailors have landed and taken up positions in the
city of Honolulu "without authority," from the United
States government"?'.

The United States Minister, acting On instructions
aid vested with the authority of his diplomatic office,

quested. a commissioned naval_ commander, vested with
he authority of-his military, rank, to ordei and
supervise the landing.of the troops. Both the SeCre
'tart' .of State and the Secretary. of the Navy were
informed.of these-actions;' and neither official vested
with the superior authority of their offices disavowed,
rebuked or revoked the field authority which repre-
sented the United States.

.

The international law of agency.recognizes the
authority of. designated officials to.act in the name

21'
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and with the power of their nation. Particularly
during the 'expansionist but technologically 'limited
iplomacy of the.last century, this-acknowledgement of

!II

agent authority was crucial.

From Hawii4.4 for example, diplomatic messages
/ required 7-14 days '.to ,'travel .from Honolulu to-

/

Washington, D.C. The shortest route was by steamer
.from:Hawai'i to-California, and then to telegraph the
essence of the message. A complete letter or
diploiatic report covered the same'first leg, and then
travelled by train for another five'-daysirr

. .

"Private wars" conducted by.ambasiadors (a rank
!

which: the U.S. State Department diC0t-establish until
1894, previoUsly believing it sakcked7.-of monarchial
pretensions) or 'naval officers here outside local
Tossibilities.. '' The authorizinT; government was
responsible for the actions of its agent--whether it
approOed or diiapproved of such actions.

/ -

If. approVed, not ng more was required. If

/21
disapproved.
party,. repa

or succes fully' contested by a. harmed
ration was a .preferred` alternative to

-.unnecessary war.. ,Such reparations,. for example, were
paid by Great Britain to 'the. United States.. after the
.Cj.vil War for damages inflicted by. English flag ships.

The national 'dispute, Was never over whether the
officials _involved had the. authority of the United,
States to dO. as they.did.- But whether such authority
had been-rightly or wrongly exercised.

This distinction is particularly crucial to under-
standing the profound misinterpretation presented' in
the next Volume I conclusions

"...0 .President Cleveland, inaugurated'
just after the landing of UnitedStates.
forces,- -divatehed-LBepresentativei-Slount
to investigate the events. His repOrt
:blamed the .American Minister .John L.

Stevens for the 'revolution. The. United
-States Senate then commissioned the Morgan
report, -which reached an' almost opposite
conclusion. The Commission believes the
truth lies between these two reports..." .

22 35
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In contemporary understandings of historical
documents, significant discrepancies can occur when
secondary source judgments rare incorporated without an
appropriate firdt-hand review 'of the materials.

The "opposition" between the Blount and Morgan
reports is over whether the 'actions of Stevens and
Wiltse abused their authority and that ,of the United
States, not a contention that they did not have the
apparent authority to, act.,

Volume .I misuses arid misconstrues the import of
the two reports, and comes to a profoUndly mistaken
conclusion. Regardless of which report is used, the
issue being examined by 'the Commission is whether
Stevens and.Wiltse were authorized in their actions and
whether their actions resulted in the overthrow.of the
Kingdom. .1

,Blount and Morgan.agree on those particulars: .the
authority was, there .they differ on. whether it Should
have been exercised as it was. They concur that
Stevens, Wi3.tse and the' military presence of the United -'
States. were the prime cause 'fot the success of the
overthraw±-- they diffei on whether'the'United.States:,
should.'repudiate-or ;reap the consevences" of. those c
actions.:

This detailed teview of' pertinent agreements
between the reports is covered in Chapter 3 of this
volume. . ror the purposet of this Commission, "the
truth 'does not lie betWeen the two repotts," because
the relevant material is'identical in both reports'. -

On another page, Volume ,I offers this summary
regardingthe Overthrow-of ticie Kingdom:

Based upon the information available
to the Commission concluded that.
Mast r John L. Stevens and certain other
individ is occupying positions with the
U.S. Cove nMent participated in activities'
contributing to 'the, overthrow of the
Hawaiian mollarChy on January 17, 1893.
The Commissio was unable to conclude that
these activities were sanctioned by the
President or the Congress. In fact,
official governme t records lend strong

1 .
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support to the conclusion that Minister Stevens,'
actions were not sanctioned/0 000"

,Therei4as the opportunity, 'after the final Commis-

sion meeting in March, to 'seek . out additional

information necessary to. the conclusions of. the Final

Report. This Volume, for example, availed itself of

additional archival' and library _resources in the

preparation\of this Final Report.

However, that willingness to pursue and examine

additional. Materials,.-- particularly if such an effort

requires independent research.-- has not been a 'part of

the approach 'or the methodo/ogy'endorsed by Volume I.

There is 'also t40 frustrating tendency'of using

vague, or contradictory language in the formula-

tion of the conclusions and recommendations to mislead

the reader.

In
y this instance, the use of the word "sanction"

is.. left with no- clear definition of the intended mean-

ing: whether it meant "approval"' or "disapprover of

actions taken.

Let ust-therefOxe,
.of the conclusion.

First, the, idea
'Stevens, of Commander
159 American marines
higher authoritiei. .

examine both possible meanings

that .the actions of Minister
Wiltse 'Lt. Swinburne, and the
and ailors were approved by

To broach this_possibility of approval, it is

necessary to clarify another area of confusion present

in the cited portion ef the summerp, who is "the"
President or "the" Congresi being referred to, In rela-

tiorship 6 which "sanction."
1

This distinction is a critical one -- for the
appointment, delegation 'of authority, 'and particular

sanction reflected,- at' the least, two 'Presidents.

Benjamin Harrison and -Secretaries of State Blaine and

Foster were in office from 1889 until March 4, 1893.

On that, date, Grover/ Cleveland was inaugurated the
President and Walter Q. Gresham was named Secretary of

State. And "the" Congress experienced significant f

411.602nwimnon.w
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changes in composition and responses to thei"Hawaiian
question" every few years.

The approval of Minister Stevens and other

governmental officials acting in their official
capacities was forthcoming in the Harrison Administra-
tion.

.As traced-in detail in Part I, Chapter '.2 of this

Volume II, Blaine had, encouraged two ministers in

Hawai'i, through' confidential cOrrespcadenoe
t

to ibe.

alert and Supportive of :.efforts towards Aierican
annexation -bt the Islandt. -These letters spanneChis
tenure. under President Chester Arthur in 1881 through
his retirement from the Harrison Administration in
1892. His'sentiments were not \onry expressea.to his,
diplomatic' officers, °but also' shared: with Chief

Executives.

T4rther, there,was nO "sanction" tyt diSapproval by'
the Harriton-Administration after'notifIcation of the
action0 and involvements of American officials in

Hawai'i\. Instead, just:the opposite, cccurredt- with
only th ee'weeks'left in office, the treaty of annexa
'tion of Hawai'i'. was drafted, negotiated, and submitted
to the enate of the United States for approval.

If We n consider the sanction of "disapproval"
levied y the succeeding Administrat on,, the evidence
is far more e licit4and conclusive.

Gr ver C eveland.initiatel a, s4ries of actions
after h s reelection.as President. First, he withdrew

Senate ending- investigation. Jie dispatOhed James
the Tre ty of 1illexation from colsideration from the

Blount o.the Islands as his Special Envoy t' empowering
him to conduct a full'. and open review of the
circums ances And events of thelioverthroW.

Up n Blount's
.

arrival'inItiawai'i ...a, seeing that
the .fla of,the United StatesIlhad been. 'raised as a
"protec 0 of the ProVision4 Government with the
occupation of the :Island ,;Government Building by the
troops lelhiph-$were first landedjn January_and were not
)withdraWhe 'ordered the-Aierican flag taken
the preteCtoPite-0:ended, 'and removed Stevens' as

Minister...
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All of this Occurred before Mr. -Blount had

concluded his investigation. This'reaction was to the

impropriety and' illegality If American actions

subsequent to the .Queen's yielding of .her authority,
and Minister Stevens recognition of, the Provisional

Government.--

Also, President Cleveland °moved to transfer and
discipline Commander Wiltse,. As a consequence, Wiltse
resigned Tis commission and left the naval service.

With the submission of Mi. BloUnt's Reporli to
Senretary of: State Walter Q.. -Greshim and PrSident
Cleveland, an EXeCutive Message to .CongressregIarding
the Hawaiian overthrow. was transmitted. This'Message,
in 'eloquent and-strong terms, condemned the actions
taken by AMerican officials and urged that the Queen 'be

restored to her, throne and that "the United States
Congreds do all in its .power to olrepair the damaged

inflicted.

Because of the divided opinions of 'the Congress on,-

`the issue of annexing Hawi¢si, the Senate Foreign Rela-
-tions Committee/conducted its own investigation of the

overthrow. ,

*.

Although there are fundamental questions about the

i$Oure of the Senate investigation, and its obvious
bias'toAustify'annexation, ite contents are even more

damning thin Blount's as EL.assessment, of the role
°played by Stevens. and Wiltse

Surely, therefore, there were adequate wsanctiOnsr,

of 'either stripe to satisfy Some finding onthe.rela-
tive positions of the Presidents and of the Congress.
And just as clearly, those:records indidate that the
judgment of the period was only divided on the outcome,

not on the events or authority. exercised.
I , i

"'

Based) on. this analysis, and the discussion in
chapters 11-4tidelineating 'the differences and concerns'
cipsuiizedl in this section, we cannot agree that the

United States does not bear..responsibility °and

culpability for the' overthroif of the Kingdom of Hawai'i

in 1893.

Included.in. this dismissal of possible Native
Hawaiian claims foi compensatioh is an examination of j

4.4
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existing common law and statutes relating to aboriginal
and recognized title. As special legislation,,, these
precedents are directly linked to the traditions,

'
experiences and -histories of other Native American
peoples. Alaskan. Natives also did not 'meet the

'stringent standards of aboriginal title, that is wh
the Aiaskan.Settlement Act was required.

Such legislation is not set. only in'the legal, but
also the:mcpal sense of justice. ' Clearly, Native
Hawaiians would not conform with standards established
for Otheri: Native(Hawaiiansgare. not American Indians.

Native Hawaiians have a unique and different set
of conditions and circumstances meriting Congressional
review.. HOwevere-the basis for that' review is .the name

as that which impelled national attOntioniand redress
to the claims of American Indians and, of Alaskan
Natives, a call to. American. justice.

Native Hawaiins:halOclaims of.conacience.'

The Native Hawaiian Trusts

Issuest connected with American annexation of
Hawai'i may lit broadly grouped ass -1) the unusual
circumstances urrounding the procesi of annexation;
and 2) whether "the terms and conditions of annexatipn
violated Native Hawaiian rights. These concerns will.
be addressed'separately.

The following finding appears in Volume I, Part
II,. of the Conclusions and IlraCommendations section:

"...to 'In 1897 Hawaii's.new -government and
the United States entered into an agree-
ment that Hawaii would be annexed to the
United States. The annexation question
was submitted for consideration by the
Hawaii legislature. In the United States,
it 'was passed by Joint Resolution cf both
Houses of Congress, rather than as a
Treaty requiring a two-thirds majority of
the Senate. President McKinley's concern
to secure -41 foothold in the Pacific for
the United States in the face of the
Spanish-American War prompted use of a
Joint' Resolufl.in..."
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At the time that the aty for Annexation was
submitted to the Senate, there was not even a hint o4
the Spanish-American War. Pr longed, hearings .on-the
merits or disadvantagei of. American annexation of'the
Islands centered on:

1) thevConstitutionality of acquiring overseas
territory; the Social. Darwinist contention
that people of the tropical regions were
unfit for democriqx principlesrand that
Asiatic Auld- Polynesian majority° of the
population were unassailable; and_

2) opposition's to the proposed anneFation was
so strong that the nedessartwo-thirds
vote .of the Senate was viewed as lacking.

It was.not the threat and haste of impending. war
Which prompted the, annexation by resolution utilized in
the acquisition of Hawaii. .0.

The decisive factors affecting American'adnexation
were:

) a fifty-five year policy periodically-.
enunciated and urged by officials of the:
State and Navy Departments regarding the
strategic importance of 'Hawai'i to the
safety and protection of the continental
expansion, occurring in the! United States;

2) the consolidation of continental expansion
by the admission of the remaining West
Coast territories as gl!ttesi.,the completion
of a transrcontinent Inroad and tele-
graph system, the 'economic innovations and
consequences of the industrial revolution;
the proposed construction of the long-
awaited Panama Canal., and trans-Pacific
cable to better link Atlantic and *commer-
cial interests to the markets of tha Far
Pacific; and

3) the conviction,that Hawai'i was manifestly
destined to be a part of the United States.
This destiny was intensified by recently
articulated political beliefs that naval
power and strength was necessary to the
future greatness of the United States.,

41
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Although the findings of Volume I at ,least note
the departure in the annexation by resolution proced-
ure, this admission is not addressed as a possioly
violative manner of approval. That concern is ansWered
by inference in the parenthetical comparison with the
use of a resolution to achieve statehood for Texas.

What is less llonest is the total avoidance of the
question regarding the lack of popular consent to,

annexation.' No other territory or state has ever-been
denied theright 'to formally ratify annexation.

The evasion of a plebesc:.te in 1893 would seem to
'be. the same basis for the evasion of the question in
Volume I: annexation wan concluded as it was because
the majority of the citizens of Hawai'i would, not have
ratified the transfer of sovereignty and lands which
occurred.

Dodging this central abridgement of American
precedent, Volume I prefers to address the peripheral
and irrelevant: ,

. o Determining.if. any native Hawaiians
signed annexation documents is difficult
without extensive genealogical research.
An estimate is that six native Hawaiians
were in the Hawaiian legislature when it
adopted the 1894 Constitution calling for
annexation

This conclusion is faulty in a number of respects:

1) there A.s a misleading confusion between
numbers. and principle, What if we estimate
that all of the members of the,legislature
signed. the annexation document -- that
would still mean that 4,8 individuals and
their will was being substituted for the
rights of 20,000 eligible male voters.

2) the, adoption of 'the 1894. Constitution by
the legislature, regardless of its ethnic
composition, was not the means for signi-
fying consent to the negotiations for

annexation. Legislative consent to annexa
tion was embodied in a Joint Resolution
adopted by the legislature of the Republic
on June 16, 1897.
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This combined lack of historical accuracy and
avoidance of the.fUndamental concern is characteristic
of Volume I'sconclusionse -

Although we are of the opinion that these legal-.
istic difficulties were "cleared..-vip"_,,by the plebescite,
and ratification of the terms of'staiehood, this lack
.of public support at the time .of annexation has a
direct and significant impact on. the 0missior 'or
Mention of ;protection of Native Hawaiians' rights and
land interests when sovereignty and lands were ceded to
the United Sthtes in 1898.. .

If the method. of Inquiry. is structured as,"if'no
law exists, then iloAaw should exist, therefore no Yaw
exists" the entire deliberative process is avoided.
Native Hawaiians are not American Indians. However,
the 'parallels between the existing Native American
claimd legislation and precedents is that the Congress
is willing to consider. measures which have their:bais
in justice and a moral:sense.

The opportunity for this ethical discussion,
however, is` precluded by a strict and improperly
applied existing'legar standard.

For these reasons, we cannot agree with the
findings and conclusions regarding the possible claims
of Native Hawaiians as considered in Volume I.

THE NATIVE HAWAIIAN TRUSTS
Congressionally-created

There are two trusts which name Native Hawaiians,
as defined in the Hawaiian Homes Act, as beneficiries:
the "Ceded Lands Trust" established by Section 5(f) of
the Hawai'i Admissions Act of 1959, and the Hawaiian
Homes Act of 1920.

Neither of.these trusts.is adequately. assessed or
considered in Volume-I.' Of particular concern is that
both of these trusts may have been violated or used for
non-beneficiary purposes.

Our concerns and the omissions of Volume I are
discussed in Part I/ of Volume II.
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NATIVE HAWAIIAN NEEDS

The scope and depth of Native Hawaiiin.soCialand
economic needmis well-;covered..in VolUme I.

However, the fundamental area of disagrei :tt here

is with the nature :of prbposed remedy or assistance in
these areas.: HaVing listed all of the statistical
prOfilres pointing- to a profound social need, VolUme I
then 'proceeds ,to name NatiVe ,Hawaiiev agencies and
organizations as the primary group with the
responsibility of providing assistance. Again, there
is that tendency towardS the circular 'arguMent; the
Native Hawaiians. need help,, let the Native Hawaiians
help the Native Hawaiians..

More than insensitive, that approach verges on the

cruel.

Thus,\ although we do not 'disagree with the

findings and conclusions of this section, we have
significant differences over the proposed
recommendations.

31
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THE OVERTHROW OF THE KINGDOM OF: HANAI'I
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CHAPTER 1 A Changing World -

When Captain James Cook sailed from Portsmouth on
hie-Third Voyage to. the Pacific, he carried a letter Of
safe passage signedA3y-Benjamin Franklin. This letter
was to-protect Cook's scientific mission froMspossible,
involvement in the hostilitied existing between. England
and 'the newly--declared independent United States. 1/

From the instructions he had, received on July 8.,

1776, Cook &glowed the.iriditiOnal.route 'across the

Atlantic..and around the.Cape of -Good Hope. Sailing
intb.the South'Pacific, Cooktouched first, at -Tahiti.

Thus resupplied with fookan&water, he marked 'a ,course.

south' of Australia.' 2/.

Much of the information and maps which guided Cook
were incomplete. The full extent and contents-of the,

Pacific Ocean-were still unknown. 3/ Cook's mission
was to correct many of the defiOiencies, and.to resolve
persistent luestions. about the area..

Part of instructions were to .search for the
fabled Great Southern.Continent\ and, to explore the
unknown'western coast of America for .the Northwest
Passage. was.thought to 'link the -Atlanticand Pacific
Oceans. .

These. quests proved futile. 'But .by following
a.roughly diagonal course southeast northwest across
the Pacific, Cook chanced ph-the'Hawaiian

.

Assessing his find, Cook described the Islands as
"...(a) discovery which, though last, seemed in many
respects to be the most important made 'by Europeans
throughout the Pacific area.... "' Continuing in his
Journal, Cook's first thought was that:

"...Spain may probably reap some benifit
(sic] 'by, the discovery-of these islands,
as the are"- extremely will (sic] situated
for the ships sailing from New Spain to
the Philippine Islands to touch and to
refresh at, being about midway .between
Acapulco and the Ladrone Islands..." 4/
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What Cook could. not .know in ,1718, was that the
major contenders for influence over the Islands would
be England and the United States...

At the end of the American War, of Independence,
the United .States began to .expand itE commercial
activity. Freed of the demand and trade 'burdens
imposed by 'the former Mother. Country, the new nation
joined the 'international competition for market

.-Thenaval.superiority of England in the Atlantic
Was a factor in American shipping interests exploring
commercial potential over Pacific routes. This shift
was, especially noticeable' in the .whaling -industry,
beginning with British blockades established during the
war of 1812.

Preoccupied with continental expansion, little
national interest was focused on dollars spent for an
American navy. Unlike the Europeans powers, with their
navies and overseas networks of colonies and trading
posts, , the United States set explicit territorial
limits to international policies and these boundaries
were generally confined to the North American
continent.

During this first' quarter of the 19th century,
'European and American presence in the Pacific shared
striking similarities: both were primarily represented
by missionary and' merchant interests. For the United

: States -though, even 'this interest was confined. to
Hawai!i.

The Monroe Doctrine was the. first enunciation of
this pattern ih the Western hemisphere and adserted a
primacy of- American ',interest over that. of other
nations. The extension of this hemispheric policy to
HawaVi was articulated in the Tyler Doctrine of .1843:

"...the United States was willing that the
Hawaiian government be independent...but
should'events-hereafter arise to require
it [the United States] to' make a decided
remonstrance against \the adoption- of an
opposite policy, it will be done..." 5/

The -immediate provocation for. this declaration was
thdeuccessive occupation of Hawaii by French and then

I
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s warships. The Tyler Doctrine was announced

after Ltheprotectorate. imposed by Captain Paulet was

repudiated by England. Prance and England signed- a
Convention assuring their mutual recognition oeKingdom
sovereignty and independence, pledging...to 'honor the

Pacific nation's inte_grif_____the other would. The_______wited to be. a signatory to the

agreement, but refused:

. Typically, the United, States .denied any

arrangement which would.- impose and "entangling

alliance" on national interests. England and France,

-however, maintained. their neutrality towards. the

Kingdom..

In the next decide, this American'_stance -would
gain strength as continental, expanOon reached the West
Coast, proposals for an- -isthmian canal linking the

Atlantic and Pacific, -,and an expansion of trade

opportunities in. the orient. " ; ,

.After
e

the Mexican-American War ili42-43), the

United States. purchased California. A year later gold

was discovered, and.a year after that, California.was
admitted as.a state.in the union.

.
In' 1851, U.S. Navy Admiral S. F'. DuPont discussed

the feasibility of thecanalv:and then 'linked Hawai'.i

.to the future defense,needs of the nation:

"...It .is-impossible not to estimate ..too

highly the value and imPortance of the

Sandwich Islands Should circumstances
ever place them in our hands, they would
prove the most important acquisition

.'intimately connected with our commercial

and naval supremacy in*those seas; be. that

as it-may, those _islands shoUld never be
permitted to pass into the 'possession- of

any European power..:" 6/.

In 1854, Commodore'Perry successfully completed
his mission, and Opened Japan to Western trade. This

same year, the United States seriously considered the

formal annexation of the Hawaiian Islands.

Kamehameha III, the last of the Kingdom's ruler.:

to know the childhood of a traditional native royal



prince, signified his inability to continue coping with
the strains of international competitions. He
°authorized a secret delegation to indicate his interest
in a transfer of sovereignty.

A treaty of annexation was negotiated, but
remained unratified when' hesitation from the State

_Department was made known about the admission of
Hawai'i-as a state,and.the'King's death.

By the terms of this treaty, however, this
transfer of Kingdom public lands and sovereignty would
have been effected with a consideration of: o

4

-"...sum of three-hundred thousand dollars
($300,000) as annuities. to the King, the
Queen, the crown prince, :those standing

-.Next in succession to the throne,' the
chiefs, and all other 'persons whom the
King may wish to compensate or.reward,

As a further consideration for the cession.
barein_made, and in order to 'place within
the reach of the inhabitants. of the
Hawaiian Islands the means of education,
present and future, so as to enable them
the more perfectly to- enjoy and discharge
the rights and duties consequent' upo
change from monarchical (sic) to republi-
can institutions, the United States agree-
to set apart and pay over for the term of
,ten years the sum of seventy-five thousand
dollars per annum, one-third of. which
shall be applied to constitute the prin-
cipal of a fund fOr the benefit of. a
college oruni-ersity, ..." 7/

The accession of King Kamehameha IV, however,
ended the negotiations, because unlike.his uncle, he
felt prepared for the responsibilities of a changing
Kingdom. What most troubled the United States about
his reign, however, was the 'reassertion of a strong
royal identification with. England. 'Queen:Emma who was
'part-English, was instrumental in securing an Anglican
bishop for a 'new Cathedral in Honolulu, and in 1866
traveled to London to attend the Royal Jubilee of Queen
Victoria.
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American attention to.these developments, however

were both intensified and disttacted.by the Civil War.

The causes for the distraCtion are obvious. However,

during this War, Between. .the States, England was

sympathetic to_the Confederacy. and had fired on Union
Ships .attempting to 'bteak the blOckade-of,the cotton
trade vital, to English. textile mills.

After the civil War, Britain paid. reparations to

the United States for these. actions: ;However, the

tense relations of ,the: two nations, which were never
truly healed after the American Revolution.and.the War
of 1812,' were again strained.

Ironically, cotton grown in Hawaii had been a
partial replacement for the Southern crops necessary to

NortIern textile mills, another, albeit not significant

emerging divergence between the interests, of the

Kingdom's government and Island commercial enterprises.

Thii divergence, would become critical, however,.in.

the development of Hawaiian sugar plantations.

'American Interest and growing concern for a

Pacific defense, post. in, Hawai'i' soon joined sugar

interest in' a reciprocity- treaty between-the. two

n tions. Secretary of State Seward, -in an 1886 message

t the-residentAinistet.in Hawai41 wrote:.
1

"...that if a reciprocity treaty at any
time be made with this Government . a fee-L4
simple to a piece of land at this port------_,
.(Pearl Harbor]. sufficient for.a.-wharf and -.

buildings.fbr e,naval depot and Also for a --

dry dock would.be made one of 'the condi-7

tions of this treaty..." 8/ .

Seward's'message was received by James McBryde,

and. American citizen living in the Islands,. with a
sugar plantation on Kauai.

The anticipated treaty failed, .a victim of Seward's

concern 'that reciprocity would delay annexation,. and a

Congressional resentment that the United States was
being a ked to pay :for privileges which they'Assumed
were .al eady. theirs.. U.S. Senator Fessanden summarized

that timent when he.. -said:

38
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is folly -td.pay for. a *thing we
already have...that the power and /the
prestige. of the .UnitecLStates is suffi-
cient to assure the concession of whatever
naval. and commercial privileges-are needed
in th islands..." 9/.

.

Secretary Seward accomplished a significant aspedt
of his proposed defense perimeter for the nation with
the purchase 'of Russian Alaska. Another foreign nation
was effectively. removed from the 'Westeta hemisphere,
and American interests consolidated with territory and
control.

.
a

In 1872, Admiral A. M. Pennock, CoMmander_of the
North Picific..Squadron, General John' M.. SchdZield,.
Commander of the U.S. Army in the Pacif4c, and riga--
dier General A. S.. Alexander were steaming to Hawain
aboard 'the U.S.S. California,, under -secret 'impositions

of the War Department. Ostensibly these ry men:
were to arrive in $awai'i on' holiday 13 their
mission according to.secret-orders was: -

/

"...for the -purpose. of Sscert ining the
defense .capabilities. of 'thei different
portd and their commerce. facilities,' and
to' examine into any other stipjects "stt
may occur to you as desikablerdin order /to
collect all information that *IAA be ',of
service to the Country in etheevent of
with. a powerful maritime nation...it
btlieVed the objecti .of- yoUr visit b
regarded as a pleasure excursion which may
be
10/

joined in-by your citizOn friends...

/

\\ Pearl Harbor, Schofield Barracks, Fort Armstrong,..
and other militarY'staging .areis on D'ahu and..... the

neighbor islands-were mapped and/pinpointed .during this

su' y, This mission and its teport were kept secret
unti \ 1897, when they were released to Congressional
committees considering the annexation of..Hawai'i. The

Navy Department. however, must have shared this
information with :the State Department since its

contents\ were discussed in :later. diplomatic
-corresponde\ nce.

r

Four years later, the long-awaited reciprocity
treaty was approved by both the Kingdom and the United,'
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States, with a provisi nal designation of Pearl Harbor
AmeriCan defe = e site.

I

The final carter of the 19th century marked the
industrial' r= olution of the United- States. The

.rgreatest mov ment of people .known in thellistory of the

world o red, as -European immigrants entered the
United tates. Trans-continental railroads and

telegra systems crossed the country and joined both
coasts of the *nation.

In Europe, the consolidation,of traditional royal
regions into-modern nation states was formalized. The

Austro-Hungarian Empire was defined, Prussia and

Bavaria were joined into the German nation. As

confiden e pride, and national goals emerged, so did

more in efiLe-competitions among nations.
. . .

Th expansion of navies and nations into the
Pacific . where steam- powered ships now required coaling
-statio s more than 'Insish water from" Pacific ports,
parall led ,the American interest intHawaii.i.

h
tese impulses were also aided by'the completion

of tSuez Canal, a significant shortening of the
.dista0e from European ports to the :now-global trade
interests of the Orient and the' North American
contient.

,
.

.in 1874, England annexed Fiji. In 1884, Germany
acquit:// empire for the first .time, and annexed

-north i New Guinea and the newly -named Bismarck

Afchipelago. Three years' later, a joint
,

French-English-American commission established a
,

protectorate Samoa. -

The renewal of the American Reciprocity Treaty
with the Kingdom of Hawii'i was negotiated in this
context, of increasing European domination of the

Pacific. Now, the American imperative was not just the
exclusive use of Pearl Harbor, but the assurance of the

"cenion of Pearl Harbor in perpetuity." 11/
.

'

Kingdom domestic politics at& policies sPli\t on

....
the wisdom of such a loss of territory and sovereignty
to the. United States. The planter oligarchy,
economically-dependent on the suga bount and often

r'

holding a dual Hawaiian-American cit zenshi , strongly

1
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endorsed the new provision. Hawaiian nationalists just.° °
as strongly.resisted.

I-

, The .issue ,,was to be resolved by the. .votytof t
Kingdom Legislature:;

, . .

.Although other factors have been considered, too
little attention has been fochsed on the inter-action
of American military objectives and planter .interests:.
in the .events which.followed in theaingdom.,,' ..

.

.,

The area of .greatest. contention. between.: the
Planter- interests. and the United States, however, was
the importation and'- international implications :of
laborers. needed to work Island plantations. ,PredoMi-
nantly' Asian workers from 'China . and. Japgm were
employed, with smaller immigrations ftom Northern and
Southern Europe.'i--

As the planters debated the idea of enlarging this
labor pos9.. to British Colonial sulijects in India,
however, English insistence of their usual
extraterritorial jurisdiction became a concern to the
United States.

In a communication between Secretary of State
Blaine and Hawai'i' Minister Comly in 1881, this
possibility that:

"...a large mass of tritish subjects,
forming in time snot improbably the
majority of its population, should be
introduced into Hawai'i, made independent
of the native government, and be ruled by
,British authorities, judicial and
diplomatic, as one, entirely inconsistent
with the friendly relations now existing
between us, as trenching upon treaty
rights which we have secured by. no 'small
cons ideratioh, and as,certain to inyolve
the two countries in irritating and
unprofitable discussion.

In thus instructing you, however, I must
impress upon you that much is trusted to
your-discretion. There would be neither
propriety nor' wisdom in making: such
declarations unnecessarily or prematurely.
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If, therefore, you find that the 'proposed

convention 'is' not one with the extreme

pr visions to which, you refer, or if you

.hav reason to believe that your represen-
tati its of the upfriendly impressiop which

it w uld make here will be .sufficient to

chang the purpose of the Hawaiian Govern-

ment, you will -confine yourself- to

ordina diplomatic remonstrance..." 12/-

In a fol ow-up communication two .weeks later,

Blaine- ,detaile 'the ,-geographic limits of American

interest. in the ecific, but was vague on the nature of-

enforcement whic the United States would utilize to

protect this.area

d main on the Pacific has
keen vastl increased by the purchase
of Alaska.1. Taking San Francisco as
the commercial center on'the western
slope, a line drawn Ithwestwardly
to the Aleitiarr .grou , marks' our
Pacific border 'almost 'top the, cop-

fines of. Asiet, . A' corresponding line

drawn' sgpth westwardly .from.San
.Francisccry to \ Honolulu. marks the

natural limit\ of 'the ocean belt

.within which our trade with . the

oriental countries must flow and is

moreover, the direct line 'of
,

cation between tIe United States and
Australasia. -Within this belt lies.
the.commercial'domain.of our Western

13coast" /

0

Interestingly, Blaine leaves'official sharing of

the 'communication with the Kingdom government to the

discreition o'f the Minister, but specifically adds:

"...(e)ven if the formal delivery hereof
to the minister should not appear advis-

able, it would be well for you to reflect'
this policy in your conversations with the

public men at Honolulu,, who will, 'I am

sure, find these view in harmony with the

true interest of the Hawaiian Kingdom as
they are, with those of the United

States..." 14/
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,These exchanges indicate Blaine's concern with 1)

p6ssible British interest ',in Hawai'i, 2) a reassertion

of American "domain" in Hawaii, and 3) the official

diplomatic communication between the United States and

blsiness interests in the Islands to the disadvantage

of the Kingdom government. \

This stance assumed even more ominous proportions

in 1887. During that year, planter discontent with the

excesses of King Kalakaua and his minister; Walter.

Murray Gibson culminated in 'a demand for the remloval of

the minister and explicit'changes in the Constitution

of the KinOdom.
!

Confronted with this direct challenge to his

authority, the King called a meeting of the foreign'

ministers residing in the Islands, and asked for their

support in resisting this move. He was denied.

In addition, the discontent of the planters had

reached a new level of assertiveness: a volunteer

company of rifles estimated to number 500 armed men had

already been formed.' Their participation in the

escalated coersion of the King into signing the new

document gave the "Bayonet Constitution" its name.

Although the United States would not intervene .on

behalf of the Kingdom's plea, the subsequent armed

action by native Hawaiians attempting to revoke the

Constitution resulted in the landings of American

troops.

Ostensibly called to "protect American lives 'and

property," the willingness of the United States to land

troops when a government disposed to certain interests

was threatened rather than to the perogatives of" the

King was not lost on the people.

The Treaty of Reciprocity, with
cession of Pearl Harbor, was ratified
Legislature later that same year. This

elected under the new voter

qualifications contained in the Bayonet

its perpetual
by the Kingdom
Legislature was
and candidate
Constitution.

"With the election of Benjamin Harrison in 1888,

an Administration of known pro-annexationist leansings

took office. Significantly, James Blaine returned as

Secretary of State.
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In a letter dated March 8, 1892, U.S. Minister. to
Hawaiii, John S. Stevens wrote Blaine:

"....1 have information which' I deem,
/reliable that there is an organized
'revolutionary party on the islands,
('composed largely of native Hawaiians and a

1
' considerable number of whites and half.

/ whites,. led chiefly iby individuals of the
;

latter two classes. tThis party9 is hostile
to the Queen and to her chief confidants,
especially opposed to the .doming to the
throne of the half- English, heir apparent,
now being educated in England, and means
to gain its object either by forcing the
Queen to select her cabinet from its own
members, or else to cmerthrow' the monarchy
and establish a republic with the ultimate
view of annexation to the United States-of
the Whole islands..."'15/

I- q

On November 20, of that year Stevens transmitted a
detailed summary of "explosive conditions in the'
Islands and detailed American interests.in the proposed
offer of annexation contemplated by factions opposed to
the Queen. Stevens noted:

,

"...The present Sovereign is not expected\
1

to live many years. The princess heir \'1

I

apparent has always been, 'and is likely
always to be, under English influence.
Her father is British in blood and
prejudices, firmly intrenched here as
collector customs, an important and
influential office. She has been for some
years and still is in England; lti-patron
there who has a kind of guardia hip of.
her, T. H. Davies, s a Troy Englishman,
who. lived here many years, who still owns
large property in he islands, and is ,.a
resolute and persistent opponent of,
Amevican alcquisition of Pearl Harbor. Mr.
Wodehouse, the English minister, has long
resided here; his eldest som is married to
a half-caste sister of the Crown Princess,
another son is in the Honolulu
post-office, and a daughter also is
married to a resident of one of the
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QUEEN LILI'UOKALANI

Minister Stevens worried that the Queen's heir

apparent -- half-English and London-educated --

would bring the Kingdom under British influence

if she succeeded to the throne.

PRINCESS KAI'ULANI
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islands. The death of the present Queen,
therefore, would, virtually place. a
English princess on the Hawaiian thron
and put in the hands of the ultra-English
the. patronage ,and :influence of the
palace..."- 16/

As he concluded:

"..Which of the two lines of policy and
action shall be adopted our statesmen and

_our Governm,Emt, must decide. Certain it is
that the interests of the United States
and the welfare of these islands will,not
permit the continuance of the existing
state and tendency of things. Having for
so many years extended a helping hand to
thi islands and encouraging the American
residents and their friends at home to the
extent we haim, we' can not refrain now
from aiding thorn with vigorous measures,
without injury ip ourselves' and those of
our "kith and kinl" and without neglecting
American opportunities that nearer seemed
so obvious and prOming as they do now..."
17/

Only in Hawai'i,
sidered in a peacetime
participation in the
Hawai'i, and subsequent
ditectly cast into the
events.

however, were the issues con-
setting. The American role and
overthrow of, the Kingdom Of
annexation, therefore, was not
fetvor and zealousness of later

The Spapish-American kar---is -often mistakenly- used
as the context for the acqusition_of_. the

As broadly reviewed in this chaper, however,
American policies towards Hawai'i particularyly, the
military interests involved in Pearl Harbor were 'the
subject, and basis of decision-making for fifty years
before the overthrow in 1893.

As articulated, thenr,theseApolicies were in force
before the precise dimensions or even possibility. of
war with Spain.
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American annexation of the Islands was a stated
policy objective of long-standing. What was lessclear
were the acceptable means for achieving this-objective.

The remainder of this Part I will address the
,continuing associated with'the'cOurse of
action used-.

Included at the back of_ this chapter is .a(''

chronology of events durins this period..



. CHRONOLOGY

:.1776 The American colonies declare their -

independence from England. Tension nd
threat of .hostilities between the two
nations-continued.with the beginnin of
the 20th century.

Captain. James Cook embarks on his
Voyage to the Pacific.

1778 Captain Cook re-discovers. the Ha aiian
Islands:. His crew introduces vlinereal
disease.

1783 Treaty of Paris formally conclu es
independence of American colon es ftom
England; Western boundary of t e.United
States is set at the banks of the
Mississippi. River. At th s time,
English control Canada, Fra ce holds
territory west of the MiOsissippi,
Spain owns Florida peninsula.'

1787. Five-ship merchant fleet is outfitted
in Boston: the first American attempt
to join Oregon-China trade.

1789 French Revolution begins with the
storming of the Bastille.

First American vessels, part of the
commercial fleet, visit, the Island on
voyage .from Oregon to China, The
"Eleanor" commanded by Captain Metcalf
levels cannon at native canoes -as
retribution for stolen boat. Companion
ship, the "Fair American" is attacked
by Hawaiians in retaliation -- only two
of the crew are spared, Isaac Davis and
JO i Young. Both marry high-ranking
Hat ..Lian women.

1



1789 Federal, Constitution is adopted and
George Washington becomeig the ,first
President of the United States.

England establishes penal 'colony. in

Australia. ,)

.1791 "Lady Washington" out of Boston lands,
three Crewmen to gather, sandalwood in

the 1.1.ands, beginning, crucial new

elementbf China trade.'.

1793 Louis XVI guillotined in Paris.

1794 Kamehameha I and the Council of Chiefs

formally cede the Island's to, the ."

protection of England. Captain.

Vancouver, on . his -third voyage. to

HawaisivacCepts. The proteCtorate.is
never recognized. by England...

1795. Napoleon begins Italian'campaign.
Egyptian campaign begins the next year.

1803 Napoleon sells the Isouiiiana Territory-
to. the' United States_for7$15.million --

doubling the---Ifea : of the American

nation. Jeffekson's act asserts. the

constitutionality of expansion. by

purchase.

.1804 Cholera or bubonic plague kills an.

estimated 150,4b00 Native Hawaiians;
approximately half: the __contact
population .of the Islands.

1809 Russian*Governor of Alaska indicates
interest-in Hawai'i. A fort is bdilt,
Imperial flag is raised and .negotia-

tions for. the lease of the ,.entire

island of Kaua'i are begun, but not

consumated.

1810 Kaumualiii, traditional king of Kauai,

peacefully cedes his islands to

Kamehameha I -- completing 'the

consolidation of the archipelago into a

single kingdom.
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1812 War between the United Statei and
England. Napoleon begins Russian
campaign. .

1815 Battle of Wa erloo brings defeat of
Napoleon.

1818 Chile and LaP ata declare independence
.from Spain.-

1811 Kamehameha I des. Kapu system is
abrogated.

1820 First company o American missionaries
sponsored by he American Board of
Foreign Missio s (ABM. arrives' in.
Hawai'i.

President Monroe\appoints John C. Jones
first "Agent.of \the United States for
,Commerce and SeaMen," a recognition of
significant whaling interests and
ptesence in the Ii4ands.

Missouri Compromise adopted..

1821 Stephen Austin established first
Anglo- American settlement in Texas.

1822 Independence of BraZil.

1823 Monroe Doctrine annqunced.

1826 First U.S. naval vessel enters Hawaiian
port.

\

1

Andrew Jackson elected President.1828

1835 Texas revolts against Mexico.

1836 Treaty between England and Kingdom
recognizes / sove eignty- and
independeRcev

Secondcompan of Ameri an missionaries
arrive 4n Islands.

Arkansas is admitted as State.



0

1839 French Captain LaPlace threatens to
fire on Honolulu ,unless Catholic
priests are allowed into the Kingdom
and liquor imported. King accedes,

repealing "missionary laws."

Hawai'its. "Bill of Rights" proclaimed
and published.

1840 First written Constitution of the
Kingdom declared by the'King.

England annexes NeW Zealand.-

1842 French claim the Marquesas.

1843 English Captain Paulet declares the
Kingdom a possession of Great Britiay.
His actions are- later disavowed, a d
Hawaiian sovereignty restored.

Tyler Doctrine expressina special
American relationships with Hawai'i.

1846 Mexican - American war .settled
by treaty granting California and New
Mexico territory to the United States.

1848 Great Mahele creates fee-simple
ownership of lands in Kiigdom.

.1849 Gold discovered in, California.

1850 California admitted as a State.

1853 France annexes New Caledonia.

1854 Crimean War .

Opening of Japan to the West.

1855 Treaty of Reciprocity granting sugar
bounty to Kingdom growers fails in
the U.S. Senate.

1861 King4pm of Italy. established.

American Civil War begins.



wf

-.1863' Emancipation Proclamation announced by
. President Lincoln.

1865 End of Civil War; Lincoln assassinated.

1867 Dual Monarchy of Austria-Hungary
__Iestablished.

1869 Purchase of Alaska from Russia for $15
million.

Opening of Suez.Canal.

1870 Franco-Prussian War

1871 Founding of German'Empire.

1874 England annexes Fiji.

1875 British purchase:Suez Canal shares.

1876 Reciprocity Treaty between U.S. and
Kingdom.

1879 Edison invents the 'electric bulb.

1882 British Occupy Egypt.-

1884 Germany annexes northeast New 'Guinea.
and Bismarck Archipelago.

1887 Joint French-English-American Naval
Commission established over Samoa.

1890 Dismissal of German Chancellor
Bismarck.

1892 British protectorate declared over Now
Hebrides. England annexes Solomon,
Gilbert and Ellice Islands.

1893 Kingdom of Hawai'i overthrown.

1895 Discovery, of X-rays.

1898 European powers occupy Chinese ports.
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1898 U.S. annexes Ha

Spanish-American ar.

1899 1 Boer War ,

1900 Boxer Rebellion

Organic Act

n Chna.
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. CHAPT R 2 Thtee Days' in nuary 1893
;

,

n January 14, 1893,..Queen Lili'uokalani was o.!
the erge of declaring a n 14 constitution for the,

AKingd m of .Hawai'i. This do eat reOug ated its. 1887\predeessor, ,the' so-Calle "Bayonet NCOstitution".
force on King Kalakaua undet'threat of armS.

jor provisions of the proposed Constitutgon
would have limited the vote to Hawaiian, born lbr
natur lized citizens, removed certain property
qualif'cations restricting \suffrage, and would have
made abinet ministers subject to removal by the.
legisl ture. 1/ As the Queen would later testify:

"...I proposed to. make tertain.changes in.
the Constitution of the'Hawaiiin. Kingdom,
for the advantage and benefit of the King-
dom, and subjects and. residents thereof.
These ptoposed *changes did not deptive
'foreigners of any rights or privileges
enjoyed by them Under-the Constitution. of
.1887..." 2/

nat-J.ve population, she was persuaded by -her
dvisor

her. action was supported by the majority
f the

..
.

dvisor to postpone promulgating the Constitution from
fear of its consequence in the 'Euro-American commu-

iiy. '.

Asirumors of'the Queen's' new constitution
thro ghout Honolulu, a group' of men gathered
dowil wn law -offices -of William 0. Smith. 3/

men, ho controlled the economy and much of tfie

property of Hawaili,', had been instrumenta.
forced adoption of the' Bayonet Constitution. .

.spread
at the
These

private
in .the

Since the economic disruption of the Islands
sugar market by the imposition of the McKinley Tariff
on Hawaiian sugar in 1891, they had increasingly
advocated annexation to the United States. 4/ In 1892,,

they had secretly formed an Annexation Club and sent\
one of their members, Lorrin Thurston, to Washington, \
D.C., to assess the U.S. Government's view of the

matter. 5/
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Thurston, like others involved in the Club, was
the son of Ambrica4 missionaries. Born a citizen of,
the Kingdom, his ifitent was to finalize the American
influence over the islands.

As Thurston would be assured in Washington, the
Harrison administration favored American annexation of

Hawaii.
,)

President Harrison had appointed a former presidential
aspirant James'G.15laine as Secretary of State.in 188.9.

Secretary *Blaine, primarily responsible for American
policy toward'Hawai'i during this turbulent period, was

an 'open, adVocate of annexation, and earlier had written

an editorial An the."Kennebec Journal".urging acquisi7

tion of Hawai'i. 6/ ,
.

. .

.

.

,

During his brief service as Secretary of 'State

under'the adminiStration of Chester. A. Arthur, .Blaine

. had stated U.S. policy as one of 'maintaining Hawai'i's
independence, but with the,caveat that if the islands
"drift from their ,indepegglent- station it must be toward

assimilation and identification with the American

system, to which.they belong by the operation of
natural lawi and gust belongby the operation of,

political necessity:" 7/
I.

.

.
In an 1881 confidential letter to Minister James

M. Comly in Hawai'll Blaine had been even more

explicit: ,

...I have shown in a previous instruction
how entirely Hawai'i is a part of the
productive and commercial system of the

, American States. So far as the staple
growths and imports of the islands go, the

. reciprocity treaty makes them peactically

members of an American zollvereint_ an

outlying distriot of the State of

California..." 6/

In that confidential letter, Blaine had also

voiced a Social DarWinist view' of the decrease in

Native Hawailah numbers.

"...The decline of the native Hawaiian
element in the presence of newer and
sturdier growths must be accepted as an

....1.1==11111111111111111M
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inevitable fact, sin, view of the teachings
of ethnological history. And as.retfo-
gression in the:development of the Islands
can not'be admitted without serious detri-
ment to American interests in the North
racific,.thelproblem of repleniihment 'of

e vital. .farses of Hawaiq presents
itse for 'intelligent solution in an
American senses -not in an .Asiatic or

° British-sense.:." 9/

This inevitable displacement of Native Hawaiians
by "Sturdier growths" -- the misapplied "survival of
the fittest" social interpretation of the theory of
evolution held significant, foreign policy implica-
tions. As Blaine continued in hilt letter to Comly,.

"....So far as political structure' and
independence of action are concerned,
Hawaii is as remote from our control. as 4.
China. 'This contradiction is only expli-
cable by assumirg what is the fact, th'at
thirty Iresalago, having .the choice
between material.annexation and commercial-
'assimilation of the Islands, the .United
States chose the less. responsible
alternative. The soundness of the choice,
hOwever, entirely 4epends 'on the -

perpetuity of the rule.of the native race:
. as 'an independent government, and-that.

imperiled, the .whole framework of our
'relations. in Hawaii is 'changed, if not
d stroyed..." 10/

;

).
The ext year, Blaine had run* for Presidenl: and

been defe ted by Grover Cleveland. Benjamin Harrison
had, in turn,.bested CleVeland at the polls,in 1888.

/

With the election of a Republican Administration,
Blaine also returned as Secretary of State.

Shortly after his cabinet, appointment in 1889,
Blaine named 'John L. Stevens U.S: Minister. to Hawai'i.
Stevins=wis a'former newspaper associate of Blaine, and
also from Maine. .

In additionStevens.was known for his less than
diplomatic assertiveness as an American minister:
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"...He had been "envoy extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary" to Paraguay and
Uruguay in 1870-1874. There he had\
considered himself a master diplomat AIIH,
calling in American troops to settle an
uprising in Paraguay. He was, however,
recalled by thellaited States government
at ' the request of Paraguay. Later
(1877-83) he served in the same capacity
as ambassador in Norway and Sweden.and was
again recalled..." 11/

The past beliefs and bOavior of Blaine and
Stevens /qould soon be revealed as little changed by
time.

Secretary Blaine wrote to President Harrison on
August 10,. 1891:

"...I think there .1.re only three places
that are of value enough to be taken, that
are not. continental. One is Hawai'i and
the otherd are Cuba and Porto Rico (sic].
Cuba and Porto Rico (sic] are not now
imminent and will nob be for a generation.
Hawdi'i may come. up for decision at any
unexpected hour and I hope we shall be
prepared to decide it in the affirmative

" 12/

When Thurston reached Washington, he spoke to
'Secretary Blaine, about annexation. Blaine told Thur-
ston that he,considered the annexation of Hawai'i of
the utmost importance and since he was unwell, asked
Thurston to speak with B. F. Tracy, Secretary of the
Navy, "and tell him"` what you have told me, and say to
him that I think your should see the President." 13/
The President would 'not see Thurston, but authorized
S4cretary of the Navy, Tracy to state that "if
conditions in Hawai'i compel you to act as you have
indicated, and you come to Washington with an
annexatipn roposition, you will find an exceedingly
sympathetic administration here." 14/YID

The United States Minister to Hawaii, John L.
Stevens, was also open in his endorsement for American
annexation of the Islands. In 1892 he had written:
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"...Destiny and the vast fut re
of the United States in th
clearly indicate who at no d

must be responsible for the go
these islands. Under a

government they could be
governed, as any of the exist
ries of the Uhited States...
refrain from expressing the
emphasi that the golden hd
hand... 15/

interest
Pacific

stant day
ernment of
erritorial
as easily
ng territo-
can not now
opinion with
r is near at

Emboldened, but evidently no entirely satisfied
by his visit,, Thurston wrote a long memorandum to
Blaine after is return to Haw i'i. In his memo,
Thurston outli ed island conditio s which he felt would
eventually cu minate in "revoluti n and disturbance."

What would happen then? Ac ording to. Thurston:

" Very interest, poli ical, commercial,
fina cial and previous friendship points
in e direction of the United States; but
the feel that if they cannot secure the

des red union with th United States, a
uni n with England wou d be preferable to

a c ntinuance under = isting circumstan-
ces , " 16/

On 'Jan ary 15, 1893,
Safety - fist formed to dr
of the Const tution of 1887
passed a mo ion proposing
States. 17/ 'A special sub
and W. 67Sm th, immediate
to seek his su port.

According to Smith, St
for Aid by stating that
Boston, anchored in Honolu

I land any moment
life and proper
establishing a P
would recognize
might be." 18/

From the nat
mittee of 13 proce

to prevent
y, and
ovisiona
he exi

he Committee of Public
t and force the adoption
met again. This day they
annexation to the United
ommittee, led by Thurston
visited Minister Stevens

vens replied to the request
roops on board the U.S.S.
u Harbor', "would be ready to
the destruction of American
n regard to the matter of
Government, they of course'

Ting government whatever it

e

re of! Stevens' response, the
ded With its planning -- now

Corn-
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assuming American military and diplomatic support for
their efforts. After all, their intent was not truly a
revolution, but the fulfillment of annexatio0.

That evening, Committee members formulated plans
and drafted documents for a provisional government.
Among the men was Sanford B. Dole, Associate Justice of
the Hawaiian Supreme Court. Although Dole was not yet
prepared to support- the' overthrow of the Queen, he
apsisted in drafting the provisional goVernment's
documents. 19/

Early Suqday, January 15th,. Thurston met with two
members of the Queen's Cabinet. Aware that the Queen
had decided not to declare a new Constitution, Thurston
informed them that the Committee of Si:fety would not
let matters rest and intended to declare the throne
vacant. In an attempt to head off further trouble, the
Queen's Cabinet *prepared a proclamation for her
signature stating that the matter of a new constitution
was at an end. 20/ Cabinet members also called upon
Minister Stevens to learn what actions he would take in

the event of an armed insurrection. They left the
meeting deeply troubled and convinced that, 'at ,the

least, Stevens would not publicly support the present
Kingdom government.

The. Committee of Safety met and called a mass
public meeting for the next day. Later, Thurston and
Smith again visited Minister Stevens to tell him of the
Committee's, plans and to ask his support in case of

arrest. Smith reports that Stevens "gave assurances of
his earnest purpose to afford all the protection that
was in his power." 21/

The following morning, Monday, January 16th, the
proclamation drafted by the Queen's ministers was
issued. At the same time, the Committee of Safety was
meeting and sent a litter to Stevens requesting the
landing of American troops. The letter stated:

"...We, the undersigned, citizens and
o residents of Honolulu, respectfully

represent that, in view of recent public
events in thii kingdom, culminating in the
revolutionary acts of Queen Liliuokalani
on Saturday last, the public safety is
menaced and lives and property are in.
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American marines and sailors
landing in Honolulu. The
U.S.S. Boston is in the back-
ground.

CAPTAIN WILTSE
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peril, and we appeal to you and the, United
States forces at your command for your'
assistance We are unable to protect
ourselves without aid rand, therefore,
pray for the prOtection of the United
States forces..." ap

1.

The letter carefully avoided requesting such
protection only for American lives and property.

In the afternoon, two public meetings,were held,
one called by the Queen's supporters, the other by the
Committee of Safety,.

At the Committee 'Meeting, emotions ran high.

Thurston spoke first obViously urging the crowd to an
action beyond the adoption of a resolution condemning
the Queen's proposal of a new Constitution:

"...She wants us to sleep on a slumbering
volcano" which will one morning spew out
blood/and destroy us all The n.'.n who has

not 'the spirit to rise after the menaces
to "our liberties has not the right to keep
them. Has the tropic sun cooled and
thinned -our blood, or have we 'flowing in

our veins the warm, rich blood which loves
liberty and dies for it...?" 23/

Aboard the Boston, preparations already had begun

for landing U.S. troops. Around 3 p.m., Minister
Stevens formally-requested Commander Wiltse to order
his troops ashore. "as a precautionary measure to

protect American life and property." 24/ Between 4 and
5 p.m.; a detachment of heavily-armedmarines landed in
Honolulu. The company of 160 marines marched down
Honolulu's main street, past the palace and.halted a
mere two .`blocks away. From-there they were moved to
the erican legation.

Also within blocks of the Palace was the Boston
itself - a battle cruiser with mounted guns easily
capable and within range of leveling the city of

Honolulu.

Hours later, at 9 o'clock that ni he troops
marched back to their sleeping -rs at Arion Hall -
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7/

near the palace and next to the government building.
25/

This movement of troops suggests two things:

11' that the streets of Honolulu were safe" enough to
risk a night movement of troops; and 2) that the troops
were to be quartered away from the American lives and
property centered around the legation and in the line
of planned insurrectionist actions.

troops fired on or movedHad Lili'uokalani's
against the Committee, it
avoid also firing on the
Stevens later admitted
Foster:

would have been impcosible,to
American troops.* Further,; as
to then Secretary of State

"...When the monarchy died by its own
hand, here was no military force
islands but the royal guard of. abut 75
natives, not an effec de equal to
20 American sol 26/

As Admiriar6kerrett, Commander in Chief of the
'Pacific Station, later commented:

"...it was inadvisable to locate the U.S.
troops where they were quartered.if they
were landed ,for the protection of U.S
citizens and, their property, if troops
were 'landed for the protection or support
of the provisional government, it was a
wise choice..." 27/

That night, the Committee of Safety again met and
named the advisory and executive councils for the anti-
cipated provisional government. Sanford Dole was asked
to serve as President.

On the morning of Tuesday, January 17th, Dole
visited Minister Stevens with a' letter setting forth
the Committee's intended action. Dole recounts that
Stevens mdid not say much, but I remember that he said:
'I think you have a great opportunity.'" 28/

At no time, then or in later recorded accounts, is
there a mention of any hesitation orcautionary note'
from Stevens to the Committee about their intentions.

C.
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Lili'uokalani, upon receiving word that the Com-

mittee of Safety was recruiting men and arms, alarmed

by the presence of U.S. troops, sent a personal note to

Minister Stevens giving him assurances that the present
constitution would be upheld. When no reply was
received, the Queen's Cabinet drove to the American
legation to appeal to Stevens. But Stevens would give

-----iio help and, a Cabinet member later claimed, said he

would protect the insurgents if they were attacked. 29/
MMENEM

Meanwhile, the Committee of Safety had completed
'its statement deposing the Queen, and 'a volunteer army,

had' been ordered to assemble. Members of the

Committee, led by Dolet proceeded td the government
building where they took` possession without a struggle.

From the steps of the buiWing4- a proclamation was 'read

declaring that the ex tly* _government was overthrown

and a provisional overnment* was established in its

place, "to exist until terms of union wi h the United

States of. America have been negot d and agreed
upon." 30/,

The insurgents' immediately requested recognition

from Minister Stevens, and sometime between 4:20 and 5

p.m., 'before the Queen and her forces had yielded,

Stevens provided its 31/ This recognition appears to

have been premature in at least two respects.

First, 'the insurgents did not have control of the

police station where,the majority of the Queen's troops

waited. 32/

Secondly,- irt is clear that Lilt'uokalani and her
cabinet-believed that:the United States was lending.

support _to the annexationists.

Immediately upon learning that a provisional'

government had been declared, the' Queen's cabinet sent

a letter to Stevens asking whether the United States

had recognized the provisional govetnment% Stevens

replied that he hid. Significantly, Stevens' reply to

the Cabinet query was made before his letter of recog-

nition was sent to the provisional government. 33/

By this timii, Stevens further underminedroyal
government resistance, strengthened the iMpressron

that American troops .would be used in support of the

insurgence - and could still maintain later the fiction
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that he had not truly recognized the Provisional
Government' before the Queen yielded.

Lili'uokalani gave this account of January 17th:

"...At about two-thirty p.m., Tuesday, the
establishment of the Provisional Govern-
ment was proclaimed; and nearly fifteen
minutes later Mr. J. Walker came' and
told me 4that he had come on a painful

° duty, .theit' the opposition party had
requested that I should abdicate.' I 'told

hint? that I had no idea pf doing so...I
immediately sent for (my cAbinet ministers
and advisors). Thesitugiion being-tiken
into consideration, it Was found that,
since the troops of the United States had
been landed to support 'the revolutionists,

,/" by the order of the American minister, it
would be impossilae fOr us to make any
resistance"..." 34/

As night fell, Lili'uokalani yielded:

Liliuokalani, .by the Grace of :Gad
and under the Constitution of the.Kingdom,
Queen, do hereby solemnly protest against
any and all acts done against myself and
the constitutional Government of °the
Hawaiian Kingdom by certain persons claim-
ing to have established a provisional
government of and for this Kingdom..

That'I yield to the superior force _of the
United States of America; whose minister
plenipotentiary, pis Excellence John L.

Stevens, has caused United States troops
to be landed at Honolulu and declared that,
he would, support the said provision
government.

Now, to' avoid any collision of armed
/

forces and perhaps the loss of life, I do
under this protest, and impelled by said
force, yield my authority until such time
as the Government of the United States
sWall, 401 the fasts being presented to
it, undo'the actign ot its representatives

O
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and reinstate me in: the authority which I
claim as the constitutional sovereign ,of

the Hawaiian Islends;.."3t/

At. the tame time, Lili'uokalani Sent a message to

Dole; enclosing' 'her provispmal Surrender of. the

Kingdom's sovereignty.

Dole.signed his acceptance implying concurrence in-

its optents.

,Stevens, %however' chose to ignore the course-

opened by the Queen's message.. Rather than acting as a
mediator, or accepting the option of.declaring a pro-'

tectorate until further instructions could be received
from Washington - he recognized the provisional govern-
ment as the de facto government.

At 7 p.m., the police station was handed over and

a short time later, two hundred and .seventy Hawaiian
soldiers surrendered their arms.

The diplomatic and consular' representatives '.of

other countries did not recognize the mew, regime until
the following day and Great Britain's minister did not
officially recognize the provisional government until
two days later. 36/

In the .following weeks, rumors abounded that

native supporters would attempt to take back power.
The Provisional Government, not sufficiently stable and

lacking the military strength to insure its -own exis-

tence, again sought the aid and suppo3t of the United

States. .

Although the troops from the Boston had not been
invmdrawn, the provisional Government now requested" a

significantly different military assistance. In -a

request to Stevens, the Provisional Government stated:

"...Believing that we are unable to satis-
factorily protect life and property, and

to prevent civil disorder in Honolulu and
throughout the Hawaiian Islands, we hereby

pray that you will raise the flag of
the United States of America, for the

protection of the Hawaiian Islands for the
time being, and to that end we hereby,
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confer upon the. Government of the United
States, through-you, freedom of occupation

'° of the public-buildings 'of this govern-
ment, and of'the soil of this country, so
far as may be necessary for the exercise
of such -protection, but not interfering
with the administration'of public affairs
of this country..." 37/

On February 1, 1893, Minister Stevens responded by
placing the Provisional Government under the protection
of the United States, pending annexation negotiations,
an&hoisted'the American flag over Hawai'i. 38./ The
Marines' moved from Arion Hall. to the GovernmenT7Huild-
ing.

In his telegram of that day to Secretary of State-
Foster informing him that the Islands had bee placed
under the protection of the United States, tevens

stated "the Provisional Government of Haw 'i is

gaining power 'and. respect. Everying is quiet. Annexa-
tion sentiment is increasing." 39/

As usual with Stevens, this assessment was a

.reflection of hts own sentiments regakding the
respected and respectable 'Members of the community.
The. annexation sentiment has :constantly increased
since:

"..:Nearly all the Germans, the larger
Proportion of the respectable and respons-
ible English, and -almost the entire
Portuguese .population are warmly for:,

annexation. This- the:inclination -.-of'th
.Portuguese is quite important for they
number seven or eight thousand, and! are

40among

theomost industrious and saving..."
/

By contrast, the opponents to annexation .are
characterized as:

"... the lower class Of natives, led
_unscrupulous foreigners, of little propert,

, mostly- from California, Australia, and
Canada, who wish to maintain,. the Hawaiian

. monarchy and its corruptions for their own
unworthy purposes, and who think their
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oplpre gone if annexation becomes a fact..." 41/
tunities for power and spoliation will

b

Interestingly, the preoccupation with the decline
of Native Hawaiian numbers had'been so persistent and
emphatic in diplomatic observation, tnat no vote was
ever made as to the actual composition of the Kingdom's
population. The 1890 Census counted: 40,600 Hawaii-
ans, 11,200 Europeans, 2,000 Americans,' and 'an Asian
total of t271,6001 Hawaiian born'foreigners 7,500. 42/

As a proportion of the citizens of
further, Native Hawaiians were the
majority.'. Although the supporters 'of
Constitution may have dubbed athemselves
Party -- their purpose was oligarchic, not

the Kingdom,
overwhelming_;
the Bayonet
the- Reform

democratic.

Secretary of State Foster replied to Stevens,
criticizing \kis actions and disavowing them to the

xtent that ty set the power and authority of the
United States aver that of the Provisional Government.

However, FPster'also authorized Stevens to keep
the troops ashore, provided they did not go beyond
preserving order and protecting American lives and

property. In reality, thebsituation in Hawai'i did not
change after Foster's reply. The flag of the United
States continued to fly over the Government Building
and American troops continued to occupy that building,
thus lending opens support to the Provisional Govern-
ment.

Immediately after Lili'uokalani yielded, a Provi-
sional Government' delegation was sent to Washington,
D.C., to 'seek a treaty of annexation. Such a treaty
was negotiated and sent to the Senate by President
Harrison on February 15th. Harrison asked for prompt
and favorable action and denied that the U.S. was in
any way involved/in overthrowing the monarchy.

Although Harrison and his Administration obviously
favored annexation, the American national elections'in
November, 1892, 'had returned the Democratic Party to
power and Grover Cleveland was the next President.
Following the procedures of the time, Cleveland was not

to be 'inaugurated until March, 4,1 1894.

Cleveland made his reservations about annexation



known, and the Senate deferred
The new administration withdrew
purpose of re-examination." Ay

. /

action on annexation/.
the treaty "for the

Cleveland' sent James H.. Blount to Hawaii, to
investigate the circumstances surrounding the overthrow

of the monarchy. When, Blount reached Honolu10, he

found the American flag flying and American roops

still ashore. He ordered the flag lowered ad the
troops returned to their ship.

His actions ended nearly two months of / American

milftary presence in Ho lull and began a full investi-
gation of the circumsta ces and American role in the

overthrow.
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CHAPTER 3 The Blount and Morgan Reports
Reexamined

1.4

Prior to his appointment as special commissioner
to Hawaii, Blount, a Georgia Congressman,' had served
as Chairman of the House Committee' on Foreign Affairs.

j Blount had no connection with the Islands and no
obvious view on annexation prior to his appOintment. ''q

Thurston, though, felt sure of winnApg
sympathy 'of the former Confederate officer for
annexation 'cause. He wrote that:

-4

"...(a)s a Southerner, he 'is 'thoroughly
familiar with the .difficulties attendant
with an ignorant majority : in' the
electorate, and will thoroughly appreciate
the situation upon this point.4:" 1/

the
the

Upon Blount's arrival, both the Provis al
Government and the Queen sought to gain his friendshi

'The Provisional Government offered Blount and his wife
a house and carriage for the durdtion of his stay, the
Queen sent a carriage and offered the services of her
'chamberlain.

But Blount accepted none of these offers and took
a great care to preserve his impartiality.

After Blount's arrival,
gave him a long list of
rejected this, announcing

vat.

the Provisional Government
suggested witnesses. He

.wourdlrStLs1r-troatt-------

N

kr.

who wished to be heard, talking with them informally at
first and asking some for written statements. 2/
BlOunt, recognizing that both parties had a desperate
case to present, kept his head, and took his
depositions with' accuracy and candor.

He was hindered in his fact finding mission
because key members of the Provisional Government
refused to be interviewed. This refusal was a
reflection of their response to actions taken by Blount
on April 1. After an initial review of the situation,
Blqunt ordered an end to the Stevens-declared
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protect rate of' two Months earlier,' lowered, the

America flag, and ordered the troops 'of the U.S.S.

Boston ut ok the Government Building and back onboard

s -p.

Blount did gain an interview with Henry Water-
house, a member of the. Committee of Safety. 3/ W. O.

Smith submitted a written statement and he was aided in
its drafting by Henry E.'Cooper and James B. Castle,
all Committee of Safety members. 4/ In !total, ,Blount

interviewed twenty annexationists, five members of the
Provisional Government, and two of the speakers at the
annexatipnists mass meeting on January 16tp. 5/

After interviewing numerous witnesses , from

different factions,. Blount concluded that Minister
Stevens had helped, to overthrow the monarchy. 6/ He

also reported that the troops from the;Boston were
landed, not to protect American lives and property, but

to aid in. overthrowing the existing government. 7/

Based on Blount's report, Secretary of State

Walter Q. Gresham* laid the blame for the revolution

directly on Stevens, 'advised' the President against
resabmission of the annexation treaty to the. Senate,
and recommended that some action be taken to restore

the government Of Hawaiq. 8/ In an effort to do so,
Cleveland sent a new m4.nister to Hawai'i, Albert S.
Willis, with orders to express to tili'uokalani the
President's sincere regret for Steven's reprehensible
conduct and to ask her to rely on the justice of the
United States to undo the wrong. One of the Coriditions

under which the United States would restore the. Queen

was amnesty. for the revolutionarieis. Lili'ubkalani
however believed that the only for of amnesty which
would be proper would beeto exile the revolutionaeies,

for "if they were allowed to remain, they would commit

the same offense over again." 9/ Eventually, the Queen

Modified her views and indicated that she would grant a

full amnesty. 10/

However, Willis was' unable to' convince the

Provisional Government to agree to terms. 11/

;ronically, in a 'letter replying to the President's
request to restore the Queen, Dole took the position

that the united States could not interfere in Hawai'i's

internal, dcli.estic 4ffairs. 12/
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\ Finding himself at an im asse, President Cleveland
deOided to report his findin s to Congress and leave
the matter in their h nds. Cleveland recounted the
evtnts leading to the erthro and condemned Steven's
roe in the affair. He cal ed the U.S. . "military
dem nstration upon the soil o Honolulu...aft act of
war unless made eit er with the consent of the
Government of Hawai'i r forth bona fide purpose of
protecting the imperile lives an property of citizens
of the United StOes. But there is no pretense of any
such 'consent. on the art of t e Government

was

the
Queen, which at that ime was un isputed and was both
the Fle facto and de ure gover ent." 13/ He noted
thatiwhen the members of the Comm ttee of Safety took
possession of the Gov rnment Build'ng and an American
citizen read the proc amation depo ing the Queen "the
one controlling lac or in the whole affair was

''-unquestionably the Un ted States. Mar nes, who, drawn up
under arms and with, 'artillery in, readiness..." 14/
Cleveland, In contraOtinghe Uhiied States' actionIn
the 'annexation ofi Texas and " he extraordinary
hastecharacterizing allitransaatio s" connected with
the Hawaiian annexation treaty, state :

"...Our country was in danger of occupying
the position' pf havin actua ly set up a

' temporary goyernment n fore gn soil for
the purpose! of acqu ing t rough that.
agency territory which we ha wrongfully
put in itslpossession. The control of
both sides of a bargain acquir d in such a
manner 'is called by a familia name when
found in private transactions. We are not
without A precedent sh wing how
scruF,..lously we avoided such accusations
in former days. After the peo le of Texas
had 'declared their independenc of Mexico
they resolved that on the ack owledgment

' of their independence by the United States
they would seek admission to the Union.
SeVeral months after the bat le of San
Jacinto, by which Texan indep ndence was
practically assured and e tablished,
President Jackson decliner' to recognize
it, alleging as one of his reas ns that in
the circumstances it became us l'to beware
of a too early movement, as it might
subject us, however unjustly, td the



t ; imputation of' *iie$king- to establish the
claim of our neighbors to a territory with
a view 'to its sub&equent acquisition by
ourselves.' This is in marked contrast
with the hasty recognition of a government
opel0 and concededly set up for the
purpose, of tendering to us territorial
annexation.

While 'naturally sympathizing with 'every
effort to establish a republican form of
government, it has been the settled policy
of the nited States to concede to people
of fore gn

1
countries the same freedom and

independence in the management of their
domestic affairs that we 'have 'always
claimed,for ourselves, and It has been our
practice to. recognize revolutionary
governments as soon as it became apparent
that they were supported by the people.
For illustration of this rule I need only
to refer to the revolution in Brazil in
1889, when our minister was instructed to
recognize the 111public 'so :soon as a
majority of the people of Brazil should
have 'signified their assent to its

establishment and maintenance;' to the
revolution in Chile, in 1891, when our
minister was directed to recognize the new
Government 'if it was accepted by the

people,' and to the revolution in
Venezuela in 1892, when our recognition
was accorded cr condition that the new

r o
Government was 'fully established, in
possession of the power of the nation, and
accepted by the people

Cleveland concluded:

...(i)f .a feeble but friendly state is in
danger of being robbed of its independence
and its sovereignty by a misuse of the
name and power of the United States, the
United States can not fail tp, Vindicate
its honor and its sense of justice by an
earnest effort to make all possible
reparation..." 16/
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In the months following .Cleveland's message, the

Hawaiian issue was debated and argued in each house of

Congress. InsFebruary of 1894, the U.S. Senate Foreign

Relations Committee, chaired by pro-annexationist
Senator John %T. Morgan, 17/ held hearings on the

Hawaiian question. 'The Comintee was unable to reach a

majority opinion, so Morgan issued a-'report.condoning
Steven's actions and recognizing the Provisional

Government. Morgan's report classified U.S. relations
with,Hawai'i as unique and not to be judged by the
normal precepts of conduct between nations.

Morgan stated:.

"...Hawaii is an American state, and is
embracea in the American commercial, and

%military system. This fact has been

frequently and firmly stated by our
,Government and isthe ground on which is
rested that peculiar and far-reaching
declaration so often and so earnestly
Made, that the United States will not
admit the right of.any foreign government
to acquire any interest or control in the
Hawaiian Islands that is in any way
prejudicial or even threatening toward the

interest cf. the United States or her

people..." 18/

Morgan's report vindicated everyone invlved in
the Hawaiian affair, except the Queen and her cabinet.

Even Morgan, however, did not approve of the

establishment of a U.S. protectorate over Hawaii. The

remaining eight members of the Foreign Relations

Committee, four Democrats and four Republicans,

approved only those portions of the report which
coincided with the stands of their respective parties.

'Oh February 7, 1894 the House of Representatives
resolved that there should be neither restoration of
the Queen nor annexation to the United States. The

Senate passed a similar resolution on May 31, 1894.

Lost accounts of the Blount and Morgan Reports
will assert that they reached opposite conclusions. 19/
From an historical point of view that assessment is

accurate. Blount concluded that the behavior and

actions of Stevens, the presence and purpose of



American marines on shore, and the hasty recognition of
the Provisional Government were legally and morally
wrong.

Morgan's Report viewed the same circumstances and
motivations, did not dispute that the intention was to
cause the..overthrow of the Kingdom and to consummate
American annexation, and concluded that the actions
taken were legally and morally right.

In many respects, the Morgan Report asserts that
Mini'ster Stevens and Commander Wiltse could have taken
virtually any diplomatic or military action, and hayp
been within the rightful exercise of their authority:

In no sense, and at no time, has the
Government of the United States observed
toward..the domestic affairs of Hawaii the
strict impartiality and the "indifference
enjoined by the general law of noninter-
ference, in the absence of exceptiodal
conditions. We have always exerted the
privilege of interference in the domestic
policy of Hawaii to a degree that would
not be justified, under our view of the,
international law, in reference to th'
affairs of Canada, Cuba, or Mexico.

...the attitude of the United States
toward Hawaii was in moral effect that of
a friendly protectorate. It has been a
settled policy of the United States that
if it should turn out that Hawaii, for' any
ause, should not be able to maintain an
independent government, that country would
e encouraged in its tendency to gravitate
award political union with this country."

20/

.Moivan was willing to forego even the 'linter-

ational protocol of initiating a landing of'armed
troops as acceptable if done for the purpose of
protecting.that nation's citizens in another country.
Even Stevens had advanced that international precept as
the justification for his order. Morgan, however,

contended that:
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"...It seems that neither Minister Stevens
nor Capt. Wiltse,' then fully 'comprehended
the fact that the United. States had the
right, of its own authority, to send the.
troops on shore fot the purpose of
supplying to American citizens resident
there the protection of law..." 21/.

As. Morgan concluded, American officials:

"...have the right to much larger liberty
of action in respect to the- internal
affairs of that country than would be their
case with any other Country with which we
have no peculiar or special relations."
221.

\Would
that "larger liberty 'of action" have

included 'acts of war by the United States against
the Kingdom?

Morgan avoids confronting the question
directly. Rather, he states that, by "landing'
troops in Honolulu there may have been tan
invasion," but makes a 'distinction betvieept-this
invasion and an act of war:

"...If the Queen, or the people, or both
actin in conjunction, had opposed the

of the troops from the. Boston with
armed resistance, their .invainrWould
have, been an act-of war. 'But when their
landing. was not opposed by any objection,
protest, or resistance the. 'state of war
did not supervene, and there was no
irregularity or want of authnrity to place
the troops on shore." (Emphasis added.)
23/ 0

In short the invasion was not an act of war because no
resistanceror counter force was offered. Had the Queen
resisted the superior arms and might of the United
States, then, the landing of.A4p troops would have been
an act of. war. Acting to°avoid bloodshed, the Queen
had acquiesced in an invasion which was not truly an
invasion because it was well within the pretogatives or
the United States to act with hostility towards the
interal affairs of Hawaii. Or so Morgan reasoned, .
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Under international law, the Morgan 'Report is far

---,more damaging an assessment of American actions than

the report submitted by Blount.

In international law, the most basic right- of a

nation is its right to exist. , 24/ From Athis firit

*right, a nation derives, all of 'Es othhr rights: the

right to control internal affairs, chose a form of

government, make and amend laws,. provide for its'

citizens,' and administer its domain.'25/, The right to

'exist gives to certain external Fights such as the

right to make treaties and conclude .special

relationships and agreements with other nations. 26/

Undoubtedly, the primary right arising from the right

to exist is the right of independence. 'A corollary

duty arising fjom the right of 'independence is the

principle , of man-i_ntervention, the duty not to

intervene in' the internal affairs or the external

Re,

sovereignty of another nbakion. 274

Native Hawaiians assert, that0the government 'formed

by and fti, their benefit was deprived of the most basic.

right of a nation, the right to exist. This

deprivation was accomplished, with the assistance of

theUnited States Minister to HaWai'i and the,,aid Of,

American troops. Those actions, violated the right_to \\

independence'of the Hawaiian Kingdom and the princi041,..-\\

of non- intervention. .In 1893, those actions were

condemned by Commissioner Blount, Secretary of State

Gresham, and ultimately, by President 'Cleveland. 28/

--Native Hawaiians argue a result of

_--14-Aervention by an offiCial. representative of the

United States--government, Hawaiian's lost both the

internal-46d external' rights and control that are

paramount to a sovereign gyration. Among those. rights

were the right to chose a form of government, make

laws, oversee.the publicJomain, and and provide for

their common good. Moreover, they lost the right to

stand as an equal in the international community, to

male agreements and trea h;:oither nations, and to

exhilbit the external manifeitatio s of_sovereignty.

International law also, .deem acts° of skate

officials and representatives as acts of the state for

purposes of determining international responsibility

29/ Thus the actionil ef Minister Stevens, althou

not specifically directed by illeDepartment 'of STe r
O

tir
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I

U.S. MINISTER JOHN STEVENS
e:

The lowering of the Hawaiian flag at
ceremonies marking American Annexation'
of the Islands. in 1898. .
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'President, would be considered an Act of state that

k would .lay 'international responsibility on ,the United

Sts4s. 30/ -

ti

V
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a
CHAPTER 4 Claims of Conscience

1/14111dt'

In view of the history of landholding laws in
Hawaii, the overthrow of the monarchy, annexation, and
the federal government's entire course of dealing with
Native. Hawaiians, this section examines whether Native
Hawaiians may have a claim for reparations or restitu-
tion from the.United States.

et,

,Aleithough this section draws some analogies to
---Indian4aw, must---be cleatly l tated that the claims
--imade-1,9Nrative RaMt3314iie unique. Consequently,

precedents,established in qndian law can only:provide
broad principles. 'In applying these principles .to the
claims madeby.iNative'Hawaiians, we should look not so'
much to thetechnical niceties of the law, but to the
basic policies 'which animate those, laws. The lodestar
guiding this inquiry should be our society's concept of
justice and morality, not some narrow idea, of the, law
as embodied solely in existing- statutes and caselaw.

NATIVE CLAIMS AGAINST THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Over the years, a number- of different native
groups and organizations have sought reparations and
restitution from the United States for loss of lands
and loss of sovereignty. Generally speaking, few
Native-4merican groups have-had clear legal claims that
could be brought without the assent of Congress. For
nearly all Native Americans, including Native Hawaii-
ans, the question is to what extent past losses will
entitle them to make' claims and recover against the
United. States. Ultimately, it is Congress who .must
decide which events of the past, ought to expose the
government to liability.

In the'early twentieth century, Indian tribes who
had claims against the federal government were required
to seek special jurisdictional acts in Congreds in
order to sue the United' States. The various jurisdiC-
tional acts allowing particular Indian tribes to sue
the United States resulted in piecemeal litigation and
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conflicting opAhions. The acts 'w re Sometimes inter-
preted narrowly' to defeat fecove '1/ and the entire
process was slow and expensive. n the period between
1926 and 1945, over 140 claims were litigated, but
others were stalled in congressional committees await-
ing jurisdictional acts.2/

In 1946, Congress established the Indian g.elaims,

Commission and gave it broad jurisdiction to hear
tribal claims,cases.3/. The Indian Claims Commission
Act was prompted not7only by the inadequacies of the,
speCial jurisdictional acts requirement, but also by
the recognition of a, moral wrong that needed to be
redressed. 'In debate over the bill, then Congressman
Henry Jackson.stated:

Let us pay our debtsto the Indian tribes
that e old us the land we live on . '. .

(L)et us make sure' that when th Indians
have their day' in court they ave an
opportunity to present all their claims of
every kind, shapd, and variety, so that
the probelem can be truly solved once and
for all . . . 4/

The Indian Claims Commission Act removed the United
States' statute of limitatiohs defense and made the
government subject to suits for Aprts and for claims
under treaties and contracts.5/ 'Mese are matters that
courts regularly hear and they are gounded in estab-w
lished law. But 'the Act also allowed claims based on
"fair and honorable dealings, that are not recognized
by any existing rule of law or equity" 6/ and,permit,Od
tribes to recover for the taking of'agoriginal title,
previously non-compensable in court.7/, .Under'the Act,

hundreds of millions of dollars were awarded for the
taking of aboriginal lands which otherwise would have
One-uncompensated.S/ Congress obviously intended the
Commission to hear and decide claims that were not
strictly "leg&l" but which had aroused the national
conscience.

In' addition to affording native groups a forum in
which to assert claims, Congress itself sometimes,.has
acted directly to settle native claims._

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971
settled the claims of Alaskan. Natives which were based,

/./
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in part, 'on aboriginal title /. When' Alaska was
purchased by/the United States ftom Russia in 1867, the

acquisition 'treaty provided that the "uncivilized"

tribes would be subject to such laWs and regulations as
the United States might adopt with respect to aborigi-

nal tribes.10/ In 1884, Congress,stated in the Organic

Act for the Territory of .Alaska' that the Indian's and

other natives should not be disturbed in the possession
of any, lands actually in their use or occupation or
then claimed by theni, but that-the terms under which
they could acquire title to lands would be reserved for

future legislation by Congress.11/ Congress took/ no

action and the Alaska StdtehoodAct in 1958 did not
determine the rights of the Alaskan Natives. However,

under the terms of the' Statehood Act, Alaska could
select 103.5 million acres from federal holdings in

Alaska for the: State's public 14nds. At the same time,

the State was required tosAisclaim any rights to land
in which Aliskan Natives may have had an interest.

Bey 1968, Alaskanliatives had brought claims, based

on aboriginal title, the 1867 U.S.-Russian Treaty, 'and.

the 1884 Alaska Organic Act, to ownership of most of

Alaska's 375_ acres.12/ These claims prevented
the State of Alaska from laihdawitig the full 103.5
million 'acres set under the Alaska Statehood Act.
Further some of the claims involved land required for

the proposed 789-mile Alaska pipeline, which would
transport \oil from Alaska's North Slope to port on
Prince William sound.13/ Against this background,

Congress enacted the Alaskan Native Claims Settlement

Act.

More recently Eastern Indians have asserted their

claims by invoking the theory that early land transac-
tions between Indians and states or individuals are
invalid as a violation of the Indian Trade and Inter-
course Act 'first enacted in 1790.14/ The Maine Indian
Claims,Settlement Act 15/ and the Rhode Island Indian

Claims Settlement Act a7 are examples of Congressional
willingness re

in
deal dictly with the claims of Native

Americans in order to clarify land rights of both
natives and non-natives.

In examining the history of native claims brought

against the federal government, two patterns emerge.

In some situations, such as the Alaskan Native and

Eastern Indian claims, the native groups had, prior to
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Congressional involvement, been able to win judicial
decisions substantiating some portion of their claims.
In other instances, the claims of the native group were

not clearly justiciable but struck at the moral

conscience of the country. The claims of Native
Hawaiians appear to fall into this latter category.
Native Hawaiians have not been able to assert their
claims in judicial tribunals, barrednot only by the
doctrine of sovereign immunity and.the statute of

limitations, but also by the unique nature of their

claim. The Native,Hawaiian claim does not fit into any

of the normally accepted and familiar categories. of
native claims, such as treaty violation. yetf-ar4u-
ments advanced by Native Hawaiians may require Congress
to facethe moral and ethical questions involved afld

fashion an appropriate remedy.

,
The following sections of this report analyze f ur

$pecific arguments advanced byNative 'Hawaiians
kupport of reparations and restitution.

THE SOVEREIGNTY ARGUMENT

Some native groups have made 'claims that they
should be given compensation for loss of "sovereignty."
Although the, courts of the United States have examined
the concept of sovereignty as it relates to Indian
tribek, that concept does not appear to be applicable
ito thes,Native Hawaiian claim. This is true primarily
because the Indian tribes came within the territorial

!jurisdiction of the United States. Early in the

:history of American jurisprudence it was determined

that Indian tribes were "domestic, dependent nations"
17/ exercising inherent powerd of a limited

sovereignty. Their sovereignty "exists only at the

sufferance of Congress and is subject to complete

defeasance."18/ In short, Congress appears to have the

authority to take away sovereignty of native groups at

will. Moreover, Congress has been very reluctant to
recognize loss of sovereignty as a compensable claim.

The 'Hawaiian situation, however, may merit a

different treatment since at the time the Native

Hawaiian government was overthrown, it was fully

recognized as .a member of the international community.

Hawaiian natives were citizens of an ,Organized,

self-governing nation whose status as an .independent

sovereign was acknowledged by other nations./ As early

If
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as 1826, a treaty was negotiated, although never
ratified, between the United States and the Hawaiian
Kingdom.19/ On December 30, 1842, American. President
John Tyler officially recognized Hawaii as a.sovereign
nation and declared a policy of maintaining Hawaiian
independence, In recognition of this independence,
Congress appropriated monies for the appointme t.of a
ministerArom the 'United States to Hawaii.20/ Later,
several t eaties between the United' States nd the
Kingdom o 'Hawaiian were signed and two ofi these,

eaties re's still in effect at the time the Hawaiian'
government was overthrown.21/ The loss of independence
and sover ignty, onde affiimed. and protected by t e
United Sta es, appears to form the crux:of the Native
Hawaiian claim1"4 Under iheses.circumstances analogs'

r t axial law
69 more appropriate. Because the revolution ultimately
succeeded, the United States may have no "legal"
obligation to -the people .whose government was,
overthrown. Any claim would have to be brought in in

'international tribunal. ...However, since the United'
States has never agreed to *submit the issue to an -)
international court of law, it /cannot be he0 legally
accountable without its consent./22/

Native Hawaiians also a sert that their losses
resulted not solely froM th unauthorized acts. of
Minister Stevens, but also rom the entire ,prbcess
leading to the annexation of Hawaii. As early as 1887,
a significant number of Native Hawaiians had been
disenfranchised bicause of _the %voting qualifications
contained In' the,1887 tonstitutibn forced upon Kalakaua
by a small, but powerful, group of men!. It is glear
that the moving force in overthrowing the monarch was
this same group of hUsinepsmen - all of whom were
American or European.23/ There was no' pretense on

-their part that their cause was supported by, the native
population.

.

When annexation did-not'immediately materialize,
the.Republic°of Hawaii was established. Again, there'

. was no 'significant representation of native view& in
forming' that government '24/, and -there was minimal

'.participation by natives' once that government was
formed. On Oahu-, for instance, only 509-' natives
registered to vote ipr the legislative elections.25/
Mokeover, the Republic's constitution set such strict
voting qualifications, including property restrictions,
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that few Hawaiians could have participated even if they
had so chosen. In 1895, when an attempt was made to
restore the monarchy, natives constituted the over-
whelming, majority of those arrested for partiftipation
in. the "rebellion."26/ In 1897, when an annexation
treaty appeared imm3ent, natives presented petitions
and resolutions to Congress as well as the Republic's

. President Dole protesting annexation and asking,' at the
very least, for a vote on the subject.27/

The Senate of the. Republic of Hawaii ratified the
1897 Treaty of Annexation on September 9, 1897..

However, it was not until the summer of the following.
year that the. Joint Resolution of Annexation passed
both houses of Congress and was signed on, July 7th.
The Joint ResOlution made no provision for .a vote by
the natives Or other citizens of Hawaii to accept
annexation as had been done in the case of Texas. It
was merely assumed that the action of the Republic's
Senate in ratifying the Treaty of Annexation almost a
year previously was sufficient to show assent of the
people.28/ Yet, it is well documented that natives
overwhelmingly opposed annexation.

Under the terms of annexation, the former Govern-
ment and crown Lands became the property of the federal
government, and while primary control Of the lands
rested in the Territory, they were always subject to
withdrawal for federal' utilization. Hundreds of
thousands of acres were set aside for military use with
no regard to the cultural- or religious significance
native's attached to the land. Even the attempt in 1920
to "rehabilitate" the'Hawaiian through the homesteading
program was colored by concern for sugar interests, so
that natives received lands 'of marginal value.

Our examination of the factual situation at the
time the Hawaiian monarchy was overthrown and the
participation of Minister Stevens and `American troops
in overthrowing the monarchy has been'presented in an
earlier section of this, report. Based on that exami-
nation, the argument that the United States violated
the Hawaiian Kingdom's right to independence as well as
the international law principle of non-intervention in
the internal affairs of another country his merit.
This violation may have been compounded by the United
States' subsequent acquisition of the Government and
Crown lands of Hawaii. The fact that these actions
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were taken in opposition to the expressed will of' the
Native,Hawaiian people and that such opposition was
known in Congress, may not give rise to a legal right,
but could give rise to a moral duty on the part of the
United States to provide reparations or restitution.

TRUST RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NATIVE HAWAIIANS AND THE
UNITED STATES

A fiduciary relationship between the Federal
Government and native group can arise from provisions
of a treaty, statute or agreement with the group, from
acts which grant benefits to a native group, and from
the. entire course of dealings between the,United States
and a Native. American group.29/ Native Hawaiians seek
to impose a fiduciary responsibility on' thn United
States on two primary bases:

1) The actions. of Minister Stevens at the time
of the overthrow, the landing of American
troops in Hawaii and American military
support of the Provisional Government, ,

2) the transfer of native lands to federal
,\ government ownership at the time of annexa-

tion.

They also point to several federal statutes giving
special benefits to Native Hawaiians, as an implicit
recognition of trust responnibilities4 Thus, it is

argued, that while the United States has never
explicitly recognized a trust relationship to Native
Hawaiians, the course of;. dealings between the federal
government and Native :Hawaiians may imply such a

relationship. Wit,
I

ti
The federal governme t has long recognized Native

Hawaiians, as a distinct original group and has dealt
with them in a manner.sim lar to other native American
groups. Traditionally, ertain criteria have beer,

considered in determining Ohether a group of Indians is
a "tribe" entitled to federal protection and services.
These criteria include treaty relations with the United
States, Congressional acts or executive orders denomi-
nating the group a tribe, collective rights in tribal
lands or funds, recognition by other Indian tribes, and
political authority over members exercised through a
tribal council or other governmental form.30/ Other
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factors which have been considered are the existence of_
special appropriation items for the group, the social'
solidarity. of the group, and ethnological and histor-
ical'considerations.°

Native Hawaiians meet many of the criteria which
entitle an indigenous group to federal protection and
services. They are clearly an identifiable aboriginal
(people with a.distinct land-based culture. They have
had treaty relations with the United.States, Congress
has legislated for their benefit and they have a
collective right in traditional native lands and the
income from those lands. Although Native' Hawaiians do
not have a governmental entity which exercises
_sovereign powers- to the same extent as other native
American groups, the historical reasons for.... lack of

such self- governing powers may provide a more
compelling argument for the trust relationship.

Congress has afforded Hawaiians some recognition
as an aboriginal ''groiip. From an _early period, the
United States negotiated treaties . with' the Hawaiian
Kingdom calling for peace and friendship and providing

'reciprocal trade rights. These treaties recognized the
independence and sovereignty of the native government.

In 1893, President Cleveland acknowledged the role
the United States Minister and American troops played
in bringing about the overthrow of the native govern-
ment and establishment of the Provisional Government
and 4pcommended restoration of the native government.
Althdtigh no action was taken, Queen Liliuokalani
continued to represent her, people and continually
sought redress from.pongress.31/ On numerous occa-
sions, legislation was introdaed into Congress to
redress that wrong. Finally, three years after the
Queen's death, at the urging of Prince Jonah. Kuhio.
Kalanianaole, Congress adopted the 'Hawaiian Homes
Commission Act.32/ Under the Act, Congress recognized
its trust obligations to Native Hawaiians and placed in

trust, for the benefit of. those with 50 %' or more
aboriginal blood, over 200,000 acres of land to be used
for the development of homes, ranches, and farms. The
lands placed in trust under-the Hawaiian Homes Commis-
sion Act were part of the more than 1.75 million acres
of "Government and Crown Lands, ceded to the United
States by the Republic of Hawaii at the time of annexa-
tion. As with other native groups recognized by
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Congress, a portion of the aboriginal lands acquired by:

the' United.States was. specifically set aside in trust

:for the protection and rehabilitation of the people
whose lands were.taken.*

When the Hawaiian HomOs Commissions Act was being

considered, one of the' Vissues raised was whether
Congress had the power to'legislate for' the benefit of

native Hawaiians. At t at time the Solicitor for the
Department of the Inte for gave an opinion upholding
the.Congressional power' toenact legislation for native
Hawitiians, analogizing' it to the power to legislate for

the benefit of Indians. Congress' determination " ,that

Hawaiian natives should be treated as other aboriginal

groups also is reflected in House Committee-Ion Terri-

tories Report:.' V
. ,

In the opinion of your committee there is
0 6

no constitutional difficUlty whatever
involved' in setting aside .and developing
lands of the Territory for native Hawaii-
ans only [Me legislation is, based

'
upon a reasonable and not an arbitrary
classificiadirand is thus not unconstitu-
tional class legislation. Further there
are numerous congressional precedents for
such legislation in previous enactments
granting" Indians special privileges

/ in obtaining and using the public lands.
33/

4 Since the adoption of the Hawaiian Homes Commis-
sion Act, Congress has continued to, acknowledge trust \
obligations to Native Hawaiians. In the 1.959 Admission

Act, Congress reinforced the federal government's
responsibility to Native Hawaiians by requiring the
State of Hawaii to adopt the Hawaiian Homes Commission
Act as part of its conStitution.34/ 'Significantly, the

federal government still retains certain fesponsibili-
ties for enforcement of the Act, Land exchanges must
be approved by the. Secretary-of the Interior and the

Act itself cannot be amended without Congressional
action, unless the amendments deal solely with adminis-

, trative matters or increase benefits to Native

Hawaiians.35/ Moreover, the federal' government has

acknowledges its fiduciary obligations to Native

Hawaiians in an amicus curiae 'brief filed, in

Keaukaha-Panaewa ComMaITV-AsiTi.Ti. Hawaiian Homes

11,
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Commission, a ninth circuit court of appeals cas
involving alleged violations of the Hawaiian Home .;:-.;%
Commission Act.36/ (rhe Hawaiian Homes Act and trus
are examined tn Chapters .8 and. 9.)

Native
'fetter-
of the '

The State Admission Act also recognized
Hawaiians in section 5(f) by designating "thie-,
ment of conditions of Native Hawaiians" as one
fiVe trust purposes. for which 'proceeds and income from
ceded ,lands. could be used, Ceded lands are, those
Government and Crown lands ceded to the United States,
at the time of annexation and .later returned to the
State. The State's role, as set out in the AdTission
Act,' mirrors' that assumed by the federal government at
annexation. By the terms of the Joint Resolution of
Annexation And the Organic Act, the federal government
became the proprietor-trustee of 'ceded' lands and
required the Territoty to manage the lands and use the
income' generated 'for' the. benefit of Hawaii's peoPle.37/
Recognizing its obligation to. Native Hawaiians -in
transferring ceded lands back to the State, the federal
government singled out Native' Hawaiians. .from the
general public as special beneficiaries of tile -ceded-
land trust. Furthermore, the Admission Act provides
that.failure to use the lands and funds-as specified
"shall constitute .a breach ci trust, for which suitimay
.be brought by the'United States:"38/- (The Ceded Lands
Trust is. reviewed- in' .Chapter 5.)

Other indications that Congress has undertaken
fiduciary responsibilities towards Native Hawaiians can
be found in, recently enacted legislation. For
instance, in 1974 Congress made Hawaiians eligible for
participation in the programs of the Administration for
Native Americans. In 1978, Congress amended the Compre-
hensive Employment and Training Act to include

,
Hawaiians in the- Indian Manpower Program administered
by the Director of Indian and Native American Programs
of the Department of Labor. 'In the same year, the 95th
Congress adopted the. American Indian Religious Freedom
Act and included Hawaiian natives in its coverage.
Even the Native Hawaiian Study Commission Act can be
viewed as- a recognition of certain 'obligations to
Native Americans.

Like many native American groups, Native Hawaiians
have sought reparations and restitution for 'actions of
the United States. In limited ways, the United States
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appears to have undertaken some trust obligation 'to
Hawaii's native people and their lands. Congress has
not taken the final ,step in giving formal legal recog-
nition to moral -andethical claims of Native Hawaiians;
however, Congress appears to have implicitly undertaken
trust responsibilities to Native Hawaiians. Clearly
acknowledging,a.trust relationship to Native Hawaiians
would impose a duty of care Commensurate with the
strong historical and ec table claims of Native
Hawaiians..

:LOSS OF COLLECTIVE RIGHTS IN COMMON LANDS

Like many native 4people, Native Hawaiians had
collective rights in certain lands. Under the American

legal system,, these collective rights have been
recognized under the doctrine of aborigihal title.
'Aboriginal title is generally defined as-title deriVed
from the use and occupancy of land from time

immemorial. The concept of-aboriginal title as origi-
nally formulated by English and. American law held that
discovery of North America by Europeans transferred the
right of ownershi* of the land to the discovering
nations.39/ By right of discovery, the European
sovereign gained good 'title- against all other European
sovereigns.

In most instances, the federal government has
Amtinguished aboriginal title by purchase in agreements

or treaties. 'Typically, an Indian tribe wodld cede a
large tract of land to the United States and retain a
smaller parcel, their rights to which the United States
would then recognize and agree to protect. 'However,

aboriginal .title can be- extinguished by force or

conquest.40/

Since aboriginal title- can be ettinguished by
force, the present view is that'tribes need not be
compensated for the extinguishment of such title.

Thus, the cases have consistently held that aboriginal
title is not protected by the fifth amendment taking
clause. "While Congress can provide, and often has
provided, compensation for "the extinguishment of
aboriginal title, it is not constitutionally compelled

to do so.41/
A

A number of specific tests to establish aboriginal
title have been developed in'the _decisions of the
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Indian Claims CoMmission: . the groUp must be "a single.
lando' Ning 'entity";' there must have been actual and
exclusive use and occupancy*of the landslthe use and
occupancy must-have been of a defined area; and the
land must have been used and occupied for a long time
before aboriginal title was extinguished.42/ Of
course, in order to get dbmpensation from the United
States for loss of aboriginal title, the title" must
haVe been extinguished by the governmentof the itted
States. This JsectiOn will examine each of ese
factors to determine Whether the collective rights
Native Hawaiian's had .in Government and Crown Lands are
similax to #boriginal title rights asserted by °thee.
native groups. Title claims of other Native Americans
may'provide k precedent for ieparations and restitution ,

fc/Native Hawaiians.
-

The 'first test of -. aboriginal title 'that the
native group constituted a "single landowning entity"
at the time they'held aboriginal title.43/ The "single
landowning entity" , requirement can be met by demon-
strating that the' native group was a politically
cohesive unit or, in the absence .of political cohesive-
ness-1. that ,the group had a-common culture, common
language, ties of kinship, economic ties, and collec-
tive rights, and common use in the area claimed.44,

- Native Hawaitang appear, to have constituted a
"single-landowning entity" prior to 1893. Before
unification of the Hagaiian Islands- in 1819, it. is
obvious that. Native Hawaiians were 'a group with a
common culture, language, kinship, and economic ties.
Moreover; under the ancient land- tenure system, no
concept' similar to fee simple ownership existed.
Neither the king, the chiefs, nor the people "owned"
the land .in. the Western sense. Instead, the land was
,viewed as belonging to the gods,' although each strata
of Hawaiian society had certain use rights in the land.
The ali'i or chiefs managed the land while the people
worked the land for the common good.45/

After the islands were united, 'Native Hawaiians
formed .a politically cohesive unit under the rule of
Kamehameha I. Island governors were appointed, basic
laws were declared. In 1840, the first constitution
was 'passed, declaring that all of the land, of the
kingdom had belonged to Kamehameha I, but "it was not
his own rivate ro ert . It beldn ed to the chief
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and ,people in ,common, of whom Kamehameha I'. was the

'
head, and had the management. of the landed pro4erty7w4

46/ This statement appears to embody the 'common use
and ownership concept `of the ancient land tenure

system. Thus, prior to "the Mahele of 1848, Native
Hawaiians' appear to hive practiced a type of.communal
"own rship" of all the land of Hawaii.

In 1848 e Greats fthele or division, of land,

"finally and conclusivelyeestablished.the principle of
private allodial titles."47/ The intended goal of the

41/ Lan14- Commission Board anirof *the Mahele was to °be a.

total partition of individual interests,' including, a
division and separation4of the interests of the common

people. 5
.

-An important aspect of the Great Mahele Was
Kamehameha III's action setting."Apart forever to the
chiefs.and the people of my kingdom" approximately 1.5
million acres'of land. At the same time, he retained
for himself, his heirs and successors approximately 1

million acres. The former lands were known as Govern-
ment bands and the latter as Crown Lands.'

In designating certain lands for the chiefi and
people, Kamehameha III continued and confirmed the
collective ownership' of theitie lands by the Native*
Hawaiian people.- He did notLextingUish the aboriginal
interests in government Lands but strengthened that

_interest. By the Ace of June 7, 1848,- a grateful
legislature accepted the Government Lands conveyed by
KAMehameha.III.48/. In accepting the lands, the legis-

lature affirmed-Ile peoples' collective rights in the
lands and specifically recognised the traditi ..use

rights of native- tenants.. From 1848 893, the

'Government Lands were administered by the Minister :5/
'the Interior for the. benefit of the- Hawaiian native
government and any sales of such lands were aubjeat: to
approval by the King in Privy Council.' Consequently,

it could be argued that. all Wvernment Lands as of 1893

were stia impressed with aboriginal or native title.

When .Kamehameha III set apart the Government

Lands, he also signed-and sealed an instrument creating
the King's Lands.49/ Until. 1864, these lands were
dealt with by the various monarchs as. private. property.

In.1864v the Hawaii Suveme Court denied :the claim of
Queen Emma, widow of Kamehameha.IV, to an iptist4te
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share of the lands, 'holding that the. King's Lands
descended in fee, although the inheritance of those
lands was limited to successors.to the throne and could
be treated 430-private property:50/ The Act of January
3,1865, confirmed the court's opinion in part'but also
provided-that the lands should be "inalienable _
[to) descend to the heirs and successors of the
Hawaiian crown forever."51/ The Act also designated
the lands as Crown Lands to indicate that-they belonged
to the king as soveteign and. not.as an individual.

In the years from 1865 to '1893, the Crown 'Lands
continued to provide income to the reigning monarchs.
The hereditary monarchy ended upon death' of
Kamehameha, V without a successor to the throne.-
William Lunalilo and thew David Kalakaua were elected
to-the throne and the Crown'Lands supported their' reign
as' well as the brief reign of Liliuokalani. -The Crown
Lands, after-the Act of January 3, 18654 were not the
personal property of the monarch. When Liliuokalani
sought compensation from the' United States for-,the
taking of the Crown Lands,, the Court of Claims held
that the reservation of lands was., 0;

made to the Crown and not the King as an
individual. The Crown lands 'were the
resourceful method -og income to sustain,
in part ,at- least, the dignity of the
office to which they were unsepakably
attached. When the office ceased to
e4ist they became as other lands of . the
sovereignty and passed . . . as part and
parcel of the public domain.5.1/

The Crown lands were a domain which benefited "the
dignity" of the native-;monarchs and were a unique
symbol of the Hawaiian gOvernment and native people.

0 The' interest Native Hawaiians held in these lands could
be considered .analogous to. an aboriginal title
interest.

The Kuleana Act (and' other legislation passed
subsequent to the Great Mahele) allowed individual
Native. Hawaiians to-claim a fee simple interest in.
lands they, had. actually cultivated or, in the case of
other Native Hawaiians,' to obtain fee simple title to
Government -Lands by purchase.53/ Land, including
Goyernment and Crown lands, was made available for
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XHMEHAMEA'III

The enormity of the 'changes affecting the Kingdom of

Hawaii in the 19th century con be gliMpsed in,these two

1 pictures of King Kamehameha as a boy and as king.

'Raised/in the traditions of Hawaiian the

great tragedy of his life was the love he ,had for his

sister. Missionvy objections separated. them.
114

In'1848, he divided the landi-in fee simple title.
This treat Mahele resulted in significant portioni of

the lands being held by non-Hawaiians. Six years later,

.
Kamehameha III initiated secret negotiations with the

United States for annexation of the Islands. He died

before the treaties could be ratified.'
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purchase by foreigners.54/. Those lands which went into
the private hands were no longer held in common by
Native Hawaiians, but, were .owned in fee simple and
resulted in. vested property rights. Native Hawaiians
are not asserting aboriginal interest claims to the
lands which passed into the fee ownership system,'
although all lands in Hawaii appear to be subject to
native rights.

In summary, Native Hawaiians appear to meet the
firstrequirement of aboriginal title, they constituted
a single landowning entity. ,Prior to 1819, they had
common culttralvslanguage, economic, and kinship ties,
and collective rights in the land.' After 1819, the
Hawaiian Kingdom, a politically cohesive unit composed
of and accepted by Native Hawaiians, was the "single
landowning entity" which held title, to Government And
Crown lands.

The second and third tests for aboriginal title
are that the single landowning entity had actual and
exclusive use and occupancy of the specified lands for

'0 a long period of time before title was extinguished.
..F0 centuries prior to Western contact, Native Hawaii-
ans used and occupied the lands of Hawaii and exercised
collective rights in theland. After Western contact,
and after the Mahele, much land was converted to
individual fee - simple ownership. However, the Govern-
ment and,Crown Lands were maintained as lands held by
the Hawaiian Kingdom for the 'chiefs and people in
common. One indication of collective rights in these
lands was the specific recognition of traditional
native rights of gathering and access on. Government and
Crow- Lands. Further, the exact boundaries of these
lands can be ascertained by referring to the original
Mahele Book and documents, as well as subsequent
transactions involving. Government And Crown Lands..

(Note that pasturage or grazing° rights 'were net
included. Pre-contact Hawai'i had no herd animals.)

The next question to be considered is whether the
United States extinguished the title interest which
Native Hawaiians may have had in the Government and
Crown Lands. In 1898 the Republic of Hawaii ceded
approximately 1.75, million acres of aboriginal land to
the United States. It has been argued that the
Republic of. Hfiwaii would 'not have' been able to cede
these lands to the United States but for the actions of
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agents, of the United States and the use of American
troops five years earlier. An obvious weakness in this
argument is the 5 year span in whicl the Republic of
Hawaii controlled Government and Crown Lands. This
break in possession may have divested Native Hawaiians
of their interest in those lands.

Two theories developed in Indian cases may provide
some precedent forfinding otherwise. The first is the
'doctrine of voluntary abandonment.55/ Under Indian law
principles, forcible dispossession by non-natives, as
in the case of Native Hawaiians, does not extinguish
aboriginal title. Theoretically, only voluntary
abandonment of native lands would divest Native HaWaii-
ans of aboriginal, title. Thus it could be argued that
Native Hawaiians continued to hold aboriginal title to
Crown and Government Lands until such title was extin-
.guished in 1898 by. the Joint Resolution of Annexation.

Under the second theory, even if Native Hawaiians
were deprived of aboriginal title in 1893 by the
establishment of a Provisional Government and later the
Republic of Hawaii, the United states may still be
,liable. Under applicable principles/of Indian law, the
United State4 has been held responsible for actions of
third parties depriving. aboriginal people of their land
rights, if the United States aided in or sanctioned the
actions of those third parties.56/ An argument could
be fashioned to show that such was the case in Hawaii
where the United States gave support and military
protection to the Provisional Government. The Republic
of Hawaii expropriatedthe Government. and Crown Lands
without compensation to the native/peoplei The United
States, by succeeding to the title of these lands,
extinguished the aboriginal title of the Hawaiian
people. ,MoreOver, the interests of the native people
were implicitly acknowledged by the proyisions of the
Joint Resolution of Annexation and the Organic. Act
reserving the revenue and proceeds from Crown and
Government Lands "for the inhabitants of the Hawaiian
Islands." The United States held these lands and had
free use of them for sixty years, during which time the
native people were substantially'depriXred of their use
and 'enjoyment.

While there is no constitutional provision which
would compel compensation for the loss of whatever
title interest Native Hawaiians possessed in the
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Government'and Crown Lands, Congress has, previously
provided either a judicial forum for compensation or
directly acted to compensate for loss of aboriginal
title. There is ample legal and equitable preqedent
for such action in special jurisdictional acts giving
Indian tribes the right to bringetheir aboriginal title
claims into court, the Indian Claims Commission Act,
and the Alaska Native Claims Stattlement Act. ,

r:*

RECOGNITION' BY THE UNITED STATES OF NATIVE. HAWAIIAN-
INTEREST IDUCOMMON LANDS \

k
\

second kegal.principle under which the United
States has provided reparations or restitutign !!or loss

of land is where the, United States. has "ietognized"--
acknowledged by its laws--the title of the native group
to the land.' "Recognized" title,. in /iral Indian
law, occurs when Congress has granted an'indian tribe
the "right to occupy and use" certain,-;lands perraa-','

nently.57/ If the United States takes,' lands there \

title has' been recognized in a native group, the Fifth,
Amendment requires the' United States to compensate the

native group.

In this instance, ative.Hawaiians do not.appear

to be claiming recogn zed .title under the legal

doctrine developed in ndian Law. Rather, Native

Hawaiians argue that thei rights in Crown and Govern-
ment Lands were not only a original but were formal and
acknowledged by the Unite States. Kamehameha III's
action in setting aside app oximatclv 1.5 million acres
of Government Lands to "the chiefs and the people of my

kingdom," and reserving an they 1 million acres as
Crown Land indicate that he title held by Native
Hawaiians was a vested t tle. The. approval of

Kamehameha III's actions by t e Hawaiian Legislature in
the 'Act of June 7, 1848, empha izes the point that that*
title was a formal title, gr nted in accordance with
Hawaiian law.. Furthermore, th t title was implicitly
acknowledged by the United Stat s in numer:rls ,treaties

and agreements.

In 1826 the first formal greement between the
United States and the Hawaiian K ngdom was negotiated.
Although that treatywas never r tified by the United
States Senate.it was
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clearly an international act, signed
as such by the authorities of the then
independent Hawaiian go7ernment, and by a
representative of the United States, whose
instructions, while vague, must be
regarded as sufficient authority for his
signature, in view of the then remoteness
of the region from the _mat of government
and the general discretion which those
instructions 4ranted.58/

In 1849, Congress did ratify a formar treaty
between the United States and the Kingdom of Hawaii
dealing with friendship, commerce, and navigation.
Article One provided fOr the "perpetual peace and amity
between the United states and the King of the Hawaiian
Islands, his heirs, and successors."59/ The initial
life-span of this Friendship Treaty was 10' years.
After the initial ten years, each party had the right
to terminate the treaty after a year's notice. This
treaty was still in effect at the time the Hawaiian
monarchy was overthrown in 1893. In 1875, another
treaty between the United States and Hawaii was signed
providing duty-free entry of certain American goods and
products into Hawaii and vice versa.60/ In 1887, this
Reciprocity Treaty was amended to give the-United
States the' exclusive right to enter and, use Pearl
Harbor as a coaling and repair station.61/ Obviously,
in gaining the use of Hawaiian lands, tgi-United States
'must have recognized that the title of those lands
rested in the Hawaiian government.

°While these treaties are clearly very different
from those negotiated with Indian tribes, they indigate
that the United States recognized and acknowledged the
existing government of Hawaii and the rights of that
government to the territory then within its domain. In
some senses, then, this amounted to a recognition of
title in the Hawaiian native government.

In the past, the United States has respected
property rights of native people which were recognized
under prior governments. Congress and the courts have
long respected grants to native people tinder the laws
of another sovereign.62/ This policy is based on
international law precepts. The most important'
examples of native groups that have claims traceable in
part to the laws of other sovereigns are the Pueblo and
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California Indians, whose olaims rested on Spanish and

Mexican law, and the Alaska Natives, claiming in part

under Russian law.63/ In each case, Congress acted to

establish a procedure to determine and confirm title.

It is highly unlikely that the..United States could

be held liable for a "taking" of Government and Crown
Lands under'the Fifth Amendment. It is argued ,owever,
that annexation itself was analogous to a "taking"
because in that process the Crown and Government lands

were appropriated for'use by the federal'government
pursuant to a: Congressional authorization. Moreover,

althoqgh the 1100 Organic Act provided that the lands
ceded to the United States under the Joint Resolution
of Annexation would remain in the possession, use and

control of .the Territory of Hawaii, those lands were
transferred to the United States in fee and only
through Congressional authority could those lands be

disposed of.

It is: clear that Native Hawaiians did not have
"recognized title" in the same sense as Indian tribes.

However, the title of the native government was a
formal, valid' title. As with-other theories advanced

by Native' Hawaiians, there is no constitutional provi-

sion compelling reparations or restitution for loss of

this type of interest.
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CHAPTER 5 The Ceded Lands Trust

A. Annexation
4

In the United States, the 1893 debates over
'annexation had focused on historical, constitutional,
and moral issues. From an historical perspective, the
primary argument against annexation was that acquisi-
.tion of Hawaii ran contrary to the foreign. policy.
giidelines and precedents established by'the founding
fathers.1/. Second, it was argdit4rthat annexation would
be inconsistent with, the United States' fifty-year-old
policy of recognizing and maintaining Hawaii's indepen-
dence.2/' This second argument derived from the "Tyler
Doctrine" announced by Secretary 'of State*. Daniel
Webster.in 1842, aimed at maintaining an independent
Hawaii.3/

Two constitutional arguments'were Also raised by'
yell-known constitutional sJholars. George T. Curtis,
the plaintiff's. attorney' in the Dred Scott case,
claimed that two' conditions had to be me before
territory could be Incorporated into the Union through
the treaty-making pOwer.4/ First, the territory had to
be contiguous or at least situated on the North Ameri-
can continent. Second, there had to be "a controlling'
public necessity for. its ,acquisition." Thomas M.
Cooley, professor of American history and constitu-;
tional law at the University of Michigan, argued that
the provisional government was empowered to represent.
the Hawaiian people only temporarily until a permanent
and legitimate government was'established. Since the
natives had not been consulted by the temporary govern-
me, there was no -indication that most of them
suOported annexation. Cooley argued that legitimacy
and consent were constitutional probleMs that had to be
resolved before a valid offer of cession could be made
on behalf of Hawaii's people.5/ Cooley's argument was
'closely related to the moral argument popular in the
mainland press: The United States, in annexing Hawaii,
would be receiving territory which the 'provisional'
government had no right to cede. Since'the natives
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supported neither the government nor its aims,'- annexa-

tion would be tantamount to , acceptance of "stolen

goods".6/

Racial arguments were alio advanced in the press
and in Congress. These arguments r::::ged all the way
from diatribes again:ft the Weriority of Hawaii's
indigenous and Asiatic people to genuine concern for

the self-governing rights*Of native Hawaiianis.7/ One

of the leaders of the anti-annexation movement -in .the

Senate stated:

There is a native population in the
islands' of about 40,000. They are nOt
illiterate; they are not ignorant. A Ver
large majority can read and write bot
languages, English and Hawaiian, and the
take a very lively and intelligent
interest in the affairi of their own.

country. This is an element which on the
proposition of annexation is to be
consulted prior to any ,other ;. it must
accompany any treaty; and any treaty which
had been made without consulting this
element was properll withdrawn and'ought
never to have;. been sanctioned:8/.

By 1896, however, Cleveland had been re014ced by.

McKinley, Whose campaign platform_ had advocated a

Hawaii "controlled"_by the United States. On June 16,
1897 a new treaty of annexation was signed' by the
Hawaiian annexation commissioners and Assistant'Secre-
tary of State Day.- In. Hawaii, island annexationists
were delighted by news of the treaty.- `President Dole

was .advised to call a special session of the'ssenate to

ratify the document. On September 7th, "the U.S.

Minister to Hawaii, H. M. Sewall, as well as Dole and

his cabinet, were handed a set of resolutions in

Hawaiian which had'been adopted at a mass meeting the

day before: The resolutions represented the views of
native Hawaiians and made two poin first, that' the

natives wereAlargely 'Against annex tion and second,
that. they )winted independence and r a monarchy.9/
Ironicallyl'at the same time the resol tions were being

presented, the Republic's senate was ratifying ,the

annexation treaty.

The treaty was not so readily welcomed in the

I
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United. St ates Senate. A vigbrous campaign against
annexation was mounted by mainland sugar interests
fearful of importation of Hawaiian sugar,.by organized
labor opposing the contract labor system in the
islands, and, by 'anti-expansionist Torces. 10/ The
arguments of the anti-expansionists were basically,the
same as those advanced in 1893 - historical, constitu-
tional, moral, and racial. Perhaps the, strongest'
argument raised against the___ McKinley treaty was that
the United, Slates should_ adhere to her republican_
tradition and forego a policy of imperialism.l1/

Once again the opponents of annexation .exhibited
wide range of attitudes concerning the racial 'make -up
of the .islands' population. In spite of, the spectrum '

of opinion on the suitability of Hawaii's indigenous
people for AmeriCan citizenship "the critics of empire
were nearly unanikous An their belief that no transfer
of sovereignty shOuld take place without the,consent of
the natives of Hawaii."12/

The McKinley treaty was defeated. One historian
has suggested that the primary reason the treaty failed,
was "the notion that Hawaii's admission would mark an
abandonment of AMerica's time-tested anti-colonial
tradition and would embark the Republic upon the
perilous course of

During the sp
war, the prospect f
ominous developmen
powers were scr
combined to revive
After Perry's -vic
annexatiOnists insi
annex Hawaii in or

01.1

ing of 1898 the Spanish-American
r increased trade in Far. East, and
s in China, where the European
ling for spheres of influence,
the annexation move in. Congress.

ory in Manila on May 1st, many
ted that the United.States had to
r. to send supplies and reinforce-

ments to American fo40eA in the Phillipines. Pearl
Harbor, whose military iMportance-had long been recog-
nized, became a primary :''objective of annexation.
Although America had rights to a base at Pearl Harbor,
those rights derived from _a treaty that could be
abrogated. -Annexationists argued that it was necessary
fcr_the_United-States to have the pertanent rights to
Pearl Harbor which only annexation could-provide.
14/ On May 4th 'a'joint resolution of annexation was
Ilitroduced in the House by Francis G. Newlands of
Nevada.
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In 1893 'the-coutitutiOnaiity of annexing the

isla cis 'by treaty. had ,been questioned. Now, the:

arguments focused on the constitutionality of accom- !.

plishing the same goal by way of joint resolution-. The

primary argument against the resolution was that only
under the constitutional treaty-making power could the
United. States gain territory. To acquire Hawaii by a
legislative act, a jointresolution,,would'ummaa. the
power of. the senate and executive to-act in matters
relating 'to acquisition of new territories and set a

.dangerous. preCedent.15/ Although annexationists

pdinted to the.acquisirion-of.Texas' in.1845 by joint

resolution as precedent,' most .anti-annexationists
believed-lalat----Vexas_ had been brought into the Union
legally under Congress-rpower-----to_admit new states..
Since statehood'was not. proposed for NAwiii4-the-Texas
acquisition had.' no precedertial value. Furthe-p the,

joint. resolution utilized in the TeXas case was

approved by a plebiscite held in Texas. No plebiscite

was proposed for Hawaii. One Senator offered. an

amendment to the Newlands measure providing for such a
vote-by,all -adult males, but:it was defeated.16/

June' 15, by a vote of.209 to 91, the-

House approved the -Newlands resolution.17/ On 'July 6,

the Newlands measure pissed, the senate by 42 to 21,

with 26 abstentions.l8/ .The-next day, 'President

McKinley signed thsannexation resolution:

Pit August 12, 1898, the Republic of Hawaii
sovereignty of f .a. islands to the United States under

the terms of theJoint Resolution' of Annexation.19/-
With- ceOsion of sovereignty,'the Republic'alsO conveyed
absolutkhtitle.of Hawaii's .public lands to the United /

Otates. J,Theselands, formerly the Government and Crown
lands udder the monarchy, amounted to over 1,750,000
acres valued at 5.5 Million d011ars20/ The Joint
Resolution, .while ceding absol4te titleto the public
lands, -declared that:

the existing. land laws of the United
States relative to public lands shall not
apply to such land in the Hawaiian
Islands, but,. the Congress of the United.
States shall enact special laws for their
management and disposition: Provided,
That all revenue from or proceeds of the
same, except.as regards such part thereof
as may be used or occupied for
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the civil, military, or naval purposes of
the United States, or may be assigned for
the use of the local government, shall be
used solely for the benefit 7111.7i
inhabitants of the Hawaiian Islands for
educational and other public purposes.21/
(emphasis,added)

The Joint Resolution set up an interim government for
the islands,e'and provided that municipal legislation of
the Republic 'not inconsistent with federal laws,
treaties, or the federal constitution should remain in
effect until Congress could provide for a territorial
government.22/ A. five member commission was estab-
lished to eft and recommend an Organic Act to govern
the new territory.23/

,

B. Territory

In 1900, Congress following its -own mandate in the
Joint Resolution to enact additional ,legislatioiG
passed an Organic Act establishing Hawaii's territorial
gover7mento confirming the cession of public lands to
the United States, and providing specific laws for the
administration of those lands.24/- SeCtion 91 of the
..Organic. 'Act, one of two sections dealing directly with
lands, stated in relevant part:

(E)xcept as otherwise provided, the public
property ceded- and transferred to the
United States by the Republic of Hawaii
under the joint resolution of annexation.

. shall be and remain* in the posses-
sion, use, and control of the government
of the Territory of Hawaii, and shall be
maintained, managed, and cared for by it,
at its own expense, until otherwise
provided for by Congress, or taken for the
uses and purposds of the United States by
direction of the President or of the
Governor of Hawaii.25/

other section of the Organic Act provided that
the pro eds from the Territory's sale, lease, or other
.dispositi of these ceded lands should be deposited in
the Territo treasury for "such uses and purposes
for the, benefi of the inhabitants of the Territory of
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4IHawaii as are consistent with the joint resolution of
annexation."26/

Although the Republic had ceded absolute title of
Hawaii's public lands to the, United States, both the
Joint Resolution of Annexation and Hawaii's Organic Act
recognized that these lands were impressed with 'a
special trust under the federal government's proprie-
torship. In fact, it has been argued that Hawaii's
ceded lands never' became an integral part of the
federai public domain; -rather, due to their unique
status. the United States received, legal title to the
-lankput the beneficial title,rested with the inhabi-
tants of Hawaii:

The territorial goi/ernment had in effect
become a conduit of Congress. For all
practical purposes the ceded lands had not
changed- hand . Building on Hawaii's

existing la d administration scheme,

,Congress pre cribed, several significant

L_changes in- the Organic Act to insure

widesprea --of_public lands for settle-

ment and omesteadingrwise,---the
territory as given direct control over
the public lands and was authorized to
dispose of them as a governmental entity

.'. The federal government continued to
hold abso ute title tto the public domain,
but did so only 'in trust' tor'the
islands'. .eople.27/

Nevertheless,Ahe federal. government also reserved the

right to. withdraw ands for its own use.

The Organic Act established territorial govern-

ment structurally similar to that of most states in the

Union. The differences ,arose from the ultimate autho-
rity possessed by the federal government-. Congress,

having erected the territorial government, could

abolish it and substitute some other government form.
The principal officers of the territory,,the governor
and secretary, were appointed by. the President with the
consent of the senate.28/ The secretary became acting
governor in event of tie disability of the governor.
Heads of the various' territorial departments were

appointed by the governor.29/ Territorial supreme

court, circuit court, and federal district court judges,
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were appointed by the-President, while district magis-
trates were .appointed by the chief justice of the
territOcial supreme court.30/' A bi-camekal legislature
was set-up, withuniversal.suffrage foranyone who had
held citizen status under the Republic. Although the
legislature could pAss laws on substantially the same

'range of subject's as-do state legislatures,. Congress
had the-right to amend or invalidate any territorial
Iaw.31/ Hawaii WAS also given a non-voting delegate to
Congress.32/

C. -Federal Government Use of Hawaii's Lands

Soon after the Joint Resolution of 'Annexation was
Signed, questions -Arose as to the ability of the
Hawaiian government to continue its land policies -
particularly its land leasing program. Sanford .Dole,
appointed as temporary governor of Hawaii by McKinley,
assumed that the land laws of the Republic were to
continue in fotce. His view was reinforced,by American
official:fin Hawaii and.the U.S.' Department of State.
33/ However some American military officers believed
.Eat it was against the United States' best interests
to have the public land laws administered by. Hawaii's

--governmentIttis_yiew_mm based on law recognitio6
that considerable amounts of Hawaii's.. public lands
would be needed for military installations and the,fear
that those lands might be leased or sold by the
Hawaiian government.34/

In 1899:. Col. Compton made .an assessment. Of lands
required for military purposei in Hawaii and reported

-that..---A.---.significant portion of the land he deemed
indispensable for" military installations had already
been placed under leases that were not ..scheduled to
expire:until:the 1920s635/Both the ,Chief of the
Army's legal staff and the U.S. Attorney. 'General,
alerted.by Compton's report, "concluded that the Joint
Resolution of Annexation did not authorize the, dispo-
sition' of Hawaii's' public lands by the .Hawaiian
government since Congress had the sole power to _dispose
of lamd and property of the United States under the
Constitution.36/ President McKinley took immediate
action basedOn the Attorney General's advice. and
issued an EXecutive Order on September 28, 1899
suspend ing' all .public land transaction in Hawaii
after. that date.37/
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'CttlptOn had recommended that two large tracts of
land on Oahu, the sites of Schofield Barracks and Fort
Shafter, be secured immediately. Portions of those
tracts were under private lease and Compton urged that
condemnation procedures be initiated to acquire the
.private leases. Compton's recommendations ultimately
reached President -McKinley who- issued an executive
order on July 20, 1899 setting aside for army use over
15,000 acres of land on Oahu.38/ Between November 2,
1898 and January 5, 19004 five such. executive orders or
presidential proclamations "setting aside" public 'land
'in Hawaii for use by the United States were issued.39/
An important, .precedent was established and the military
has 'wade extensive use of Hawaii's public lands ever
since.

Undoubtedly, one of the major justifications for
annexing Hawaii wassnational defense, Many,annexation-
ists had argued that Hfiwaii was needed to protect the
West Coast of the United States and to maintain U.S.
military strength in the. Pacific.40/ No site in the
Pacific area was better suited ER refueling ships,
storing munitions, and quartering troopsthan Pearl
Harbor.- Npt surprisingly, such a strategically impor-
tant* base required all possible protection,' and thus
extensive tracts of land were set aside for the instal-
lation of shore batteries and the construction of forts

and barracks.

The pplicy 'of using Hawaii's lands for military
purposes continued, accelerating during' the second

World War. By the time Hawaii became a state in 1959,
287,078.44 acres of Hawaii's public lands had been set
aside for federal government use.41/ 227,972.62 acres
were located in national parks wiirthe remainder being
utilized by the Department of Defense.42/ In addition,
the federal government bad permits anrlicenses for an
additional 117,412.74,acres of land.43/ Finally, the
United States had acquired the fee interest, through
purchase or condemnation, of 28,234.73 acres.44/

D. Statehood and the Admission Act

In 1959, Hawaii was admitted to the union as a
state.45/ The special status of Hawaii's public lands
was recognized and the intent to return those lands to
Hawaii made clear in Hawaii's Admission Act. These
lands, formerly the Crown and Government Lands, had
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been ceded to the United States at annexation. In an
unprecedented action, the federal government relin-
quished title to, most of the ceded lands held at the
time of statehood.46/

Section 5 of the Admission Act provides the key to
understanding Hawaii's ceded lands 'and the state's
responsibilities in, relation to those loads. Section
51a) names the state as 'successor in title to lands and
properties held by the territory.47/ -Section 5(b) then
declared, that

(elxcept as provided in subsection . (c) and
(cl)k, of this section, the tin' d States
grants to the State of Hawaii, ffective
upon its admission into the Un on, the
Unite States', title to all thepublid
.lands nd other property, and to all lands
'define as 'available lands' -by section
403 of he Hawaiian Homes Commiksion Act,
1920, as\ amended, within the boundaries of
the Stet! of Hawaii, title 'to. which is
held by ,the United States. immediately
prior t its admiSsion . into the
Union.48/

Section 5(g) of theAct defines .pub
public property as' he "lands' and p
ceded to the United\States by the
under the joint resolution of annexat
have been acquired in exchange for lands or properties
so ceded. "49 /

is lands and other
perties that were
public of Hawaii
on . . or that

Specifically exceOted from tRe section 5(b).grant
were ceded lands that ,had been set aside for federal
use pursuant to an "act of Congress, executive order,
presidential proclamation, or gubernatottal proclama-
tion.50/ Section 5(c) of the Admission Act provided
that such lands should remain lam property of the
United States.

Section 5(d) of the Act dealt with other exempted
lands. It allowed the federal government t0 set aside,
within five years, any ceded lands it was Using under
permit, license, or permission of the territory imme-
diately priot to statehood. Once set Aside those lands
would also remain the property of the United States.51/
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/ Section '5(e) required each federal agency_ in
H4waii having control of land- or property retained by
the federal government under sections 5(c) or 5(d) to:

report to the President the facts'regard-
ing its continued need for such land
and property and if the President deter-
mines that the land or property is no
'longer needed by.,the United States, it
shall be conveyed freely to the State of
Hawaii.52/

This provision, however, set a five-year deadline for
reporting and conveying lands to the state. After
August 21, 1964$ five years from tho date on which
Hawaii formally entered the union, title to ceded lands
retained by the' federal government would vest,perma-
nently in the United States.

The final major subsection of section '5 set forth
the states responsibilities in connection with ceded
lands. Section 5(f) requires/ the state to hold all
ceded lands returned under sections (b) and le),
together with the proceeds from their sale or other
disposition and the income therefrom

as a public trust for the support of the
public schools and other public educa-
tional institutions, for the betterment Of
the conditions of native Hawaiians, as .

defined in the Hawaiian Homes Commission..
Act, 1920, as amended, for the development
of farm and home ownership on'as wide-
spread a basis as possible, for the making
of a public improvements, and for the
provision of lands for publlc use. Such
lands, proceeds, and income shall be
managed and disposed of, for one or more of
the foregoing purposes in such manner as;
the constitution and laWs of said State
may provide, and their use for any -other
object shall constitute a breach of trust
for which suit may be brought by, the
United States.53/

a A

1. Return of Federally Controlled Lands

At the time of statehood, 287,078.44 acres of
Hawaii's public lands had-been set aside for the
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federal government. Although section 5(c) of, the
Admission Act allowed the federal government to retain
set aside lands, section 5(e) established a mechanism
for conveying some of those lands to the new state.
State officials had high hopes for return of substan-
tial portions-offederally held lands, but as Section
540's five-year deadline approached, only 595.41 acres
had been,returned.54/ ..

.....
. (

Furthermore, section 5(d) of the Admisiion Act
allowed the federal government to. set aside, within
five years, lands it was using under lease, permit, or
lice se immediately prior to statehood. Prior to

stat hood, the federal 'goVernment had permits and
Iicen es on 117,412.74 Acres of land. Virtually all of
these lands were retained under the federal govern-
ment's control. 87,236.557 acres of land were set
aside pursuant to section. 5(d) while another, 30,176.18
acres were- leased to'the federal government for 65
years at nominal cost.5,5/ A 1969 report on_ Hawaii's
Pdblic lands described the situation as follows:

f

Soon. after statehood it became apparent
that the Defense.' Department had no inten-
tion of immediately giving.up control 'of
any of this land; and that this would
quitelikely be the final positiOn of the
executive -branch.' Faced.\,with this
prospedt, Haitiii'S Democratic -ccmgres-
sional delegation.' pressed hard for some
concessions, but was largensuddessful.
Serious .action by -.the United Stapes
*government was put off until the summer-of
1964, when staff members from the Bureau
of the Budget went to Honolulu to "negot-
iate" with Goveinor Burns'regarding this
land. The position of the soVernment was
uncomplicated. The bulk -of the' land,
87,236:acres, was definitely to be -"set
aside", while, the' remainder of the land
was-to be leased to-the federalAgovernment
for 65 years, at the nominal .charge of
$1.00 for each lease. These leases were
in fact offered as a kind:of concession,
for the 'alternative, as the- federal
.negotiators made clear,. would be the
"setting aside" of this land:as well. The
State,of,Hawaii was clearly bargaining .
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from a position of weakness, and, was
forced to agree to these terms.56/ /

Some of Hawaii's .political leaders objected to the
five year deadline set on the return of, land that had
been set aside for federal. government use.57/, They
contended. that Hawaii had a unique claim on tfiiie-lands
and property.since-they were originally given to the.
United States by the Republic and were hs1d as a kind
of "trust" for the people of hawaii. As 'a result, on

-'December 23,l'1963, Congress passed Public Law 88-233, a
reconveyancing act,, effectively amending se4tion. 5(e)

Of the -Admission Act.58/ P. L. 88-233 abolished.
section 5(e) s five-year7eadline and extended,, 'without
limitation, the possibility.of the federal government
relinquishing title, without cost to the state; 'to

'section 5(c) and 5(d) ceded lands. However, all lands
which had been set aside for national parks.(approxi-e
mately 227,972 acres) became the fee.simple.property of.:

the. federal government. Thus, under the provisions, of
P, L. -88-233 approximately 58,510 acres of land under
the section 5(c) category and 871236 acres under the
'section 5(d) category, totaling '145,746 acres, became
eligible for return to the State of Hawaii at any time.
Since 1964, however, less than 500 acred of land have
been returned under the reconveyancing act's provi-
.sions.59/

2., State Responsibilities in Relation to Ceded Lands

:'-'---::--- Settion (f)\of' the Admispion Act requires he
state to hold the ceded lands and their proceeds 440
.inCome as 'a lic 'trust for any one of 'five trusp
purposes:. .

,

.

(a). 'support. of public schools and other public
/ ed cational institutions; -

(b) be terment of the conditions of native
Ha iians4ies defined in the Hawaiian Homes
Co issionkct,4920, as amended;

(c) dev lopmenioi arm and home ownership on
as-Widespread A basis as possible;

(d) making of pub Lc improvements; and-
i

.

(e) provision of .ands for public use.

Section 5(f) also' provides that the use of the ceded
lands, eir proceeds and ijcome for any purposes other
than tho e enumerated "shall Constitute a breach of

I,
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trust %fer which. suit may, .be brought by the United
States.60/.

Since 'statehood,: the Department of Land and.

,Natural 'Resources (DLNR) has been 'charged with the
receipt and administration of the 001-ic land trust
established by this, section' of the *Aititssion Act, 61/
.However, a 1979 audit of the DLNR indicated that the
,trust 'has not been administered in conformance with the
Admission Act.62/ The- VINR has failed to properly
dispose of the revenue and income,froCthe public land
'trust., Hawaii' Revised Statutes, section 171 -18,: the
implementing-legislation for section 5(f) of the
Admission Act, established a public landtrust fund for
the receipt of funds derived frOmfthe'sale, lease, or
'other-disposition of ceded lands.63/ Hawaii ReYised
Statutes section 171-19, created iTheparate tund,'the
special land and deyelopment 'fund., for all proceeds
from the disposition Of non-ceded lands (lands which
the state.may have'acquired by condemnatiOn, purChase
or other means).64/ This second fund Was established.
for the maintenance and development of all 'pdblid
lands. These two`. funds were intended to serve
different purposes. Monies' deposited. in the public
land trust fund were to come from the disposition of
ceded lands and were to be expended in a manner.consis-
tent. with the directions of. section -5(f) of the
Admissio S Act. Monies deposited in/the'Special'iand
and deve Opment fund were to come from the disposition
of non- eded. lands (lands not subject to the section
5(f) t st) 'and werevto be expended'to maintain-and
develop all public. lands,

HoWever, since.statehood, DLNR -has failed to make
this. distinction between the-two funds and instead. has
deposited monies from the leases of all public lands
into' he public land truSilia and monies from the
sale, ;of all public lands into the special land and
development fund.65/ Thusi-in depositing money in the
two funds, the' drainction between '-ceded lands (lands
subject to section 5(f) trust). and non-ceded lands
(lands not subject to the 5(f) trust) has been ignored;
instead,. monies have been deposited on the basis of a
lease/sale:dichotomy.

The reason given for the.failure to. conform to the
mandate-of S5(f) of the Admission Act is even more
disturbing. No inventory of public lands exists and
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the DLNR has ibeen unable to distinguish between'ceded

and non-cede public lands.66/, A recent article op

Hawaii's.ced; d lands observed-that:

In fact, between statehood and 1979, no
attempt had been made by the Department to
'compile, a comprehensive inventory of the

state's public lands,, much less one

.distinguistling between-.its ceded and

non-ceded portions. Notwithstanding the
.difficulty of assembling such an inventory

given the deficiencies in existing
'records, it is still curious in light of
.the requirements_o_f the _section 5(f), that

such an inventory does 'not exist at
present.time.67/

That same article concluded that'the 'absence of an

inventory and the confusion of.funds have impeded the

administration of the section 5(f) /public trust in

cordingceded /non - ceded distinction in e
several ways.66/ First, because t!? DLNR cannot use

the ceded/non
there is no way of knowing the accuracy of.its figures

for each fund or of determining which monies belong to

which fund. Sincemost of the incomefrom public landi

is derived from ceded lands, this failure to distin-

gUish Ceded and non-ceded lands has probably worked to

the disadvantage of the public land' trust. fund.

'Secondly, the wrongful- deposits may have resulted in
expenditures of public trust monies for the purposes of

the special- land and, development fund and vice versa.
However, it is impossible to know the extent to which

the expenditures may have been wrongfully applied until

a comprehensive inventory is completed.a Likewise,

until an inventory,is completed, the total amount of

monies available for section 5(f) trust purposes cannot

be determined. Finally, because section 5(f) requires

the state to hold ceded lands separately in trust, the

state's failure to identify ceded lands, like a private

trustee's failure to identify and segregate trust

assets, constitutes an independent breach of its 5(f)

obligations.
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DEFINITIONS

"Act"

Applicant"

"Available Lands"

"Award"

"Buy-Back"

the Hawaiian Homes.
Commission Act of, 1920' -
passed by Congress

a qualified native Hawaiian
registered for a hoMestead
award who is at least 21
years of Age,

lands designated by Congress
as available for the
Hawaiian Home Lands program

. a homestead lease given to a
'qualified- applicant or a
touse or residential:-award,
a fart' award 'or a ranch
award .

Commission: pays. appraised
value for improvements on
homestead lots in the case
of Cancellations or,
surrenders , 0

"Commission" the Hawaiian Homes
".HHC" *Commission, the body

designated to execute the
provisions of the Act

OR

"Department" th Department of. Hawaiian
"DHHL" Rom Lands

"Director" the Dire for of the Depart-
ment who is also Chairman of
the CommisSon

"Hawaiian Home Lands" the "availably," lands given
"HHLS" the status of fiuck'by

Congress



"Homesteader"

"HRS"

"Lessee"

the holder of a 9 -year
lease award

,. Hawaii Revised Statutes

has the same meaning as
!homesteader"-

"Native Hawaiian" any'descendant of not less
than one half of the blood,

of the 'races inhabiting the
Hawaiian islands previous to
1778

"New Home" a home for ,a new award- to, an
applicant.

"Organic ACt"

"Program"
A

.."

I

"Replacement Home"

"State

"Sumas Sor"

Surrender!

Hawaiian Organic Act - an
act to provide a government
for the Territory of Hawaii,

`approved April 30, 1900

the HaWaiian Home Lands
program

a homesteader's or lessee's
home which needs to be
replaced

State of Hawaii

a native Hawaiian who
qualifies by blood and
descent to succeed to the
leasehold

-to give-up-homestead lease,
sell improvements back to,
the Commission

IT
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7V7

LEI SELLERS (Honolulu, c. 1910)

The sight of. landless Hawaiians crowding the streets
of, Honolulu was part of the motivation for the Hawaiian
Homes Act passed by the.United States Congress. It was
hoped that the program of rehabilitation would also slow
the population decline which thteatened to make 'Native
Hawaiians" a vanishing race.
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/Clearly, these interests, under usual circumstan-
ces,/would have seemed irreconcilable. Instead, by
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repealing the acreage limitatkon, replacing the general
homesteading process with the Hawaiian Homes Commission
Act;. and explicitly delineating Hawaiian Home Lands as
those which were not. under sugar cultivation, a

compromise seemed possiblb.

The Hawaiian ipmes Commission Act.(ACt of Juty 9,
1921, 42 Stat. 108',-c.!42) Was enacted by the Congress
of the 'United ,States 'along with COmpaniOn actions
eliminating general', homesteading and lease acreage
limitation 3.n the Organic Act.. 'The stated purpose of
the Act was rehabilitating theHawaiian race through a
return to.the-soil.'

O

PURPOSE OF THE ACT

The'purpose of the Act.A.s not specified in the'Act
itself. ,However,- the Attorney General 'of the then
Territory of. Hawai'i placed: great reliance on the
committee hearings when interpretinglPthe -Act. He
commented on its .purpose. in several of his opinions;
and on one.occasion- he stated that the purpose was:

"...to save the native Hawaiian race from
extinction" by reason, of its inability to
meet successfullyi .economic and
sociblogical changes rought about in the
islands by reason of the influx of white
and asiatic races...Hawaiians would be
removed from the slums, be given land to
work, and be taught to successfully live
in the new cosmopolitan society." 4/

TheAttorney General amplified his view of the
purpose of the Act by quoting from the statements of
Reverend Akaiko Akana who testified at the- congres-
sional hearings:' ,4..v1;

\"'
Through this bill those who are

inclined to be reckless cannot sell their
holding; end should be inclined to be to
lazy, to be of any value to the idea of
rehabilitation, the Commission has the
right to remove them, and, in their stead,
worthy Hawaiians could _be given a chance
to secure lands on which to live and to
work, instead of being barred out because
the worthless onw already come before

\them." 5/

00
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iwering the concerns, the \goals established in
1920 i elude that: \-

ltr the Hawaiian must be placed on the land in
order to.iI\sure his rehabilitation;

2) the alienation of such land, now and in the
future must be made'iMpossiblev

The
public 1
Commissi
least on
Hawaiian

accessible water in adequate amounts must
be provided for, all tracts; and. that :

4
the Hawaiian must be financially aided in
his farming operations and the construction

A

of a home. .

Act set aside apprOximately'203,510,acres of
nds-gor administration by the Hawaii* limed
n. The Act ,also. allows persons Who' have at
-half 'Hawaiian blood to become less* 'of the
Homes Commission and to: -

) Lease lands for 99 years at a rental of $1
per.year;

2) Obtain loans for agricultural and grazing
operations and for,construoting and repair-
ing their homes;

3) Use community pastures;

4) Qualify for real roperty .tax exemptions
for the fist seven years; and

5) Obtain immunity for their interest in state
lands from attachment, levy or sale upon
court process.

TRUST VIOLATIONS

From 1920 until 1959, the United States, by.its
.territorial agents, maintained exclusive control over
the management o'f the lands, funds and programs created
by the Act. With statehood, the Department 'of Hawaiian
Home Lands. (DHHL) assumed primary obligation for
management of /the lands and programs of the, trust.
This waa.accomplished'as part of the compact of state-
hood betwgen -the State of Hawai'i and the federal
government.
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Because the States (through the Department
of the Interior and the United States Congress)
reserved certain authority over land exchanges, the
amending procedure, and causes for breach, it 'clid'not
surrender complete management and authority to the
state.- This supervisory role of the United States has
been interpreted as 'a trust role. According to the
Department of 'the Interior, its role with regard to
these, lands is nondiscretionary and is more than just
ministerial. "

!

The United States, by its creation of thejlawaiian
Homes Commission Act in 1921,' undertook a trust
\obligation On' behalf of an abor4inal people. The'
trust° responsibilities of the United 'States and its
successor, the State of are measured by the
same strict ciary standards applicable to private
t'r'usts. equently, the responsibilities of the
United States include an obligation to administer 'the
trust solely in the interest of the beneficiary and to
use reasonable care and skill to make the trust
properly productive.

Where the trustee breaches any' duty 'owed to the
beneficiary' or to the preservation of the trust, the
trustee is liable to make reparations and restitution
to the trust forl,any and all of the losses suffered\ as
a result of his,breach.

From 1920 to 1959 the above trust responsibilities
were exclusively the fiduciary obligations of the
United States, of America.' Upon the ,granting of
statehood, these obligations became and remained the
shared obligations of the United States, and the State
of Hawai'i,

Initial Discrepancies in Acreage

From its inception, the land inventory of the
trust -Was inaccurate as to -actual acreage. Under
Section 203 of the Act, approximately 203,5001+ acres of
land in various' districts were to be set'aside'forthe
purposes of homesteading. 'Recent land inventory
figures indicate that only 188,000 acres were actually
set aside for use under the Act. This 15,000+ acre
discrepancy is due largely to the fact that no plat
maps accompanied tlie'Ac(t at the time of its passage.
Subsequently, 'territorial, agents utilized'ahupuea
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boundarie, as a guide to division of lands on plat maps
that wer later drawn.

Executive Orders & Governor's Proclamations

Aky nine territorial-governor's proclamations and
28 Aerritorial governor's executive orders, the
management, use and control of over 30,000 acres of
land were transferred to other uses. No compensation
was ever made "to the trust for these uses, nor were-any
lands of equal value eer exchanged for 'these with-
drawals as required by the Hawaiian. homes Commission
Act.

Many of these illegal withdrawals, directly
benefited various departments of the United States.

Because of these withdrawals, the land assets of
the trust became intermingled m1.11 those of the public
lands. As a consequende of these land .Withdrawals and
the historical failUre of the United States to achieve
land exchanges to replace these /ands, numerbus public
facilities, including park' facilities, schools, etc.,
were constructed on Hawaiian Home lands. Because no
compensation was ever paid to the department for the
uses of these lands, the trust has been deprived of
million dollars of revenues.

Withdrawals under "Exceptions" to the Act

Section 203 of the Hawaiian Homes Commission ACt

to certain reservations. The lands
granted large acreages of lands for .homesteading
purposes, subject
that were excl'ided from the grant were: 1) existing , _

Forest Reserves; 2) cultivated sugar cane lands; 3)

lands held under certificate of occupation, homektead--
lease or right of purchase lease; or 4) lands held
under homestead agreement. No inventory was ever
compiled to determine the exact amount of acreage held
under the above exclusions or to locate these lands
within the various grants.

Subsequent to the passage cd the Act, territorial
agents withdrew lands allegedly under the above
exclusions. Evidence indicates that many of the lands
withdrawn were not previously held under the exclusions
and reservations mentioned above.
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Condition Of the. gust Upon Sutrender to the State
of Hawai'i in 1959

No inventory or survey of lands was ever mg.' by

the' United States' government during the time t it

adm4nistered the Hawaiian Home lands. No inventc,; of
mineral or other trust assets was ever made by the
United, States. government during this time. No land
management division within the Hawaiian Homes Comas-
sion was ever created by the United States government
during the time that it administered the trust.

Upon the granting of statehood, the. United States
surrendered the managetent, uie and control of the
lands withdrawn from the trust to various state

agencies other than \the Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands. No attempt Was\ever' made to marshall the assets
of the trust or return \lands of equal value through the
land exchange procedtire The vast bulk of these lands
remain outside the management of the Department of
Hawaiian Home Lands at the present time.

Executive Orders & State Governor' Proclamations.

Subsequent to the granting of statehood,' the $tate

of Hawai'i continued to enjoy free use\ of the lands.
withdrawn .by its territorial predecessors through the

_devices of Executive Orders and Governo '.s 'Procla-

mations. The new state agencies *which uti ze

lands for public purposes did not pay compensation to
the,Department of Hawaiian Home Lands.-

Precedents set by theitnited States for 'with-
drawals under. Executive Orders were continued after
statehood. Since 1959, the State of Hawai'i has, by

five Executive---Orders No. 2333,' Now 2493,

No. 2494, No. 2.009), .withdrawn37-acres of Hawaiian
Home.Lands for public uses. Ift.compensation was ever

paid for the -use* of these Jends, nor were land

eXchangeS consummated to replenish'the Department of
Hawaiian Home Lands inventory for lands withdrain.

The State of Hawai'i has never withdrawn eawaiian
Home Lands by Governor's Proclamations.

Takings

In several instances the State of Hawai'i has



taken land summarily without documentation. These
lands include 66 'acres in Nanakuli, O'ahu; 6 acres; in
Keaukaha, Hawaii; and 2.64' acres in Waiminalo, d'ahu.
The Above takings were for use by the Department of
Education as public schools. No compensation was ever
paid for these uses nor were land exchanges consummated
for these withdrawals. 'Evidence of these takings has
surfaced as a. result of.the Dana's review .of initial
plat maps and other references. It is likely that
other_ takings will surface as work Oroceeds in this
area. The amount of acreage taken in this manner has
yetsto be determined.

Leasing and Other Practices

. Until, 1964,. the. Department of Land and NatUral
Resources DLNR) was authorized to general lease.laftds
not needed by the DHHL for'purposes of the Act. Under
relevant state statutes,,renial value for such lands
was to .be'set by appraisal, but might be nominal if

.

direct.benefit to the ,DHH or its beneficiaries was
shown. In 1964,. the DHHL was authorized. to general'
lease its own lands for the first. time, and the
practices of DLNR leasing abated.

.---Prom-,1959 to_ 1964 the J)epartment of Land. and
Natural Resources issued' numekbUtTge4eral---1-eases-to-the:
state, federal and other private personal for nominal ot-----
no'consideration.. The majority of these leases did not
benefit the DHHLorlts. lessees.

t.,

As a. consequence of the above actions, the trust
was deprived of needed revenues, and many thousands' of
acres of land were encumbered by non-beneficiaryuses.

A cursory review of the outstanding leases,
licenses, rights-of-entry and permits maintained and

\managed by the DHHL verifies that the vast bulk of
these lands are being utilized by non-beneficiaries to'
the detriment of the DHHL 'and its beneficiaries.'

Inventory and Management

The State of Hawai'i has never conducted a compre-
hensive survey to identify and locate the Hawaiian Home
lands, nor has it inventoried any mineral, wateror
other assets thdt are appurtenant to these lands.
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/ A review of the history of the Department of
Hawaiian Home Lands illuttrates that since 1960' the
Department.has.attempted-to achieveland exchanges in

order to rectify past-probleiss., done of these \land
'exchanges have been successful. The finding of the
U.S. Inspector General that the State of Hawaili, by
and through its various agencies, has not allocated any
priority status to the solution of this problem. has not

been.refuted.

Until 1975, neither the State of Hawaii nor. its

predecessor, the Unit#d .Statesi had .created a land

management division within the` Department of
Home Lands to facilitate the management of its 'vast

land holdings. As a consequence ,of the above, the

Department continues to' be plagued by management

problems..
,

There is no cohesive or integrated administrative
-syStem within the department'. The functions of the
various divisions of the department (Income '.and

Maintenance, Legal, Land Management, , etc.) are' not

clearly defined. Consequently, . the .various

intra-departmental divisions, of the DHHL \, do not

interface efficiently. There is a need for a\ manage-
ment audit. and. expertise to streamline the adminis-

trative capacity of the 'department in order to \facili

tate and standardize intra-departmental practices.

achieved the DHHL will be unable to

,fully services its esrIETpreseils_itsapplications.

. At present, certain land management .policies
followed by the department are not based on the

provisions of the Act. The DHHL has been.fllowing a
.practice of generating revenues for its own
administrative costs by leasing homestea& lands to
non-beneficiaries.. Consequently, 80% of the lands haVe

been leased to non-beneficiaries. .A11 management

policies of the DHHL-need'to be reviewed in order, to
insure that the practices of .land management followed

by the department are to maximize benefits to the
lessees, and.are within the constraints,of thepurposes
of the Act.,

Many Of the probleMs relating, to the failure of

the department to complete-an inventory and streamline

its Management system anal practices are directly
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related ,to .a lack of funding. Although a 1978 amend-
ment pa sed at the Constitutional Convention provided
that th Legislature must fund the DHHL, the department
has in the past been unsuccessful in obtaining funds
from t e Legislature. and . consequently abandoned its
effort in this area.

Land Exchanges: United States and State of
Hawai'i Involvement.

/Section' 204 of the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act
allOws the DHIlle to exchange, available 'lands. ,for.private
or ublic lands :of Alqii64 value. This can ,only be done
in order to allow the DHHL.to Consolidate its holdings

to.better'effectuate the purposes of the Act,.

There have been seven land exchanges .under the
provisions. of Section 204 of the Act. Two were
approved'by congressional legislation. and five have
been approved .by the SeCretary of .the Interior. The
seven Approved exchanges involved 3,021 acres of
Hawaiian Home lands. For'these lands, 1,924 acres of
other'public"or,priVate lands were exchanged,. The last
such exchange was approVed in 1967. Only 19.5% of the
land (1,384 acres) received by the DHHL in these
exchanges'is currently used for homestead purposes.
Seventy -five -percent of the lands. (5,193 acres) are.
under general leases and revocable permits that
generate $30,000 in.annUal revenues.. The,propriety of
3 of these. 7 exchanges are questionable. Two of these
'exchanges were accomplished on an acre for acre basis
and were not supported by appraisals. A.third exchange
involving the total of 268 acres of Hawaiian Home'lands
on the islands of.Hawai'il. Kaua'i, Moloka'i and O'ahu
occurred in 1966. For these lands the DHHL .received
5,00.7 acres of public lands on the island, of Hawaii.
THe-values of the lands to be conveyed by. the DHHL were
based- on tax assessment.valued in the'year eaCh'area
was available for state-(1962 through 1963); the values
of the lands to be conveyed by the state were based on
the 1966' tax assessment values. The state retained the
mineral rights to the state lands that were exchanged
with the DHHL.
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CHAPTER 7 Conflicts of-Purpose

In 1920 it' was',known that at least 40,000 native

Hawaiians were not landowners. If the goal of. the
pkogram was to place as many of these landless Hawaii-

ans,on a" plot of their own, a` realistic appraisal of

the resources necessary to accomplish this adective
was needed. A loan ceiling of '$3,000 was established

as the limit for each lessee to clear a lot and build a

home (this' limit remained in force until 1947),s' the

revenues from !cane and water! established as the major

if not the 'sole source of support could'. have easily

been projected for such an appraisal.

Thus, if the.goal was to award 'lots to 20,000,of

'the 40,000 eligible, the total funding requirement

would, be $60 million. If the cane and water revenues

were sufficient to support this goal or if the incre-

'mental plan wasto place the 20,000 on the land in 30

years, 666 awards a year, the minimum funding' required

would be $2 million. annually for the neaded loans.

If the plan was less ambitious and meant. to only

'award 10,000 lots in 30 years,-the minimum loan fund

requirements would be $1 million a year for the first

10 .years.

ObViously no such calculations were done.

TWelve years after the passage of, the -Act, in

1933, -the -4.tape. and water revenue source had, only

accrued $2 million, a meager $116,666 fit year: suffi-

cient for only 50 awards a year, if all'the funds were

utilized for loans.

In 60 years the Act's revenue base has only

generated $12 million. And the problem has been

compounded by-homestead non-loan programs. Since the

inception 'of the program, the revenues have been

divided as follows:

$ 4,500,000' for loans, ",

$ 1,887,500 for,site development,
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$ 3,612,500 for education, and
$'2,000,000 for rehabilitation.

The last.two categoried were not'explicit in the
Aat... Legislative action by the Territory. diverted
revenues directly to the general fund of Hawai'i as a
reimbursement for' public support of schools- located
near, but not confined to teaching homestead:children.
After Statehood, this practice continued, but with, the
modification. of using Hawaiian Homes revenues for
special educational projects 'in homestead areas. These
programstoo; however, were not restricted to benefi-
ciaries of the Act. ."

In 1978, these sugar and cane revenues were
earmarked for a Rehabilitation Fund. directly.
administered by the Department. This State Constitu-
tiOni mandate, however, has not been .utilized for
explic t homesite purposes.

eyond these considerations, however,
iOnal funding efforts by the Territory and State
wai'i have failed to increase the'overall performance

b- and a shameful 50' awards a year: a 60 -year accom- i

pliment overall of placing 3,034 lessees on the land.

The current capitalization of loan funOsivin the
Depar nt is $33 million in loans.'

The State has appropriated $28.5 million of this
$33 milli n in revolving loan for account.

.

\

Record available since 1971 record total State
appropriatio s of $68 million in bond funds, an average
of $6-.8 milli n a year.

The only Federal appropriation seems to be $87,000
in grants in 1915.

LIMITED FINANCIAL SOURCES

The Hawaiian H mes Program, as presently'consti-
tuted, depends on se4 rely limited financial 'retelOrces.
Though the revenues vailable to the program may be
increased to a limite \\extent, there is presently no

' indication that such *ncreases would be of major
dimensions. The bulk of\the program's present income

1
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is generated by leasing Hawaiian lands to private
non-beneficiary users.

However, Sieconomically feasible alternative use
is foreseen for these-lands'which would result in
substantially increasp the revenues of the Depart-
ment. Nor is tere. a yreasonable prospect of growth

in the -Sugar, pineapple or ranching industries in
HawaiAliwhich would increase income or serve to enhance:
the. value of Hawaiian home lands significantly?

.
In addition, there is no reason to expect that

substantial sums will be appropriated fror.the State's
general fund, t supplement the program's income.
Three major considerations point to this conclusion:
(1) the State's general fund is under heavy pressure to
meet the demands of public programs; (2) State revenues
are not likely to be ,enlarged by tax increases or
economic growth; and (3) 'legislators have an under-
standableas well -as traditional, -reluctance to
appropriate* limited general public resources to support
special fund agencies.

In summarye necessary. funds, are not. now being

provided by -Congressionally mandated sources,

Department general leasing,- or supplemental' State
appropriations.. Inadequate today, there is .little
likelihood of improvement in the future.

. The only alternative funding possibilities may be
the resources already in the possession of the Depart-

. ment and beneficiaries.

The. quality-and revenue potential.of the Hawaiian
Home Lands can be quickly assessed from "the State Tax
Department review of the real property valuations.:'All
categories of Hawaiian Home Lands combined-,have a total

valuation of about: $91o,000dm.

Current uprovisions in the Act, however, hamper
realizing the, funding potential'of these assets. Chief
among the problems are:

1) The 5-year withdrawal clause which deters ,

'investing in. *long-term improvements; a

handicap reflected in lower. average
per-parcel improvement valuations, even
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when compared with average homestead resi-
dential lease valuation; and

2) Long-term leases gotiated by the State
Board of Land and Natural Resources. - a
practice ended in 19781'but with continuing
implications.

5,

As indicated by Tai Department figures, the
greatest. portion of the trust'value' is held in benefi-
ciary awards.

/

According. to the-State TaX.Department yaluatibn of
homesteads: :

The average, land valuation per parcel is
$280,743.30 / .

The average improveMent valuation per parcel is
$34,284.80

The average total 'valuation per parcel is
$315,028.80

By'the proVisions of the Act, however, homestead-
ers are prohibited-from utilizing their equity.

THE PROBLEM OF THE NON-ALIENATION. CLAUSE
4,

The most arresting clause in.the Act is. Section
208(5), the 'non-alienation clause. The' constraints
imposed on the transfereibilit of the property received
has been the greatest deterre t, to the sought-after
goal labeled rehabilitation.

The lessee shall not in an manrier transfer
or' mortgage, pledge, Or of erwise hold for the
benefit of,- any other person or group of

xpersons.or,organizations of any kind, except a
\native Hawaiian or Hawaiians, and then only
uponthe approval of the department, or agree
to transfer, mortgage, pledge, or otherwise
holdr his interest in the 'tract. Such interest
shall 'not, except in pursuance 41 such a

' transfer, mortgage, or pledge.to_or holding for
or' agreement with. a native Hawaiian or
Hawaiiand approved by the 'department, or for

. any indebtedness due, the department or for
taxes,' or for' any other indebtedness the
'payment of 'which has-been assured by the



department, be s ject to attachment, levy, or
sale upon court4p ocess. The lessee shall not o .

sublet his intere t in the tract or improve-.

ments thereon.

This clause has denied :he native Hawaiian his:

1) "Bundle of Rights on the land,

2) Equity iceumulate with his improvements,
and

3) Independence 'and right to plan his own
future, Snd live his own life.

The, problems.cauded by this clause is :lie source

for much of the bitterness evidenced in the II Hawaiian

t
homestead community. Moreover, -.the Cong essional,

records indicate that this cruqial\balance be ween the
necessary trust provisions assuring the inalienability
of the title to the lands, and the necessary individual
homesteader property rights was intended, but remaj,ned

unmet. -.
-,.

PRECLUDES PRIVATE FIMICING

O

%101

1
The most damaging feature of tlie clause is the

faCt that it prbcludes independent Solicitation of
financing from the private sector. Denied this right,
the lessee ip forever dependent upon the Department.

I i

Financial institutions in the private sector have
repeatedly attempted to find ways in which they could
assist with the needed funding. The stringent stipula-
tions and the fact tpt the Act requires the Department
to have first lien rights (Section 2(6))..Lakes the
venture imprudent land impractical, for them. Subse-
qufttly, financing is only avail le fromrlegislative
appropriations or other governmental programs on a
guaranteed payback agreement.

The lessee is denied his "bundle of rights" on the

land: the right .to control, enjoy, use and even
dispose. Too many homesteaders have been alienated
from the land for the non-alienation clause to be

`'justifiable or practical as it applies to the

ind4vidual tenant. Certainly the land should be

protected grOm alienation from the,--corpus of the

estate.
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That can easily be achieved by amendatory legislatimit
giving the homesteider'leasehold interests in the land;
with,rights to dispose the lease bUt not he fee title.'

The 'Hawaiian Homes homesteading program has
implied that landttenure is 'transitory. The:. lessee has

no sure security against eviction from hie\land, for
any one of a variety of causes, and he cannot but be
aware of the fact that at some date, however far'in the
future, the lease will be subject to renewal. \ At that
time, the land may be lost to him or hts,hetrst as
applied to the Hawaiian Homes program, this realization
may well serve to dampen enthusiasm for
development of the lanl. .

The lessee was also placed on the land rent-free
as an opportunity to restore himself. 0He received no
security interest in the land, however, to loilormit

leveraging of its value toasiist in his adaption to a
capitalistic economy. It was no longer possible to
subsist solely off the land since capi.tal was required
for -utilities, education, clothing and transportation,
particularW when he was placed in rural communities
detached from job opportimities.

1) After sixty years, tt is time to 'review the
1920 stereotype of the "Hawaiian as lazy,
reckless and incapable of baking prudent
decisions and to make necessary changes in
the law' to `permit such maturity.'

\ 2) Further, what the individual homesteader
could then do for, himself cannot now be

, \
. done.by thts Department.

LOANS LIMITED

There are 24,732 AMMEIBB of farm and ranch lands
which 'have been awarded-t to date. The farm loan
capitalization is $2,219-1769. That sum reflects a

recent increase, for only a few years ago it was
capitalized at $750,000 or $30 an acre. After the
start of the program homesteaders were only awarded
$3,000 apiece to clear the land, construct a home and
start their venture.

The applicants wait because funding is not avail-
able. The homesteaders wait because funding is not
available.
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~REPLACEMENT HOME HUMILIATION

Perhaps the most humiliating dependency created as
, a result of the lessees' alienation from the possession

.
of land interest is the inability to secure independent
financing. for a repla0ement.home,,

There are .2,80/residences on Hawaiian Nome Lands.
At least 50% of theSe.'homes areolder than 30 years.
The chronic Shortage of funds forced-early awardees. to
resort to the purc ase of surplus tomes *hich already
were in a state .of- eterioration. The' makeshift struc-
tures of the .ear y. years has created' a pervasive.
proble 'and compo ds fund requirements for replacement
;'constriction.

' In t isto of the Act, the 60-year span," more
than 3,034 rd have been' made. Hundreds of home-
-steaders wer alienated, forced to abandon ..their
unlivable, unsafe homes, because funds were not'ayail-
able. ;Years later these vacant lots were reawarded. .

The replaCement loan fund is' capitalized at
$6,328,582r all of which is encumbered. Besides the
prohibitive fund requirements needed to provide housing
for 6,388 applicants, the Department must plan for a
fund source 1CO replace at least, 100' homes.' The

.
additional fund requirement.of 140,000,000.is not as

01 yet costly since the-on-site improvements are already
installed. -The Department and not the lessee is also
responsible fOr the County district improvement assess-
ments for the +e. subdivisions.

I
C

THE. PROBLEM OF THE FARM AND RANCH PROGRAMS

v

The Act of 1920 envisioned that the homesteading
program was one Which would be oriented toward agri7
cultural homeste ding. In' keeping with the goal of-,,
rehabilitation, he Act intentionally excluded from the
available la ds 11 prime agricultural landsincluding
the cuitiva ed sugar lands. The exclusion left
Hawaiians wi h access to only marginal lands. It was
felt by the d afters of the Act that the lessees on
these lands uld try to develop and upgrade these
parcels of 1 d into more productive elands. In this
effort, the awaiian homesteaders would gain economic
security,' erecter development,' and increased
motivation t improve themselves. However, the



critical elements nee ed to develop such lands - water,
technics expertise, 'and money - were all too
frequen y absent at the beginning.

The. designers -of the Act had reasoned that since
Hawaiians had experienced life Cnicommunes previous to
discovery, that the best'program to rehabilitate these
victimized individUils.was to create ananachronistic
capsulized environment of that period. Several genera-
.tlons, 142 years after discovery and suffering the
effects of a devastating century, the Hawaiian was
expected to return .to Another time, not to the land.

The preference of the beneficiaries was opposed tor.
the .condept of rehabilitation by farming and
subsistence off the land. The preference was for a
use of the land as home sites and adaptation congruent
with the-times, to hold jobs away from home and in most
instances not be directly involved with the land. allow
adaptation congruent with the times; i.e., to take
vocational pursuits away on homes and in some instances
not invdlved with the land..

LOAN CAPITALIZATION

The meager capitalization of $2,219,769 for the
loan fund sets its own limits. That the fund has never
been 'fully utilized reflects the disinterest as well as
the inability of the active farmers to borroW more than,
the allowable loan limit which is w $50,000. If all
the farms And ranches were in acti productivity and
cultivation, the 416 ranchers and armers on 24,732
acres of land could divide the avail_ able monies and
each receive either $5,335.9 apiice,(i shared evenly
among the 416 ranchers and farmers) or eceive $89.75
per acre. (if prorated-on-the basis o acreage -in
award). A rancher of 248 acres could rel on a loan
fund capitalization from the department of 2,258 to
develop his ranch. Were every one interestedl, there
would not be sufficient funds. And for the interested,
the loan limit imposes an unnecessary hardship aeNthe
unused funds sit idly.

The denial of homestead rights, particularly the
prohibitions against mortgaging the equity of the award
and the right to name a successor, can encourage a
speculative use of the lands.
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SPECULATION IS THE NEMESIS OF THE PROGRAM

The buy-back provision in the Act"::0, the 9nly
avenue open to the homesteader to take advatageef the
equity accumulated in his home. L ted-iware of
this loophole have blatantly- eculated,- e.g., 1,000
homes were built in 1975-76-77-78 for $25;400-, and no
down payment was required of the lessee Monthly
mortgage payments were $200. Three years later some of
these homes were surrendered t6 the. Commission for two
to five times the original cost. The Commission was

`obliged by the statute to pay the homesteaders the cash
difference of:$25,000 to $50,000. Thies, monies are
taken from loan funds which would have been av4lable
for new home construction. To ,compound the problem,
the applicant receiving the surrendered home is obliged
to pay this unrealistic market rate of $75,000.

The investment in the Hawaiian Homes' program is
the best speculative deal in town. For an, investment
of 'a monthly rent of $200 per month for three years', or
$7,200, a-homesteader who surrendered his new home has
actually .received a cash return of $64,000--a 694.4%
return if rent is counted as his investment. This
practice is escalating and ,can only create more of*a
financial dilemma for-an already fund -short program.

The tax valuation for all residential lot improve-
ments is $97,883,135. The 'capitalization of all loan
funds and loan guarantee limit is $30 million for loans
and $13 million for guarantees. Obviously there would
be severe solvency problems should there be a run to
surrender homestead Should this occur, the
responsibility for liability of the Federal government
or the State for payment, certainly not the commission,
is not defined.

RIGHT TO NAME A SUCCESSOR

Equity in land is also closely-tied in law to
inheritance rights. These fundamental rights are also
not guaranteed to the homesteader.

Dr. Keeping stressed the problems caused and to be
anticipated by the successor blood requirement in his
comprehensive 1936 audit. Subsequently every other
audit of genuine concerh'has 'discussed the contradic-
tion of this requirement and the resultant insecurity

ti
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and distress. it has paused the homeiteader. As long as
the descendant 'retains.50% Hawaiian blOod he remains on
the land under the,. terms -of 'a new 99-year lease.

However, if. the-descendant is determined to be less
that 50% Hawaiian, he is.witicted in favor.of another
qualified appli6ant.

'"Needless to :Aar/ such a situation has created
problems,, The homes are essentially-being treated as
rental units. Maintenance, repairs, or improvements
are rarely performed.., Whenan.individual sees his home
which will most likely not be passed on to his descend-
ants, he loses interest and concerns himself only with
day -to -day matters. Such an attitude carries over to
repayment of loans..

In'1976, a sample of 50% of all lessees revealed
that 16.7% did. not have qualified, heirs in their
immediate family. At the time this represented 329
families. The pending legislation to modify this
quantum. for successors is imperative and 60 years
overdue. The, purpose' of the Act was fOr the benefit of
Hawaiian familiea to encourage continued use, to rein-
force the Security of their tenancy so integral to
familyliving and productivity.

THE PROBLEM Or THE 50% BLOOD QUANTUM REQUIREMENT.TO
QUALIFY

The blood quantum question is subtly injected in
each review or audit of the program. The inference is
that once the eligible 'native Hawaiians' on the list
are depleted, the program .can be discontinued and the
'available lands' would revert to the State. Hence,
the hovering questions: How many 'native Hawaiians'
are there' in the State? And haw much land will be
required to serve their needs? And, the future of this
program c n only, be decided by a cen us of the Hawaiian
people. Until then the 'sword o Damocles' hangs
threat= ingly over the future status f the land offi-
cials eady to terminate the program w en all have been
sery

Clarification of this land award is of paramount
im ortance. Not at any time was it ever intimated that
t ese 'available lands' set aside by the Congress of
he United States as restitution to the Native Hawaii-

ans was meant ,to be an interim award. This trust of
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lands was created in'perpetuity to reason otherwise is
inane.

,

Congressman Strong and Secretary of the'Interior
Lane discussedthis. very-point in the hearing's for the
establishment of the Act:

Mr. Strong Now, the land that might not
be set apart, that might not be occupied
by Hawaiians should be rented by this
commission and the proceeds taken.by the
commission to be used in the deVelopment
of lands. until such :time as they 'would
want it.

SeCretary.Lane: No; I 'doubt that.- They
already have a land 'commi,ssion there,. a
land board that is handling these lands.
I' would not disturb that. I would
continue to let them handle .all of-the
land-that did not .go into these specifid
purpotes. -

Mr. Strong:- I know, but.the.lands them-
selves should be kept until such times as
the. Hawaiians might need them. You have
said here that they were Vanishing rather
rapidly. We hope by thii legislation to
aid them to recuperate and they might 50
or 100 years. from. now want all of this
land, and we ought to keep it.for them.

Secretary Lane: I 'think you might very
well reserve a sufficient body of the land'
to take care of the future. I would not
say that all or a great part would be of
any use to them.

The blood quantum issue, in the first measures
introduced, were only to assure that Hawaiians
benefited from the Act.

One listed no specific quantum except the
requirement to be a descendant of those who inhabited
the Islands previous to 1778. The second listed a
blood quantum of 1/32 Hawaiian.
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The only reason the 50% quantum was finally agreed
upon was to assure Caat those with the greatest
Hawaiian blood quantum would receive preferential
selection initially. Again a review of the numbers 'is
necessary.'

In 1920, the total Hawaiian population was:

23,723 pure Hawaiian 9.3% of population
18,027 part Hawaiian 7.0% of population

41,750 Total , 16.3% of population

. Sixty years after passage of this Act only 3,034
awards were made and only 26,000 acres of ,the. land
distributed. . At this rate .0f takeawarding it would tak
460 years to. award 23,000 homesteads to the ,pure
Hawaiians only. This tragedy is the plight of'benefi-
ciaries.

The blood quantum is pertinent only as the
criterion for initial awardi; thereafter, any descend-
ant who is without land should qualify.

The overwhelming majority of Hawaiian Homes
beneficiaries have not encountered these difficulties.
Why? Because they do not have an'award. There are
7,000 applicants-on the waiting list. The Department
acknowledged that at least 19% of those on the list
were Aot considered current. They had died, moved, or
just given up from waiting so long. The .Deputy.
Attorney General iesued an opinion in 1977..which
disallowed the ,removal of. any names from the list
unless there was proof of death or a notarized
authorization.

Using an adjusted list of 6,000,'the most real-
istic prospect of depleting the list using the
performancelrate to date can be expected in 120 years.
At least half of the awardeee would be 80 years of age.

If these 'available lands' were distributed on
schedule per the identical rate for the 3,000 awards,
all 23,000 pure Hawaiians or their descendants would
have received an award 10 years ago in 1971.

The objective of rehabilitation was to restore the
right of native Hawaiians to their lands. We have
failed miserably to achieve this one aspect of the
goal.
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CHAPTER 8 The Native Hawaiians

The consequences of the overthrow of, the Kingdom
of. Hawaiii by the United States are not confined to
historical wrong or compensable claims for lost
ancestral land rights and interests.

Dispossession and defeat also have psychological,
social and cultural consequences for Native Hawaiians.
By All major social indices -- health, education,
employment, income -- Native Hawaiians display, .distinct
disparaties with their'fellow citizens.

Health Concerns. The impact of Western diseases
on Native Hawaiians was historically' devastating.
Waves of epidemics reduced the estimate* contact
population of 300,000 in 1778, to 34,000 by 1893. The
implications of this decimation have been considered in
a variety of contexts.

Western observers, beginning in 1838, noted that
unless some dramatic improvement mere made in the
health conditions of Native Hawaiians that the race
would disappear. These initial feelings of horror and
dismay over the fatal impact of Western contact
gradually altered.

After the publication of Darwin's Origin of.

Species, Europeans and Americans began to adopt the
attitudes and policies of Social Darwinism. The thebry
of "the survival of the fittest" was a lied to
nations, and validated Western expansion and mperia-
lism as the natural working out of an in itable
progression of conquest and colonization.

Acquired immunity and inter-marriage amon §.N ive
Hawaiians, hoover, was reversing this trend. D mo-
graphic 'rends now indicate that. the population had
reached its lowest level- in the final decade of. the
19th century, would stabilize for about twenty years,
and then begin a dramatic recovery.

Today's Native Hal/aiian population numbers an
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estimated.175,000 individuals, more than hilt of whom
are'less.than 19 years old..

The health characteristics,of this grow, however,
are adversely and consistently affected by mental
health disorders .stress-related diseases, and an
ibsence of cultury-sensitive-health professionals.

As developed, in depth within the body of this
study the following findings are offered:

the psychOlogical despair 'and sense ,of
being \a conquered, people in their own
homeland is a factor in the hei'th
conditions of Native-Hawaiians;

Native. Hawaiians have the lowest life
expectancy of any ethnic group in the State
of Hawai'i: 67.years compared to aState-
wide average of 74' years;

the leading causes of death for Native
Hawaiian*, in order of prevalence, are
heart diseases, cancers, stroke and.acci-
dents;

Native Hawaiians have, the 'highest-infant
death rate in the State of 'Hawai'i: 14 per-
1,000 live births compared to q statewide
average of 10 per thousand; J

mental health , assessments indicate that
Native Hawaiians have a higher-than
expected incidence of personality
disorders, -mental retardation, and drug
abuse thin their proportion:. of the popula-
tion; and

suicide rates among Native Hawaiian males
(statistics are unavailable-for females) is
the highest in the State-of Hawai'i: 22.5
per 100,000 in the population, compared to
a' rate of. 13.5 for males of all races,4:in

0 Hawai'i -- rates in the 20-34 year age
grOup of Native Hiwagans was even higher.

Native Hawaiians continue to experience a form of
fatal impact usually associated with the last century..
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Neither Hawaiian nor Western medicine has effectively
,

halted the damage.
.

,

.\
,

Educational Concerns., In the perceive\ needs
assessments conducted by.Alu Like,,Inc., and additional
polling done by the University of Hawaii, edu ation
has consistently received. top priority among N tive
Hawaiians as an identified need.

.

These surveys and accompanying in-depth intervws
contradict the impression 9ften conveyed among profe0-
sional educators that- Native Hawaiian performance -i'n
schools' is a. consequence. 'of not caring about .o
-actively endoriing education.by,Hawaiian families.

A nuMber of independent studiee, particularly the
extensivel research published by John Callimore,
subsiantiiie,that:

-- Native Hawaiian children are raised with
distinctive values, behaviors, and styles;
and

ap

,,

that these differences, unless recognized
and accommodated, are- in conflict with.
dominant Western modee.

The Bishop Estate" and Kamehameha Schools have
recently completed a. comprehensive Native Hawaiian Edu-
cational Assessment Project. Their report has been
submitted to U.S. Secretary Bell of the Department of
Education. We wish to. include their report, findings
and.recpimendailons by references

,Certain talient.,lindings of ,this. commission are
offered in-addition:. CI .

_4,

30% of the school-age popUlation 6f the
state. of -Hawal!i is Native Hawaiian;

*- ,Native Hawaiian students, have the highest
rates of academic and .:ibehavioral problems
yin the State, the. highest levelb :Of

..absenteeism, and the lowest ,levels of
performance .achievement; and -.

.

* dnly 4.6.% of all adult' Hawaiian's over 25-.

years of age have completed college,

1$0



compared to a State
12.3% have had "some
average of 15.6%.

Em lo ent and
educat ona ac evem
statistics. Also a
size and the large n
female or single pare

.* nearly 30
fall belo

* Native H
represent
under-rep
gerial po

Native
over-rep
and Aid 't
program's.

RECOMMENDATION
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ide average of 11.3%, and only
college" compared to a Statewide

Income. Directly correlated to
nt are' employment and income
actor in these areas are family
er of Hawaiian families with a.

t head-of-household:

of all Native Hawaiian families
the poverty line;

waiians are disproportionately
d, in blue-collar occupations, and
esented in technical or maulat-.,

itions;

Based on the fin
goriest Native Hawaii
disadvantages experie
of the United States..

Hawaiians are significantly
rented in unemployment benefit
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ed by other indigenous pewles

Congressicrtl rec
has resulted --3 the
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gnition of this-Unique attribute
passage andimplementation of
s. Presently, .Native Hawaiians
luded in these efforts.

Therefore. we recommend:

o the inclusion ofNative .Hawaiians 'in all
Native . American programs, without preju-
dice;

o a concerted study by federal and state
professionals to adequately assess the
needs of'Native Hawaiians, and to provide
additional assistance from existing
programs;
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o the` consideration of special Native Hawai-

ian programs at the federal level to

redress these disadvantages.

Further, while there has been no one definition of

Native American, there are now two Congressionally-

established definitions for Native Hawaiians. The

definition applied to Native Hawaiians for purposes of

the. Hawaiian Homes Act and the 5(f) trust of the Admis-

sions Act is:

Hawaliah-means any descendant
of not less than one -half part of the
blood of the races inhabiting the ilaivaiian

Islands previous to 1778...

This "blood quantum" definition of 50 per cent or

more Hawaiian blood is. significantly different, from

that established by-the Congress in the last ten years,

and which guides this Commission: )'

...the term "Native Hawaiian" means any
individual whose ancestors were natives of

the area which consisted the Hawaiian
Is;ands prior to 1778 ..."

This
Hawaiian.
reference
accepted
with the
year,"

definition sets no blood quantum for Native
The date 1778 used in both' definitions is a

to the arrival of Captain James Cook, usually

as the first Western or non-native contact
islands over a period of approximately 1,000

We have purposely chosen to discuss the implica-

tions and need for reuniting the Native Hawaiians as a

single people separate from the concerns of the

Hawaiian Homes Program. The issue of "blood quantum"

is basically a cultural concern. A traditional and
persistent value and characteristic of Native Hawaiians

is an extended kinship system and deep affeCtion for

family.

As noted Hawaiian scholar Mary Kawena Puku'i

explained:

"... (ohana) is a sense of unity, shared

involViiia, and shared responsibility.

It is mutual interdependence and mutual
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help. It is emotional support, giv9n and,
) received. It is solidarity and

cohesiveness. It' is love -- often; it is
loyalty -- ways. It is all this,
encompassed by oined links of blood 4
relationship..." 4

Fundamentally in. conflict with the value ofw'ohana
in.the Hawaiian culture is the blood quantum division
Of.the two Native Hawaiian definitions. As .a legis-
lative committle report noted:

"...the time has dome to include a4.
native Hawaiians, regardless of blood
quantum, for the numbers of descendants, is
increasing. This qualification, (the 5
per 'cent quantum] has. proved to be a
factor in dividing the Hawaiian community;
mothers and fathers from their children,
cousins from cousins, and friends from
friends."'

0 .

That destructive, division, however, is not within the
power of the State Legislature to change. Only the

. Congress,- with its authority to amend the Hawaiian
Homes. Act definition has that power.

I

There is a neva pride and determination growing
amOng Native Hawaiians to assert themselves as a
people.' On an issue such as this one, there is little
to 'cite except numbers fo documentation of .khe need
for this change. And that growth in populationAsouth,

. and renewal of cultural in erest is still not captueed
in its es'ence.

RECOMMENDATION

o That the Congress of the United States
adopt a single definition of Native
Hawaiian to mean any individual syhose
ancestors were natives of the area which
constituted 'the Hawaiian Islands prior to
1778. Proper guaranteds to protect the
rights and privilegesof those now holding
or awaiting a Hawaiian/Homes award should
accompany this change.
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FOOTNOTES

'Chapter 5

TO

0

1. T. Osborne, Empire Can Wait 29 (1981).

2. Webster to T. Halilo and William Richards,
December 18, 1842, Senate Executive Documentsv52
Cong., 2 sess. No. 77, at 40-41; see also Presi-
dent-John Tyler's statement of December 20, 1842,
id, at ,35-37.4'

3. Id.

G. Curtis, Is It Constitutional? 156 North Ameri-
can Review 282 (March 1893).

T. M. Cooley, Grave Obstacles to Hawaiiah.Annexa-
tion

,
15 The FaluirwxTyligrmyr7-----1-------7-

6. -See, e.g.., New York Herald, April 24, 1893, at 6-
and 33 San- Francisco Argonaut 1, (November 20,
1893). '

Osborne, supra note 1, at 34.

8. D. Turpie of. Indiana, Congressional Record, 53
Cong., 2 sess., at 703-4 (January 11,' 1894r:

9. W. A. Russ, The Hawaiian Republic (1894-1898)1'198
(1961). See also id., at 209, in which another
petition against annexation by native Hawaiians is
described.

10. See Osborne, supra note 1, at 85-95, for a
.disculiTZ7177of the arguments against annexation
propounded by sugar and labor interests..

1. Ids., at 95:

12 Id., at 100.,

13. Id., at .107.
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14. See, e.g., Con ssiona .Record, 55, Cong., 21

seas., at 598 Appendix at 66970:
(June 13, 1898). .

1

15,. Id., at 6149 (Ju e 20, 491111' id., at\-6310 (June

30,' 1898).
7-"

16. A.O. Bacon, id., at 6709-10 (July 6, 1898).
amendment was defeated by a vote of 20 yeas to 42

nays, with 27 abstentions.
4

17. at 6018 (June 15, 18918).

18. Id., at 6712. Although a two-thirds majority was
obtained in the Senate a treaty may not have
passed since the relative ease of obtaining a
simple majority probably discouraged anti-annexa-
tionists from voting at all.

19. Joint lsolution of Anneiation of July 7, 1898, 30
Stat. 7 0 [hereinafter cited as Joint Resolution].

-20. J. Hobbs, Hawaii: A a eant of the Soil .118
(1935* But see, L. Thurston, A Hand ook of the
Annexation of Hawaii'24 (no date), in which the
amount of land involved is set at 1,740,000 acres
valued at $4,389,550 in 1894.

21. Joint Resolution," supra note 19.

22. Id.

23. Id.

1-1

24. Act of April 30, 1900, ch. 339, 31 Stat. 41

"d[hereinafter cited as Organic Act].

25. Id. at §91.
1.

26. Id. at 573(4)(c)

274 Hawaii's,Cededirliands, 3 U.H.L.R. 101, 121 (1981)
(11reinafter,cited as Ceded Lands]. See also , S.

ker). No. 675, 88th Cong., lst sees. in which this
:Tecialtstatus is iiplicitly recognized.

28. Organic Act, s'apra note 24, at S566, 69.
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29. Id., at S80'

30. `Id., at S80.\

31. Id.., at SS5
V. Terr. of
it is noted
laws or legis

.32.

/33.

34.

35.

36.

Id., at S85.

See, Inter-4slan Steam
awiT17,305 U. S. 306 : (1938),
at Congress may ab ogate te
ate directly for t rri*ories

ay., Co.
in which .

itorial

Historical Anaysis, supra note

d., at 17-18.;

Id.

22 Ops. Atty. Gen: 574-577

37. Historical Analysis, supra

at 16-17

(4.89).

note' 33, at 19.

38. President McKinley's executive order consis ed
simply of.his signature of endc?rsement on the b ck
of a war department letter requesting the lands be
set aside. See, gt 20.

For a list of executive orders setting awl e
public' lands between annexation and 1955, s e
Chronological Notes of Pe'detal' Acts Affect
Hawaii, Rev. Laws Hawaii 1955,19-12.

40. Osborne', supra note 1, at 107.,

'Historical Analysis,/ supra note 33 at 68.
ti

. i

3

1

41.

42. Id.,

43. Id.,

44. Id.

45. Admission Act, supra note:51.

46. Ceded Lands, supra note '27, at 102.

47.

48.

at 74.

at 68.

Admission Act, supra note/v51, at S5(a),.

Id., at S5(b).
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49. Id., at §5(g).

50. Id., at S5(c).

51. Id., at §5 (d)

52. Id., at S5(e).

53. Id.4, at S5(f).

54. Historical Analysis, =supra note 33, at 70-71'.

55. Id., at 75.

O

56. Id.

57. See discussion-in id., at 72-72

58. Pub. Law. No. 88-233, 77 Stat. 242 (Dec. 23,

1963).

59. Interview with Jack Kaguni, formerly of the Land
Management Division of the Hawaii Dept. of Land
and Natural Resources., 4

60. Admission Act, supra note 51, at §5(f).

.61. The DLNR is charged with managing all of Hawaii
public lands. See generally, HRS Chap. 171,. and

HRS §26 -15 and note 86, infra.

62. A Report to the Governor and the Legislature of
the State of Hawaii, submitted by the Legislative
Auditor of the State ,,1! Hawaii, Audit Report No.
79-1 (January 1979) [hereinafter cited as Audit].

63. HRS §171 -18 provides: Public land trust. All
funds derived from the sale or lease WE other
disposition of public lands shall be appropriated
by the laws of the State; provided, that all
proceeds and income from the sale, lease, or other
disposition of lands ceded to the United States by
the Republic of Hawaii under the joint resolution
of annexation, approved. July 7, 1898 (30 Stat.

750), or acquired in exchange for lands so ceded,
and returned to the State of Hawaii by virtue of
section 5(b) of the Act of March .18,- 1959 (73

Stat. 6), and all proceeds and income from the
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sale, lease or other disposition of lands retained
by the United States under sections 5(c) and 5(d)
of theAtct and later conveyed to the State under.
section 5(e) shall'be held as .a public trust for
the support of the:public schools and other public
educational institutions, for the betterment of
the conditions of native Hawaiians as defined in
the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act, 11920, as
amended, for the development of farmland home
ownership on as widespread a basis asipossible,
for the making of ,public improvements,4ind 'for the
provision of lands for public use. (L' 1942, c 32,
pt of S2; Sapp, S103A-181) .

64. HRS S171-19 authorizes the land board to use the'
-land and-development -fund-for -the-fotlow-=-

ing purposes:

(1) To reimburse the general fund of the State
for advancements heretofore or hereafter
made therefrom, which are required to be
reimbursed from the proceeds of sales,

licences, or permitW derived from
public lands;

(2) For the incidental maintenance of all lands
und the control and management of the
board, including the repair of the improve-
ments thereon, not to exceed $100,000N, in
any fiscal year;

(3) To repurchase any land, including improve-
ments thereon, in the exercise by the board
of any right of repurchase specifically
reserved in any patent, deed, lease, or
other documents or as provided by law;

(4) For the payment of all appraisal feei;
provided, that all such reimbursable fees
collected by the board, shall be deposited
in the fund;

(5) For the peyAnt of publication notices as
required under this chapter, provided that
all or a portion of the expenditures may be
charged to the purchases or lessee of
public lands or any interest therein, under
rules and regulations adopted by the board;

(6) For the planning and construction of roads
and trails along state rights-of-way not to
exceed $5,000 in any fiscal year;
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(7) For the payment to private land developer
or developers who have contracted with the
board for development of public lands under
the provisions of ,lection 171-60.

65. Au-dit, supra note eq, at 32-33.

66. Id,d, at 35.

67.

68.. Id.

Ceded Lands, supra note 27, at 142-143.
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APPENDIX

A. THE PROBLEM OF LAND VALUATIONS

Real Property Tax Categories

The total valuation of ALL Hawaiian home lands
is $968,764,679 near one billion in land and fe

improvement valuations.

The Tax Office.maAlptains three categories
for 177,083 acres of4lawaiian I4ofltë Lands (another
discrepant total). .

. Category I gs

.Hawaiian Home Lands used by Hawaiian Homes .,..

Commission

These lands are not leased for revenue purposes or
for homestead award. They may be lands used by the
Iepartment and other governmental agencies, Or idle,
unused lands. No taxes are collected from this
category.

Category II

Hawaiian Home Lands Seven-Year Homestead Exemption

These lands comprise 1.5% of the total acreage
(2,711.794 acres) and are valued at $60,074,485 or
of the total valuation.

These lands are under a seven-year exemption fro
real property taxes as stipulated in the Hawaiian Home's
Commission Act.

194..51 acres or 7% of the land in this category
are designed as residential. These residential valua-
tions account for 95% of the total valuation of the.
category. No taxes are collected from this category.

r
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Categories I and II

This accounts for 35.5% of all the lands;,they are
not taxableu,and their value comprises 42% of the total

valuation.

1
a

/

Category_ III

HawaiianHomes All Other Taxable Lands

These lands are taxable; they account for 65% of
the. lands (114,225.94 acres) and are valued at

'$559,989,952 or 58% of the totaL valuation of

'$968,764.679. 709,28 acres in this category are

designated residential-, (homestead- use); the total
valuation for these lands is $526,367,799.

The remaining valuation is $33,622,153 divided by
the remaining acreage of 113,516.3 results, in a

valuation per acre of 296.1. It is. frqm these lands
that the Department must generate its own operating
income.

The average valuation .per homestead taxable

acreage is $742,115 -- hardly conceivable when one
considers the unmarketability of these lands.

One wonders on what is the.appraisal based.

B. TAXABLE LAND CATEGORY

O

Of the $968,764,679 tax valuation, ' only

$559.,989,95 is taxable land category. This valuation
comprises 58% "of the. total valuation which is capable
of generating revenue for the State .and base revenues
for the Department. Using the tax office total acreage
of 177,083, and analysis of. the taxable, category
follows:

There are
11,225,953 acres
in this catge-
gory comprising
65% of all
H.H.L.'s

709.28 acres are
designated
Residential or
.6% of the land
in this category

0

113,516.6d acres
remain for agri-
culture, leasing
and licensing -
compromising
99.3% of the
land in. this
category
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559,989,952 is
the total valua-
tion for all
lands in this
category

484,492,355 is
the land ivalua-
tion which is
87% of the total
valuation either
the land is very
valuable or
there are
minimal improve-
ments on these
lands

75,497,597 is
the value of the
improvements of
13% of the total
valua4on

ti

526,367,799 is
the valuation
for the residen-
tial lands it
comprises 93% of
the total valua-
tion.

469,325,210 is
the valuation
for the residen-
tial lots the
value per acre
662,115, 4955
times greater
than the
per -acre value
for the
remaining
taxable
lands-average
parcel valuation
of (val - 1788)
= 262,486,135

57,042,589, 89%
of they improve-
ment valuation
is for homestead
residential lots
or 8,0,423"per
acre..or average
parcel valuation
of 31,903.01

Average size
parcel = .39
-acres

Average land
value of parcel
= 262,486,135

Aver. impr. val.
per parcel =
31',903.01

S.

.

33,622453 is
the. *aluation
for the remain-
ing lands 6% of
the valuation in
this category
for 99.3% of the
land

15,167,145 is
the land valua-
tion for the
remaining lands
the value per
.acre 133.61,
average parcel
valuation \f
.(val - 659)
23,015.39

p

18,455,008 or
11% of the
improvements are
for the remain -.
ing lands or
162.42 per acre
or an average
parcel valuation
of 28,004.56

Average size of
parcel = 172.25
acres

Average land
value of parcel
=.23,015

Aver: impr. per
parcel =
,28,/004.56
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